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We are committed to the application of reason and science
to the understanding of the universe and to the solving
of human problems.
We deplore efforts to denigrate human intelligence,
to seek to explain the world in supernatural terms,
and to look outside nature for salvation.

We believe that scientific discovery and technology
can contribute to the betterment of human life.
We believe in an open and pluralistic society and that
democracy is the best guarantee of protecting human rights
from authoritarian elites and repressive majorities.
We are committed to the principle of the
separation of church and state.

We cultivate the arts of negotiation and compromise

We believe in the cultivation of moral excellence.
We respect the right to privacy. Mature adults should be
allowed to fulfill their aspirations, to express their sexual
preferences, to exercise reproductive freedom, to have
access to comprehensive and informed health care,
and to die with dignity.
We believe in the common moral decencies: altruism,
integrity, honesty, truthfulness, responsibility. Humanist ethics
is amenable to critical, rational guidance. There are normative
standards that we discover together. Moral principles are
tested by their consequences.
We are deeply concerned with the moral education
of our children. We want to nourish reason and compassion.

We are engaged by the arts no less than by the sciences.

as a means of resolving differences and achieving mutual
understanding.

We are citizens of the universe and are excited by

We are concerned with securing justice and fairness

We are skeptical of untested claims to knowledge,

in society and with eliminating discrimination
and intolerance.

and we are open to novel ideas and seek new
departures in our thinking.

We believe in supporting the disadvantaged and the

We affirm humanism as a realistic alternative to

disabled so that they will be able to help themselves.

theologies of despair and ideologies of violence and as a
source of rich personal significance and genuine satisfaction
in the service to others.

We attempt to transcend divisive parochial loyalties based
on race, religion, gender, nationality, creed, class, sexual
orientation, or ethnicity and strive to work together for
the common good of humanity.
We want to protect and enhance Earth, to preserve
it for future generations, and to avoid inflicting needless
suffering on other species.

We believe in enjoying life here and now and in
developing our creative talents to their fullest.

discoveries still to be made in the cosmos.

We believe in optimism rather than pessimism, hope rather
than despair, learning in the place of dogma, truth instead of
ignorance, joy rather than guilt or sin, tolerance in the place
of fear, love instead of hatred, compassion over selfishness,
beauty instead of ugliness, and reason rather than blind
faith or irrationality.

We believe in the fullest realization of the best and noblest
that we are capable of as human beings.

*by Paul Kurtz

For a parchment copy of this page, suitable for framing, please send $4.95
to FREE INQUIRY, P.O. Box 664, Amherst, New York 14226-0664
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Ronald A. Lindsay

Editorial

Free Expression and Women’s Rights

his issue of FrEE InQuIrY highlights
two very important concerns: namely, the need to ensure that people
throughout the world can freely express
their views about religion and the need to
promote women’s rights and end sexism,
both outside of and within the secular
movement. Some might think these concerns are unconnected. They would be
mistaken.
There is no mystery about the primary
motivation for blasphemy laws. Blasphemy laws are a means (an effective
means, if they are enforced) of immunizing religion from criticism. The recent push
by various Islamic countries to have the
united nations enact an international law
prohibiting attacks on religion makes this
clear. As Egyptian President Mohamed
Morsi put it, “Egypt respects freedom of
expression” but not a “freedom of expression that targets a specific religion.”
Protecting religion from criticism also
serves to preserve those policies, customs,
and beliefs that are derived from religious
dogma. This is one reason that there is a
close connection between the suppression of criticism of religion and the suppression of women.
religion has played a critical role in the
subordination of women. As Susan Jacoby
emphasizes in her vigorously argued essay
in this issue, there has always been “a
huge conflict between women’s rights

T

secularhumanism.org

and traditional religion.” The three Abrahamic religions—Judaism, Christianity,
and Islam—have historically treated women as inferior beings or worse, and their
doctrines have provided rationalizations
for onerous legal and societal restrictions
on women. Admittedly, in the last century
or so, “liberal” religious denominations
began to acknowledge grudgingly the full
humanity of women, but this was only
under pressure from secular forces. Few
arguments in favor of political, social, and
economic equality for women have been
premised on scripture.
It should be no surprise, therefore, that
those regions of the world where secular
forces have not been very strong—for
example, the Islamic nations—are also precisely the regions where restrictions on
women remain stringent. And the more
steeped in religious dogma a country is,
the worse the conditions for women are. I
do not think I would want to be a woman
in Morocco, but I would rather be a
woman in Morocco than one in Saudi
Arabia or Iran.
Given the close connection between
religion and suppression of women, it is
no wonder that humanists and atheists
have often been energetic advocates for
women’s rights. Once we discard religious
dogma, there is little remaining ground
on which to base an argument for the
inferiority of women. True, various pseu-
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doscientific claims have been advanced
regarding alleged deficiencies of women,
but most, although certainly not all, religious skeptics have been skeptical of
these claims as well.
Accordingly, secular organizations,
especially humanist organizations such as
the American Humanist Association
(AHA) and the Council for Secular Humanism/Center for Inquiry, have usually incorporated advocacy for women’s rights into
their missions; they have acted on these
commitments, whether by pushing for
enactment of the Equal rights Amendment, equal pay for women, or the right
of women to control their own bodies
and reproductive process. Indeed, the
AHA supported the legalization of abortion as long ago as the 1950s. Furthermore, humanist organizations have opposed, to the full extent of their capabilities, the dreadful treatment of women in
countries where oppressive religious doctrines still hold sway. Advocacy for
women’s rights has not been, and should
not be, considered something foreign to
the work of humanist organizations.
But although the battle for the right
to criticize religion does have a direct and
close connection to advocacy of women’s
rights, they are distinct issues. The distinction between the two becomes clear
when we turn our attention to sexism
within the secular movement. Some
might argue, half in jest, that a few secular leaders have acquired cult status and
any criticism of them is viewed as insufficiently deferential, but the reality is that
restriction of “blasphemous” speech
within the movement does not exist, nor
is there an effort to create such restrictions. In contrast, one can plausibly maintain that sexism exists within the secular
movement.
The extent of this sexism, and what
steps should be taken to eliminate it or
blunt its effects, has, within the past year
or so, been the subject of much discussion, especially in the blogosphere. Much
heated discussion. And the heated exchange of views is not limited to malefemale quarreling. Women with different
understandings of the implications of

feminism have traded verbal blows, with
charges of “feminazi” being answered by
accusations of “sister-punisher.”
Some have expressed concerns about
this internal debate, in particular its tone,
which has at times been vicious and vile.
It’s no exaggeration to say that some of
the discussion has revealed a misogynistic
underbelly among those who call themselves atheists. But I see no reason to
think that the misogynists represent
more than a very small number of those
who are active in the secular movement.
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Yes, they are there, but they have little to
no influence in directing the actions of
secular organizations. And at the end
of the day, should we be that surprised
that there are hard-core women-haters
among atheists? As the number of nonbelievers increases, the atheist population is bound to reflect some of the prejudices found in society at large.
I am more concerned that, in the
worst-case scenario, the discussion may
lead to a fracturing of the movement over
matters that, while important, should not
result in deep or permanent division
among humanists and other secularists.
For example, excepting the misogynist
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fringe to which I have alluded, there’s no
dispute that sexual harassment is a serious
matter and that secular organizations
should do what they can to prevent it.
Moreover, my sense is that in many instances, there is wide agreement over
what constitutes harassment. Given that,
should we invest substantial time in analyzing the precise conditions under which
an invitation to a drink can constitute unwelcome or harassing conduct? I suggest
that lack of unanimity on how best to
combat sexism in all cases doesn’t imply
that we can’t work together in the vast
majority of cases.
Of course, to combat sexism effectively, we do have to listen to what
women have to say. For men—even wellintentioned men—to try to figure out on
their own how best to combat sexism is
like a surgeon removing his or her own
tumor. not usually a good idea. This is

ing out how the struggle for the freedom
one reason (not the only reason) that the
to criticize religion connects and coincides
Center for Inquiry (CFI) was pleased to
with the struggle for women’s rights. I
sponsor the “Women in Secularism” conthen pointed out a significant difference
ference in May 2012. And it’s one reason
between these two concerns. I’ll end by
we are pleased to hold a second such
tying them together again. Silence is
conference in May 2013.
always and everywhere the enemy of
not everyone has been pleased by
truth and progress. Whether that silence
these conferences. Some have criticized
comes about through legal bans, the
CFI for holding them because they have
weight of custom, intimidation, benign
“stirred up trouble.” I prefer to regard
neglect, or indifference doesn’t change
them as stirring up discussion and providthe result. To overcome religious dogma,
ing women with a better opportunity to
we need to be able to speak about it
have their voices heard. If we do not listen
openly and candidly; to overcome sexism,
to what women have to say and encourwe need to be able to speak about it
age their full participation in our moveopenly and candidly. Free expression is
ment, we’re cutting ourselves off from
the only path forward, the only way for all
half of humanity, which doesn’t seem like
of us to realize our potential as humans.
a very prudent course of action for a
May the words continue to flow.
movement that purports to be working
on behalf of all of us.
Ronald A. Lindsay is the president and CEO of the Center for
This brings me full circle. I
Inquiry.
started this editorial by point-

May 17–19, 2013 | Washington Marriott at Metro Center, Washington D.C.
We find ourselves at a crossroads. Around the world, the forces of religion and superstition are reasserting themselves, working to contain and
even reverse the progress made in the cause of women’s basic human rights. And within the freethought movement, nonbelievers and skeptics
are passionately debating the role of social justice, particularly in regard to gender equality and incidences of hostility toward women.
Which is the best path forward? How can we best advance both women’s rights and secularism? How do we set priorities?
What changes can be made to the secular movement to ensure true gender equality? A powerful roster of speakers and panelists
will tackle these questions and much more at the second “Women in Secularism” conference, presented by the Center for Inquiry.

Featuring:
Lauren Becker– educator, organizer, vice president and director of CFI Outreach; Ophelia Benson– author, editor, commentator;
Jamila Bey–author, editor, journalist; Soraya Chemaly–writer, activist; Greta Christina–writer, blogger; R. Elisabeth Cornwell–evolutionary psychologist, executive director of Richard Dawkins Foundation for Reason and Science U.S.; Vyckie Garrison–creator of No Longer Quivering;
Debbie Goddard–activist, organizer, director of CFI On Campus and African Americans for Humanism; Jennifer Michael Hecht–teacher,
poet, author of Doubt: A History; Adriana Heguy–biologist, cofounder of atheistuniverse.net; Melody Hensley–executive director of
CFI–Washington, D.C., organizer of “Women in Secularism”; Teresa MacBain–public relations director of American Atheists;
Amanda Marcotte–author, journalist, executive editor of Pandagon; Maryam Namazie–activist, blogger; Katha Pollitt–essayist, critic, poet;
Carrie Poppy–communications director of the James Randi Educational Foundation, podcast cohost of Oh No, Ross and Carrie!;
Edwina Rogers–executive director of the Secular Coalition for America; Amy Davis Roth– artist, blogger; Desiree Schell– activist, host of
podcast Skeptically Speaking; Shelley Segal–singer, songwriter; Rebecca Watson–cohost of the podcast Skeptics’ Guide to the Universe, creator
of skepchick.org; Stephanie Zvan–blogger, host of radio show Atheists Talk.
Early-bird registration ends March 15, 2013. General: $210. CFI Members: $185. Students: $35. Optional dinner and
entertainment: $85. Hotel rooms available at a discounted rate. Visit www.womeninsecularism.org to register.
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FREE EXPRESSION IN CRISIS
Tom Flynn

OP-ED

It’s Time to Stand Up for Free Expression
The entire Muslim world . . . is agitating for the united nations to pass an
anti blasphemy law. The rest of the
civilized world must oppose this at
every turn.
—Mahfooz Kanwar, Calgary Herald

t seemed the whole world was marking International Blasphemy rights
Day (September 30). Debates about
free speech and criticism of religions had
been consuming the news agenda for
days. The inept and insulting Internet
video Innocence of Muslims—or more
precisely, its inept and insulting fourteenminute trailer—was thought to have triggered September 11 riots in Benghazi
that claimed the life of u.S. Ambassador
Christopher Stevens and three other
Americans. The Benghazi attack is now
understood as an al-Qaeda strike for
which outrage over the video was merely
pretext. But in the immediate aftermath
of the consulate attack, calls for new curbs
on speech critical of religion resounded
worldwide. Fortunately, so did vigorous
defenses of the principle of free speech.
Conspicuous among the latter is the
ongoing Campaign for Free Expression
(CFE), relaunched on International Blasphemy rights Day by the Council for
Secular Humanism’s supporting organization, the Center for Inquiry (CFI). The
campaign, which will continue into early
2013, is meant to “fight the efforts of
governments to criminalize speech critical of religion and to push back against
calls for global restrictions on free
speech” while it seeks to “inspire the
global community to stand up in defense
of free speech.” (To learn more, visit
http://www.centerforinquiry.net/cfe.)
“Blasphemy” was once understood as
an insult to a deity. Today it is fashionable

I

to redefine it as an insult or offense against
a group of religious believers. As Austin
Dacey reports in his article in this issue (one
of four essays following this one that comprise a mini-feature on the controversy),
much of the world’s human-rights community has now embraced this revised
definition of blasphemy, not the least of
whose problems is that it makes “blasphemy” mean whatever its self-labeled
victims decide it means. Adherents call for
policies or new international laws to legitimate the suppression of speech insulting
to religious communities.
Since 1999, the fifty-seven-member
Organisation of Islamic Cooperation
(OIC, formerly the Organisation of the
Islamic Conference) pressed the united
nations (un) to criminalize what it calls
“defamation of religions.” In recent
years, CFI and others have actively opposed these initiatives.
With the Innocence controversy, the
OIC vastly expanded its activism. It had
plenty of company. In rapid succession,
Sunni Islam’s highest legal authority urged
the un to criminalize blasphemy toward
Islam. The vice-chair of the International
union of Muslim Scholars demanded that
the world body “criminalize the denigration of religious symbols.” Lebanon’s highest-ranking Catholic leader urged the un
to “ban denigrating religions.” Even un
Secretary General Ban Ki-moon wound up
conceding that curbs on free speech could
be acceptable when speech is “used to
provoke or humiliate.”
What these proposals share is a willingness to set aside free-speech norms
where religion is concerned—in effect, to
create a special right not to be insulted
that exists for religious believers and
them alone. Turkey’s prime minister has
declared that “freedom of thought and

secularhumanism.org

belief ends where the freedom of
thought and belief of others start,” while
Yemen’s president urged the General
Assembly to create “limits for the freedom of expression, especially if such freedom blasphemes the beliefs of nations
and defames their figures.” Chillingly,
Pakistan’s president called on the global
community to “criminalize such acts that
. . . endanger world security by freedom
of expression.”

“‘Blasphemy’ was once
understood as an insult to a
deity. Today it is fashionable
to redefine it as an insult or
offense against a group of
religious believers.”

Surprisingly, some calls to suppress
Innocence of Muslims or sanction its creators came from American sources.
Shortly after the Benghazi attack, Anthea
Butler, associate professor of religious
studies at the university of Pennsylvania,
called, in USA Today, for the video maker,
then known only as “Sam Bacile,” to be
arrested because “the ‘free speech’ in
Bacile’s film is not about expressing a personal opinion about Islam. It denigrates
the religion. . . .” Sarah Chayes, a former
special assistant to the chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff and a resident associate at the Carnegie Endowment, wrote in
the Los Angeles Times that Innocence of
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Muslims might be treated as an incitement to violence unworthy of free-speech
protections even on American soil.
And Eric Posner, son of the famous
judge and a professor at the university of
Chicago Law School, wrote at Slate.com
that “Americans need to learn that the rest
of the world—and not just Muslims—see
no sense in the First Amendment.”
It has been heartening to see how
rapidly—and capably—such contentions
have been rebutted. Within a day, Greg
Lukianoff of the Foundation for Individual rights in Education replied on the
Huffington Post, ridiculing Posner’s claim
that “blasphemy could function as some
small, manageable exception to our
national guarantee of freedom of expression and belief.” On the contrary: “The
brilliance of our system is that we placed
freedom of speech, the free exercise of
religion, and the freedom from established religion in the same clause. In one
sentence, the Bill of rights attempted to
eliminate some of the most consistent

reasons for particularly brutal bloodshed
in human history.”
As Michael De Dora, CFI’s director of
public policy, expressed it: “no one has
the right not to be offended, and centuries-dead religious figures certainly
need no protection from insult.”
ultimately, this debate will turn on
two key questions:
1. Is free speech a fundamental human
right, or is it a uniquely Western concept with limited applicability elsewhere in the world?
2. Is it proper to offer special treatment or
special protection for religious believers because of their heightened sensitivities? Or as New York Times columnist nicholas D. Kristof quipped,
“Should we curb the freedom to insult
religions that are twitchy?”
Is free speech a fundamental right? In
her column, Shadia Drury makes a
humanist case for viewing free speech as
a domestic good, justifiably treasured at

home but difficult to export without at
least the appearance of imperialist hubris.
It’s important to understand this argument, but I think many secular humanists
will join with me in respectfully rejecting it.
In part, this reflects secular humanism’s
commitment to ethical objectivism. Are
moral judgments nothing more than
expressions of opinion, ultimately reflecting only the likes and prejudices of the individual or community that propounds
them? If so, there’s no problem if Americans prefer free expression while Pakistanis fancy curbs on speech to shield the
Prophet and his religion. no one’s right, no
one’s wrong; let a thousand flowers
bloom. Pakistani cricket star and politician
Imran Khan exemplified this stance when
he said, “You can’t come into a society and
say ‘this should be painful and this should
not be painful.’ What is painful to us is
painful to us. And we expect countries to
recognize that.” Pious critics often accuse
nonbelievers of embracing just this sort of
relativism in the moral arena. But secular

Blasphemy and the Law Today
Some thirty countries currently have
blasphemy laws. Section 295(a) of the
Indian Penal Code forbids “deliberate
and malicious acts, intended to outrage
religious feelings or any class by insulting its religion or religious beliefs.” As
ryan Shaffer reports in this issue, this
law is now being wielded against rationalist campaigner Sanal Edamaruku
after he angered some Indian Catholics
by debunking a “miracle” statue of
Jesus in a church. Paragraph 166 of
Germany’s Penal Code provides up to
three years in prison or a fine for one
who “publically, or via the dissemination of writings, slanders the religious
confession of another person.” In
Egypt, blasphemy charges are pending
against an ultra-conservative Muslim
activist who allegedly tore up and
burned copies of the new Testament at
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an anti-American protest, an unusual
application of Egypt’s law in defense of
a religion other than Islam.
According to a 2010 Freedom House
report, blasphemy laws are often praised
as antidiscrimination measures but are
more frequently used by rulers as one
more tool of control. The Chicago
Tribune called them “a useful, if unintended gift to dictators and repressive
regimes worldwide.” In any case, they
don’t work. As philosopher Austin
Dacey notes in this issue, no evidence
suggests that states can compel “ethical
behavior by the force of law. Bigotry is
flourishing across Europe, for example,
despite its robust hate-speech laws.”
What about blasphemy laws at
home? Massachusetts, Michigan, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Wyoming, and
Pennsylvania still have such laws on

secularhumanism.org

their books. Some of them date from
Colonial times, though Pennsylvania’s
was enacted in 1977. It is highly questionable whether any of these laws
would be enforceable under the First
Amendment to the u.S. Constitution as
it is interpreted today. Even in the past,
prosecutions have been infrequent. no
one has been jailed for blasphemy in
the united States since Arkansas briefly
incarcerated atheist activist Charles Lee
Smith in 1928. A number of states have
formally repealed their blasphemy laws,
among them Arkansas and new York.
Interestingly, at the height of the Innocence controversy, Oklahoma lawmaker
randy Grau announced that he planned to file legislation repealing that
state’s 1909 anti-blasphemy law, which
he called outdated and un-American.
— Tom Flynn
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humanism has always firmly rejected that
approach, explicitly blending nontheism
with the view that ethical norms can be
evaluated objectively in terms of how
effectively they support human flourishing.
In the new introduction to the second
edition of his book Forbidden Fruit, FrEE
InQuIrY founder Paul Kurtz noted that
there are “prima facie general rules that
we can discover in human experience and
reflection and in which common social
virtues appear . . . common moral decencies that cut across cultures. . . . This is most
likely due to the fact that human beings
face similar problems and as a consequence share basic common needs.” In
other words, because all societies are comprised of human beings whose natures
and psychologies are broadly similar,
through patient observation and unbiased analysis we can hope to discover ethical precepts valid for every society, not
only for some.
In fact, this process has been ongoing
for centuries, and freedom of expression
has emerged as one of the universal
human values it reveals. In announcing
the new Campaign for Free Expression,
CFI President ronald A. Lindsay aptly
termed it “a fundamental human right.”
This view has prominent defenders
outside of our movement, including u.S.
President Barack Obama. In remarks to
the un General Assembly on September
25, Obama said bluntly that the principles
of free speech “are not simply American
values or Western values—they are universal values.”
And if free speech is a universal value,
then, as Edward Tabash asserts in his column in this issue, “blasphemy is a human
right.”
That brings us back to our second
question. Is it proper to treat religious believers differently because of their heightened sensitivities? If free speech is a universal right, then the answer to this question must always be no. As blogmaster Ed
Brayton summed up, “If we are not free
to criticize your religious views, we do not
have free speech.” FrEE InQuIrY, the
Council for Secular Humanism, and the
Center for Inquiry have always been out-

Speaking of Criticism, Satire, or Even Ridicule . . .

One might expect believers in Muhammad to welcome Innocence of Muslims, as it documents a
miracle by the Prophet Muhammad that generations of commentators had overlooked. In this still
from the controversial trailer, the Prophet and founder of Islam (pictured) is shown performing the
miracle of the two suns. Outdoor light shines onto his face from the viewer’s left but onto his keffiyeh from the viewer’s right, while it illumines the dunescape behind him solely from the latter
direction. Then again, it may be just inept video making.

in part by reformers blinded by the best
spoken in insisting that no religious
intentions. One starting point is the firm
proposition, personage, or image can be
insistence that, intellectual fashions notheld immune from responsible criticism,
withstanding, blasphemy remains a vicsatire, or even ridicule.
timless crime.
religious teachings, figures, and beInterestingly, on October 15 the head
liefs should be accorded the same respect
of the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation
and protection we accord to, say, opinsaid that it would stop agitating for a
ions about politics or economics—but no
un ban on insults to religion because
more. Indeed, a secular humanist arguWestern nations’ objections on the basis
ment can be made that religious viewof free speech could not be overcome.
points deserve less protection than other
Apparently principled resistance has met
views rooted in more sophisticated ways
with some success.
of knowing. As Kurtz noted in a 1995 FrEE
President Obama declared that “the
InQuIrY editorial, “You cannot find a
strongest weapon against hateful speech
defense of human rights in the Bible or
is not repression, it is more speech—the
the Koran. They have emerged only with
voices of tolerance that rally against bigthe democratic and humanist revolutions
otry and blasphemy, and lift up the values
of the modern era.”
of understanding and mutual respect.”
A September 25 Chicago Tribune ediWith the proviso that blasphemy is often
torial wisely admonished the un against
legitimate, three cheers.
suggesting “that people in free countries,
ours included, need to curb their own
Acknowledgments
rights in order to placate the sensibilities
Thanks to Andrea Szalanski and Paul Fidalgo
of those who permit their anger to
for research assistance.
become actionable.” It’s time to stand up
for free speech, volubly and
quickly, before this essential
Tom Flynn is the editor of F REE I NQUIRY and the executive direchuman value is degraded—
tor of the Council for Secular Humanism.
degraded in part by knaves,
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“It is error only, and not truth,
that shrinks from inquiry.”
– Thomas Paine
You are invited to join the Center for Inquiry
to Act, Combat, and Promote…
Since 1976, three remarkable
organizations have been in
the forefront of efforts to
promote and defend critical
thinking and freedom of
inquiry. The Committee for
Skeptical Inquiry (founded
in 1976), the Council for
Secular Humanism (1980),
and the Center for Inquiry
(1991) have advocated,

For thirty years, the Council for Secular Humanism has advocated for a nontheistic worldview
based on reason, education, and compassion in place of fear or unquestioning religious belief.
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FREE EXPRESSION IN CRISIS
Edward Tabash

OP-ED

The First Amendment Provides Full Protection
to Innocence of Muslims
uestions have arisen over whether
the Internet film Innocence of Muslims (or its fourteen-minute trailer)
should be considered protected by the
First Amendment.1 The very core of free
speech would be nullified if the film were
denied constitutional protection.
Some may assert that this film meets
the standard of “a clear and present danger” in inciting violence, thus rendering it
undeserving of legal protection. This
standard was expressed in the united
States Supreme Court2 case of Schenk v.
United States, 249 u.S. 47, 52 (1919),
which upheld a socialist’s conviction for
mailing leaflets to potential military
draftees, urging resistance to conscription into the armed forces. This case
would not be viable precedent today. Its
rationale has been substantially narrowed in almost a century of subsequent
decisions.
In Brandenburg v. Ohio, 395 u.S. 444,
447 (1969), the Court imposed a new test
for determining if a given expression
enjoys constitutional protection. It reversed the conviction of a Ku Klux Klan
member who, at a Klan rally, advocated
returning African Americans to Africa
and returning Jews to Israel. The speaker
also said that some type of revenge may
be necessary if the government continues
to oppress white people. He also used the
horrid N-word in saying that they will
bury black people. The Court held that
the comments were constitutionally protected because they were not directed
toward “inciting or producing imminent
lawless action” and were not “likely to
incite or produce such action.” Even
“mere advocacy” of such lawless action

Q

would be at the mercy of those who
was deemed constitutionally permissible,
oppose our views. They could determine
as long as it was not coupled with inciting
the legality of our right to speak merely
or producing such imminent activity.
by how they reacted to what we say. This
There is nothing in Innocence of
would be the ultimate form of allowing
Muslims that exhorts anyone to underthe fox to guard the henhouse. Thus, no
take any immediate violent action against
amount of violent rioting anywhere in
Muslims. ridiculing a religion’s beliefs and
the world can be permitted to put even
its founder is not an incitement to immithe slightest dent in the legal right of this
nent lawless action. If free expression
film to be accessible to the public. In Texas
works properly, no adherent of any type
v. Johnson, 491 u.S. 397, 414 (1989), even
of belief system, be it religious or otherwise, has any special right to
silence a critic, even if the critic
resorts to ridicule. Blasphemy is
a human right. An integral part
“If free expression works properly,
of freedom requires that anyone be permitted to express no adherent of any type of belief system,
views that are deeply offensive
be it religious or otherwise, has any
to someone else’s beliefs. Those
special right to silence a critic,
whose feelings are hurt are entieven if the critic resorts to ridicule.
tled to strike back verbally. The
believer has a legal right to say
Blasphemy is a human right.”
that nonbelievers will burn in
hell forever. The nonbeliever
has a legal right to say there is
no God in the first place, and
a form of expression as offensive as setthus no hell in which anyone will ever
ting fire to an American flag was correctly
burn. neither has a right to invoke the
deemed constitutionally protected. The
police power of the state to silence the
Court held that the mere offensiveness of
other. neither has a right to engage in vioa form of expression, regardless of how
lent acts against others or against other
severe, cannot be a basis for allowing it to
people’s property as a consequence of
be legally suppressed.
feeling offended.
The doctrine that “fighting words”
First Amendment law also does not
fall outside of First Amendment protecpermit a “heckler’s veto,” Reno v. ACLU,
tion has also been limited since that con521 u.S. 844, 880 (1997). This means
cept was first introduced. In Chaplinsky v.
that the legal right to say something
New Hampshire, 315 u.S. 568, 571–572
offensive cannot be abridged because an
(1942), the Court said that words would
offended listener will respond violently or
not enjoy First Amendment protection if,
have some other negative reaction. Were
by their very utterance, they inflict injury
it otherwise, our rights of free speech
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or incite an immediate breach of the
peace. The Court allowed branches of
government to punish “face to face
words plainly likely to cause a breach of
the peace by the addressee” (p. 573).
In Chaplinsky, the Court upheld the
conviction of the defendant for calling a
city marshal a “God damned racketeer
and a damned fascist” (p. 569). In
Gooding v. Wilson, 405 u.S. 518, 523
(1972), the Court overturned the conviction of someone who said to a police officer, “you son of a bitch, I’ll choke you to
death.” The state statute that the Court
held unconstitutional in Gooding read:
“Any person who shall, without provocation, use to or of another, and in his presence . . . opprobrious words or abusive
language, tending to cause a breach of
the peace . . . shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.” While the Court in Gooding
paid lip service to Chaplinsky, it’s clear that
by overturning the conviction in Gooding
and declaring the Georgia statute unconstitutional, the justices were backing
away from the restrictions on free expression enunciated in Chaplinsky. The Court
has clearly moved away from allowing

In Terminiello v. Chicago, 337 u.S. 1, 2
(1949), the Court declared unconstitutional a city ordinance that made it a
crime to use speech to “stir the public to
anger . . . invite dispute . . . bring about a
condition of unrest . . . create a disturbance . . . or molest the inhabitants [of
the city] in enjoyment of peace and quiet
by arousing alarm.” The defendant had
made a speech in a filled-to-capacity auditorium, in which he vehemently denounced African Americans and Jews.
The audience was growing hostile and
there was an antagonistic howling crowd
outside the auditorium, (pp. 2–3). The
Court said:
A function of free speech is to invite
dispute. It may best serve its highest
purpose when it induces a condition of
unrest, creates dissatisfaction with
conditions as they are, or even stirs
people to anger. Speech is often
provocative and challenging. It may
strike at prejudices and preconceptions and have profound unsettling
effects as it presses for acceptance of
ideas . . . There is no room under our
Constitution for a more restrictive view
(p. 4)

not only does the free speech
clause of the First Amendment protect Innocence of Muslims, but the
“An integral part of freedom requires
establishment clause also provides
protection. Ever since Everson v.
that anyone be permitted to express
Board of Education, 330 u.S. 1,
views that are deeply offensive to
15–16 (1947), the Court has held
someone else’s beliefs.”
that no branch of government can
favor members of any religion over
members of any other religion or
favor believers over nonbelievers.
Accordingly, no members of a religion have any greater rights than any oththe criminalization of speech because of
ers to call upon government to censor
the adverse, or potentially adverse, reacoffensive spoken words, written articles,
tion of listeners.
or films. If a Muslim were to post an
Of course Innocence of Muslims isn’t a
Internet film that was scathing in its
face-to-face confrontation. It’s not even
ridicule and condemnation of atheists, no
addressed to individual followers of Islam. It
atheist could legally block that film’s
ridicules a claimed historical religious figshowing or have it taken down. The same
ure. Even if the content of the film were the
principle applies with equal force if anysubstance of a face-to-face confrontation
one posts a film that ridicules Islam and its
with Muslims, it would still be protected
founder. The united States Constitution is,
expression under today’s more evolved
as it should be, an equal opportunity prointerpretation of the First Amendment.
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tector of those who would give offense to
the deeply cherished beliefs of others.
In September 2010, the pope made a
scathing attack on “atheist extremism”
and “aggressive secularism” while visiting Great Britain.3 Yet we didn’t see violent demonstrations by nonbelievers
anywhere in the world. no secular
humanist killed or physically attacked
any member of the Catholic clergy, and
there was no atheist vandalism against
any Catholic church or other Catholicowned property. Any legal system will
suffer enormously diminished legitimacy
as a protector of free speech if advocates
of a certain point of view are the only
ones given the right to silence opponents. This legitimacy would be even
more gravely compromised if that legal
system harbors even the slightest
assumption that violence perpetrated by
adherents of one set of beliefs—upon
hearing or seeing offensive comments—
deserves more lenient treatment than
the same kind of violence perpetrated by
adherents of any other beliefs.
Ever since the late 1980s, certain segments of what could be called the “politically correct Left” have promoted the
idea that certain ethnic and racial groups
deserve special insulation from offense.4
They would radically revise and curtail
what the overwhelming majority of constitutional scholars have agreed upon as
the universal application of the First
Amendment. Many of these same advocates of restricting otherwise free expression would also withdraw standard First
Amendment protection from pornography.5 Some on the politically correct Left
have also noticeably voiced support for
shielding Islamic fundamentalism from
full-blown criticism.6 This seems particularly absurd as the types of laws that
Muslim fundamentalists would impose
on any nation in which they could gain
control are antithetical to every concern
of any liberal to leftist. Such attempts to
restrict free speech are actually instances
of a left-wing position that conflicts with
the core value of liberal civil libertarianism: freedom of expression.
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Violations of the First Amendment
are not salvaged by the ideological motivation of the would-be censors.
We secular humanists should always
oppose censorship if its purpose is to
shield members of any group from being
offended. Our very right to disseminate
the atheistic aspect of our message would
be destroyed if laws could prohibit expressing ideas that deeply offend others.
Secular government would be seriously endangered if there were some special benefits or rights conferred upon
adherents of any religious belief system,
which were not equally available to everyone else, including nonbelievers. The
moment there is any discussion about
providing only followers of one or some
viewpoints on matters of religion—and
no one else—with special legal rights to
silence offending critics, we must all, in the
words of James Madison, “take alarm at
the first experiment on our liberties.”7

.com/2012/ sep/18/opinion/la-oe-chayes-innoThe First Amendment prohibits giving
cence-of-muslims-first-amement-20120918.
greater government concessions to Mus2. All cases cited in this article are decisions
lims who are enraged by this film than
of the united States Supreme Court.
3. “Pope Benedict XVI Goes to War with
what is provided to anyone else outraged
‘Atheist
Extremism.’” Available at http://www.
by something they have heard or seen.
guardian.co.uk/world/2010/sep/16/popeOur Constitution permits no greater solicbenedict-xvi-atheist-extremism.
4. Mari Matsuda, “Public response to
itousness for the feelings of Muslims
racist
Speech: Considering the Victim’s Story,”
aggrieved by the ridiculing of Muhammad
87 Michigan Law Review 2320, 2380 (1989).
than it does for atheists upset over religious
5. Amy Adler, “What’s Left: Hate Speech,
Pornography, and the Problem for Artistic Exproclamations of eternal damnation for
pression,” 84 California Law Review 1499,
nonbelievers. We don’t need to protect
1500, 1503 (1996).
expression that is not controversial or hurt6. Christopher Hitchens, “Of Sin, the Left &
Islamic Fascism,” Nation, October 8, 2001, availful. We need constitutional protection for
able at http://www.thenation.com/article/sinthose expressions that cause the greatest
left-islamic-fascism.
offense to all of our most cherished beliefs.
7. James Madison, “Memorial and remonstrance Against religious Assessments,” 1785,
Otherwise, we reduce the First Amendment
available at http://religiousfreedom.lib.virto nothing more than an umbrella that is
ginia.edu/sacred/madison_m&r_1785.html.
taken away as soon as it begins
to rain.
Edward Tabash is a constitutional lawyer in the Los Angeles area.
He serves on the boards of the Center for Inquiry and the Council
for Secular Humanism and chairs the Council’s First Amendment
Notes
Task Force. He has represented the Center and the Council in ami1. “Does ‘Innocence of Muscus briefs, in church-state separation cases, before the California
lims’ meet the free speech test?”
and United States Supreme Courts.
Available at http://articles.la times

FREE EXPRESSION IN CRISIS
Austin Dacey

OP-ED

The Trouble with ‘Religious Hatred’
n the discourse of human rights, impiety
is no longer understood as an affront to
a sacred entity but to a human entity.
Blasphemy is personal. under existing
human rights treaties, the prevailing legal
model of personal blasphemy is “religious
hatred.” roughly speaking, laws against
religious hatred or religious hate speech
tend to draw from one of two traditions:
the public order tradition, which emphasizes the harassing and provoking nature
of religious insult, or the group defamation tradition, which emphasizes the den-

I

igration of believers’ reputation or standing in society.
Both traditions have their moral foundation in a principle of equal respect for
individuals. So, they can appear to be the
more enlightened, quasi-secular descendants of premodern, theological blasphemy. They can pass muster with the liberal-minded. However, the religious hatred
standard of personal blasphemy is in some
ways more problematic than its more-religious predecessors.
The act of theological blasphemy can

secularhumanism.org

be defined fairly precisely in terms of the
religious doctrines or practices it is designed to protect. Personal blasphemy in
its public-order version instead makes the
act hinge on the subjective experiences of
shock, disgust, indignation, or outrage in
the hearer or viewer. Absent any reliable,
objective, interpersonal measure of these
feelings, judges are left with broad discretion to interpret the intentions and propriety of expression.
At the height of the outcry over the
controversial Indian literary anthology
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Angarey, in April 1933, two of the contributors, Mahmud uz-Zafar and Ahmad
Ali, responded to their critics with an editorial titled “In Defense of Angarey: Shall
We Submit to Gagging?”* They expressed their dismay at the “furious and
unintelligent abuse and even threats of
violence” coming from some segments of
the religious community, and they
defended their fellow authors. Sajjad
Zahir, they said, had written
a criticism and a satire of the current Moslem conceptions, life and
practices. His attack is directed primarily against the intolerable theological burden that is imposed from
childhood upon the average Moslem in this country—a burden that
leads to a contortion and a cramping, an internal torture of the
inquisitive or speculative mind and
vital vigorous body, of both man
and woman.
For her part, rashid Jahan,
drawing on her practical experience as a medical doctor, portrays
vividly the ghastly plight of the
woman behind the pardah. . . . The
standard criticism leveled against
the book so far, is in our opinion
extraordinarily low . . . bears out
the judgement of the authors that
present-day Moslem society is ignorant, rotten and decaying.

Strong words. Were they printed
today, they might themselves invite a
charge of defamation of the group
“Muslims.” In his 2009 Oliver Wendell
Holmes Lectures at Harvard university,
Jeremy Waldron characterized acts of
group defamation as “assaults upon the
dignity of the persons affected—‘dignity,’
in the sense of their basic social standing,
the basis of their recognition as social
equals and as bearers of human rights and
constitutional entitlements. . . . Philosophically we may say that dignity is inher*Angarey (Embers) is an anthology published
in the urdu language in 1932. It contained
works critical of Sunni Muslim traditions, particularly purdah, the confinement and segregation of women. The book sparked furious
protests; in March 1933, the government of
India’s state uttar Pradesh condemned the
book for “outraging religious feelings” and
confiscated all the copies it could find. Only
five copies of the work are known to have
survived. – EDS.
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ent in the human person—and so it is. But
as a social and legal status it has to be
upheld and maintained by society and the
law. . . .”
Here is an equality-based argument
for the criminalization of hate speech as
group defamation. A just society is committed to demonstrating equal respect
for all persons. This does not only mean
that the state must refrain from according more respect to some citizens than
others. The state must also take what
steps it can to ensure that citizens them-

“Despite these problems,
the new discourse of
personal blasphemy may
already be a permanent
fixture in secular
liberal democracies.”

of hate-speech laws contend that there is
no evidence to suggest that the state can
successfully bring about this ethical
behavior by the force of law. Bigotry is
flourishing across Europe, for example,
despite its robust hate-speech laws.
American constitutional scholar robert
Post has explored a more fundamental
problem with the group-defamation standard. When the state intervenes on behalf
of an individual victim of defamation, the
identity of the victim is not in question. By
contrast, religious identities are not scientific facts but social categories that are open
to moral contestation and renegotiation.
By taking up the cause of some (usually selfappointed) representative of the aggrieved
community, the state implicitly lends its
authority to some idea of what counts as
an authentic member of the community.
Was the Angarey authors’ speech damaging to Muslims’ standing? That depends on
whether one thinks, among other things,
that the practice of purdah is essential to
the practice of the faith. Without that
assumption, denigration of purdah is not
necessarily denigration of all Muslims.
Often it is the most vulnerable or marginalized within the community that have
the most urgent stake in contesting and
renegotiating the meaning of an identity.
In a just society, such questions should
not be decided by the state but should
instead be worked out by individuals in
the public and cultural space.
Despite these problems, the new discourse of personal blasphemy may already
be a permanent fixture in secular liberal
democracies. Where its theological predecessor went extinct, this discourse has survived and spread by appealing to the core
democratic value of equality.

selves treat each other with equal respect.
The denigration of a group—in the
extreme, descriptions of its members as
vermin or filth—constitutes a denial by
some persons of equal standing to others.
notice that this equality-based argument attempts to sidestep the matter of
feelings—both the feelings of outrage in
the victim and feelings of animus in the
speaker. Defamation is an act, as Catharine
MacKinnon puts it, “a special kind of discriminatory practice, a verbal form inequality takes.” By intervening to prevent hate
speech, the state is combating discrimination that directly impinges
Austin Dacey is a former associate editor of FREE INQUIRY. He is the
on citizens’ exercise of their
author of The Future of Blasphemy: Speaking of the Sacred in an
rights and participation in
Age of Human Rights (Continuum, 2012) and The Secular
the democratic process.
Conscience: Why Belief Belongs in Public Life (Prometheus Books,
Few would disagree
2008). This essay first appeared on the website The Revealer on
that citizens have a responSeptember 4, 2012, and is reprinted with the permission of the
sibility to recognize each
author. It was developed with support from the Henry R. Luce
other’s equal moral standInitiative on Religion and International Affairs.
ing. However, opponents
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FREE EXPRESSION IN CRISIS
Shadia B. Drury

OP-ED

Freedom of Speech and Muslim Rage
Shadia B. Drury’s two-part column, “The
Decay of American Democracy,” Part 1 of
which appeared in the October/November issue, will be concluded in a future
issue. —EDS.
he display of Muslim rage in over
twenty countries that was triggered
by an American-made video insulting the prophet Muhammad has once
again turned the conflict between religion and freedom of speech into an international crisis. The inadequacy of the
republican, as well as the Democratic,
responses to the crisis has its source in the
American inclination to see the world as
its own domain and not to distinguish
between domestic and foreign policy.
The conflation of these two domains is
dangerous and incendiary for reasons
that I will explain.
republican presidential nominee Mitt
romney’s reaction was a classic bullish
American approach to foreign policy.
romney treated the Muslim rage as an
assault on a fundamental American
value—freedom of expression. He vowed
to defend American values and the
American way of life at home and around
the world. Hawkish republicans regard
the world in terms of a “clash of civilizations” where we either defend “our values” around the world or we lose our
freedom and “our way of life”—as if
nations with different values could not
coexist on the same planet.
romney’s reaction is paradigmatic of
the colossal failure of the imagination
from which the West has so often suffered. So many people in the West simply
cannot imagine what it is like to live in a
country like Iraq or Afghanistan that has

T

authority as anyone can have in this unbeen devastated by war for years, with
hierarchical religion. nevertheless, we
tens of thousands killed and millions disshould not be blind to the fact that the
placed, living in makeshift refugee camps
sentiments of the extremists are widely
without a future. They can’t imagine
shared in the Muslim world, even when
what it is like for people to have finally rid
their violence is condemned. American
themselves of British colonialism only to
conduct in the region is unpopular, inept,
be subject to brutal dictatorships propand immoral. Insulting videos simply add
ped up by the united States. They can’t
fuel to the fire.
imagine what it is like to live on less than
President Barack Obama’s response
one dollar a day because the policies of
was not much better than romney’s. At
the International Monetary Fund and the
first, his response was directed to the terWorld Bank have made the rich richer
rorist attack on the American embassy in
and the poor even poorer. They can’t
imagine what it is like to live with
the constant din of American
drones and under the threat of
lethal missiles they dispense
without warning. They can’t
“The inadequacy of . . . responses to
imagine what it is like to be so
constantly terrorized that you the crisis has its source in the American
can’t let your children play outinclination to see the world as its own
side, go to school, or attend a
domain and not to distinguish between
wedding, a feast, or a gathering
of any sort.
domestic and foreign policy.”
Then the very people who
have caused all that horror and
hardship, the very people who
have raped the resources of your
country and left you more destiLibya—a terrorist attack that was contute than ever, make a point of insulting
fused with the protests over the antiyour religion and your prophet. The antiProphet video. Obama’s reaction seemed
Prophet video was akin to lighting a match
reasonable: “We will bring those who
in a tinderbox. By itself, the video would
killed our fellow Americans to justice. no
not have produced such a violent reaction,
act of terrorism will go unpunished.”
for no one would have been interested in
unlike his predecessor, Obama sounded
translating or disseminating it.
as if he was prepared to treat terrorism as
Many commentators have pointed
a criminal act under international law. But
out that the violence was committed by
that was not the case; his actions spoke
extremists and that their actions were not
louder than words. He quickly moved
condoned by the majority. In fact, the viodrones and warships into the region with
lence was officially denounced by the
the express purpose of finding, capturing,
Mufti of Cairo, who has about as much
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aspirations—a nation that believes its values are the only values to which humanity
aspires—can dream of defending them
around the world. This American conceit
invites endless wars, as American history
testifies. In the final analysis, Obama’s
response was as arrogant as romney’s
and shared a barely veiled undercurrent
of imperial hubris.
Hillary Clinton’s response was more
diplomatic and more conciliatory. Knowing that there was no plan to change
American foreign policy, she apologized.
She explained to the Muslim world that
the American government had
nothing to do with the video.
She declared that “America’s
commitment to religious tolerance goes back to the beginning
of our history. . . . We
“Every nation defends its values
have the greatest respect for
at home, but only a nation with global
people of faith. . . . This video is
imperial aspirations—a nation that
disgusting and reprehensible.
It
is intended to denigrate a
believes its values are the only values
great religion and to provoke
to which humanity aspires—can dream
rage.” At the same time, she
of defending them around the world.”
rightly denounced the violence
and the killing as absolutely
unacceptable. Clinton struck
the right note on foreign policy, but her approach to the
conflict between religion and
freedom of speech on the domestic front is
als, often have to choose between their
a dangerous slippery slope. Does the
values and their interests. Sometimes, it is
respect for people of faith preclude the
worth sacrificing one’s interests to precriticism or mockery of religion at home? It
serve one’s values, without which one
is necessary to emphasize the divide
stands for nothing.
between foreign and domestic policy.
Obama explained to the world why
Americans should defend freedom of
America was an exceptional nation: it is a
speech at home, where that is proving to
nation bound together not by a tribe or a
be hard enough. Had it been restricted to
religion but by a creed or a set of values
domestic policy, romney’s desire to
that are defended at home and around
defend freedom of speech would have
the world by American diplomats and the
been commendable, especially because it
American military. He made sure to add
was spoken by a member of the Mormon
that these values were not just American
Church, a religion that has long been on
values but universal values to which the
the receiving end of suspicion and
whole world aspires. The idea that there is
ridicule. romney showed himself to be an
only one set of values to which all human
American first and a Mormon second.
beings aspire means that those who
This is why he deserved the support of
refuse to embrace these values must be
those who understand that you cannot
primitive, stupid, evil, or all of the above.
have freedom of thought and speech
Every nation defends its values at home,
while being totally safe from exposure to
but only a nation with global imperial

or assassinating those who might be
responsible for killing the Libyan ambassador and his colleagues. The result will
be more extrajudicial killings that can
only augment hatred and contempt for
the lawlessness that American conduct in
the world invites.
Obama went on to defend American
diplomats as people who further the
“interests and values” of the united States
around the world, as if interests and values go hand in hand and never clash—a
fantasy that Obama shares with George
W. Bush. In reality, nations, like individu-
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ideas that insult your sacred sensibilities.
So he must have found it hard to believe
that none of his fellow republicans stood
by him in defending this iconic American
value. nor were they prevented from
doing so for diplomatic reasons. The real
reason escaped romney. He seemed oblivious to the religious fundamentalism that
has engulfed his party. The religious zealots in his party are no different from the
zealots in the Muslim world. Like Muslim
radicals, they have no appetite to see
their religion questioned, mocked, or
insulted. So, romney’s spirited rejection
of Muslim intolerance was unwittingly a
rebuke to the intolerance of the fundamentalists who dominate his own GOP.
Like the newly elected president of Egypt,
Mohamed Morsi, they would like the
president of the united States to make
sure that religious sensibilities are not
insulted—as if this could be done without
destroying freedom altogether.
Those who live in free societies must
give up the luxury of not having their religion criticized or mocked. In a free society,
everyone’s religion is fair game. Muslims
who immigrate to Western countries had
better learn this lesson quickly. They must
learn that the intellectual and comic
assaults on religion make it healthier than
it would be otherwise. no religion is free
from absurdities that lend themselves to
riotous mockery and devastating criticism.
When religious people accept the laughable aspects of their religion, they will
avoid taking it literally. In other words,
they will avoid the error of being fundamentalists. They will be more inclined to
distance themselves from the evil and
embrace only the good in their religion.
Moreover, the public mockery of religion provides opportunities that must be
seized by intelligent people of goodwill
who are genuinely interested in mutual
understanding. A prophet who has a large
harem should expect to be accused of
being a womanizer. A prophet who marries a nine-year-old should expect to be
accused of pedophilia. Islamic scholars
should answer some of these questions in
public or popular forums. They should
explain the historical circumstances under
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which Muhammad acquired his harem,
including the nine-year-old Aisha. They
should point out that by all accounts Aisha
was not an abused child. She grew up to
be a very strong and outspoken woman
who loved Muhammad passionately. In
writing a biography of Muhammad,
Karen Armstrong claimed that she also fell
in love with him. What is it about this man
that has cast such spells for good and ill?
The devout must learn not to be offended
by these questions as disrespectful. Too
much respect for religion is bound to
backfire. Far from promoting mutual re-

ing. The fight over freedom of speech is
spect and forbearance, it is likely to progoing on within the Muslim world, as the
mote mutual hatred and contempt.
work of Ayaan Hirsi Ali, Irshad Manji,
These are lessons that the Muslim
Wafa Sultan, and other brave women
world has not yet learned. But it is not the
testifies. The West should let them have
business of the West to teach them these
their own fight over this issue without sullessons. Islam has managed to identify
lying the cause of freedom with American
itself with anticolonialism. This partly
imperialism.
explains why so many young women wear
the hijab when their mothers
did not. But as Islam gains
Shadia B. Drury is Canada Research Chair at the University of
political power in the wake of
Regina in Canada. Her most recent book is Aquinas and
the Arab Spring, its repressive
Modernity (Rowman & Littlefield, 2008). She is currently workcharacter will come into full
ing on a book titled Chauvinism of the West.
view. This is already happen-

FREE EXPRESSION IN CRISIS
Ryan Shaffer

OP-ED

Skepticism vs. the Indian ‘Blasphemy Law’:
Free Speech, Free Inquiry, and Religious Tolerance
anal Edamaruku has been campaigning for critical thinking in India
for more than three decades. As
head of the Indian rationalist Association, he travels throughout India showing
how gurus or “godmen” perform supposedly science-defying miracles by means of
simple stage magic. In a country where
superstition is backed by poverty and illiteracy, rural Indians often turn to gurus for
everything from finding a spouse to cures
for bites from poisonous snakes. While
Edamaruku has his supporters, he has
also made enemies, including one person
who tried to kill him by chanting mantras.
More recently, he angered Catholics for

S

his investigation into a statue of Jesus
that was dripping water. The Catholics
turned to an arcane colonial-era “blasphemy law” under which Edamaruku
could be fined and imprisoned for three
years for exposing an alleged miracle.
(The water coming from the statue was
actually a by-product of wastewater.)
Edamaruku grew up in Kerala, India,
where he was influenced by his father,
Joseph Edamaruku, a famous Indian
rationalist. Joseph had been raised a
Catholic, but he began doubting religion
when his Sunday-school students questioned him about Jesus Christ. He published Christ: A Man, which led to his
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excommunication. He began investigating other religions, including Islam and
Hinduism. Joseph became known for his
books about the historical origins and
textual criticisms of different faiths. In a
country where religious sensitivities have
repeatedly been sharpened by sectarian
violence, his efforts led to his arrest on
several occasions, notably in 1975 during
the Indian Emergency, when Indira
Gandhi suspended the country’s constitution, citing “internal disturbances.”
Joseph, along with other political, social,
and religious leaders, was held by the
authorities without charge.
In addition to his father’s influence,
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The whole neighborhood prayed, Edamaruku included, but still the young woman
died. He told the journalist, “The idea that
these beliefs had cost her her life disturbed me deeply,” and he became more
involved in rationalist activities, including
starting a student rationalist organization.
While his father was jailed during the Emergency, Edamaruku
attended the university of Kerala,
“. . . When Edamaruku was twelve
earning a master’s degree in 1977.
After studying toward a PhD in
years old, a young woman in his
international
studies, he began
neighborhood was diagnosed with
working closely with the Indian
leukemia. . . . The family . . . believed rationalist Association, becoming
its general secretary in 1983.
praying would heal her.
Joseph
resumed his activities folThe whole neighborhood prayed,
lowing his release, writing Christ
Edamaruku included, but still the
and Chrishna Never Lived, which
was edited by the younger Edyoung woman died.”
amaruku in 1981. Joseph continued to research and write, translating many rationalist books into
his native Malayalam language until his
nosed with leukemia. Doctors told the
death in 2006. Concurrently, the younger
family she needed a blood transfusion,
Edamaruku began making a name for
but it was against their religious beliefs
himself throughout India.
and they believed praying would heal her.

ike his father, Edamaruku has devoted
his life to exposing the hazards of
superstition and alleged miracles. Besides
training rationalists to expose the scams of
itinerant gurus, he roams the land teaching critical thinking. notably, Edamaruku
was featured in the 1995 British documentary Guru Busters, which depicted
rationalists traveling the countryside for
weeks demonstrating how godmen appear to pierce skin, eat flames, and get
buried alive. By showing crowds in village
after village how these feats could easily
be accomplished by natural means, Edamaruku’s group unlocked the mystery
behind seemingly miraculous feats.
Edamaruku made over two hundred
appearances on Indian television in 2008
alone. In his most famous appearance of
that year, millions watched him challenge
Pandit Surender Sharma—a Hindu mystic
or “tantrik” believed to have magical powers—to kill him by incantation. Edamaruku laughed as he told the tantrik, “Do
anything you want to do.” During the
program, Sharma chanted and pressed
against Edamaruku’s head but failed to

L

Photo by Subodh Sinha © Rationalist International. Reprinted with permission.

the younger Edamaruku became interested in rationalism following the death
of a neighbor that could have been prevented using modern science. As journalist Vrushali Lad has recounted, when Edamaruku was twelve years old, a young
woman in his neighborhood was diag-

Sanal Edamaruku addresses the crowd after the inquiry into the “miracle” at the Our Lady of Velankanni church in Vile Parle, Mumbai.
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injure him. Sharma refused to concede
any doubt of his abilities, telling Edamaruku, “You’re going to die,” and promising that it would happen “shortly.”
To which the skeptic replied, “I know
now” that there’s “nothing” to the tantra.
More recently, in 2011, 60 Minutes of
Australia followed Edamaruku as he targeted “gurus who offer miraculous medical cures for enormous fees, which is illegal in India.” The program showed Edamaruku’s team exposing common guru
tricks like fire walking and criticizing
Sunderlal Bhargav, who promised to cure
cancer by reciting a mantra in exchange
for a fee of twenty thousand dollars.
Edamaruku called the claims fraudulent
and warned Bhargav that he was breaking the law.
In April 2012, Edamaruku was invited
by India’s TV-9 to examine an alleged miracle where a crucifix of Jesus was dripping
water from the feet. Hundreds of people
had been traveling to Our Lady of Velankanni Church in Mumbai to collect the
water in bottles and witness the supposed miracle. Edamaruku examined the
site with permission from the church.
After only a few minutes’ investigation,
Edamaruku discovered the source of the
drip. Behind a wall was a clogged sewer
drain; backed-up water seeped through
the adjoining wall and onto the feet of
the Jesus. Photos and video of Edamaruku’s investigation and commentary
subsequently appeared on television.
According to journalist nirmala Carvalho,
Edamaruku accused the church of “creating the miracle” for donations and said
that the pope was antiscience.
Despite local Catholic claims of miracles, the auxiliary bishop of Mumbai
released a statement saying: “The Church
is always cautious in attributing supernatural causes to out of the ordinary phenomena. Whenever possible, it always
tries to find ‘scientific’ explanations for
similar events. It does not pay great attention to things like this, although it accepts
the possibility that God can intervene in
human life in ‘extraordinary’ ways: what
we call ‘miracles.’”

But members of the Catholic Church in
Mumbai filed a complaint of “deliberately
hurting religious feelings” against Edamaruku. The applicable law, sometimes called
the “blasphemy law,” dates back to 1927,
during British imperial rule. Section 295(a)
of the Indian Penal Code declares it illegal
to commit “deliberate and malicious acts,
intended to outrage religious feelings or
any class by insulting its religion or religious
beliefs.” After the filing, Edamaruku’s
attorneys began receiving calls from the
police requesting that Edamaruku turn
himself in. His attorneys, in response, filed
three separate motions. The first sought
“anticipatory bail” to avoid jail time, but
this was turned down. The other two
motions requested that the case be
thrown out; one additionally requested
that the Supreme Court of India remove
295(a) from the Penal Code as an infringement upon freedom of speech, which is
guaranteed by the Indian Constitution.
Those motions await decisions.
With the initial motion for bail denied,
Edamaruku subsequently left India and
traveled to Finland, from where he has
been monitoring his case. While he was in
Finland, events took a dramatic turn on
July 4 when police entered his Delhi home
to serve a warrant for his arrest that had
been issued by a metropolitan magistrate
court in Mumbai. As I write, Edamauku is
on a speaking tour in Europe, discussing
the blasphemy law as an infringement on
free speech and a detriment to critical
thinking in India. He also is asking the public to sign a petition requesting that the
Catholic Church withdraw the charges and
is seeking donations for fees associated
with the legal battle at www.rationalist
International.net.
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Paul Kurtz (1925-2012)
aul Kurtz, founder and longtime chair of the Committee for Skeptical
Inquiry, the Council for Secular Humanism, and the Center for Inquiry, died
on October 20, 2012, at the age of eighty-six. He was one of the most influential figures in the humanist and skeptical movements from the late 1960s
through the first decade of the twenty-first century. Among his best-known creations are the skeptics’ magazine Skeptical Inquirer, the secular humanist magazine FrEE InQuIrY, and the independent publisher Prometheus Books.

P

Early Life
Paul Kurtz was born on December 21,
1925, to Martin and Sarah Kurtz of
newark, new Jersey. He enrolled briefly at
Washington Square College of new York
university before enlisting in the u.S. Army
at the height of World War II. He fought in
the Battle of the Bulge and served in a unit
that liberated the Dachau concentration
camp. He was demobilized eighteen
months after the war’s end and resumed
his studies at new York university (nYu).
At nYu, Kurtz studied philosophy
under Sidney Hook, who had himself been
a protégé of the pragmatist philosopher
John Dewey. The philosophy of Dewey
and Hook, arguably the greatest American
thinkers in the humanist tradition, would
deeply influence Kurtz’s thought and
activism. Kurtz graduated from nYu in
1948 and earned his PhD in philosophy at
Columbia university in 1952.
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Academic Career
Kurtz taught philosophy at Trinity College
from 1952 to 1959. He joined the faculty
at union College from 1961 to 1965; during this period he was also a visiting lecturer at the new School for Social research. In 1965, he was recruited by the
new State university of new York at
Buffalo. The former university of Buffalo
had recently been absorbed into the state
university system; under Governor nelson
rockefeller, the institution launched an
aggressive program to recruit top young
academics to its faculty. Kurtz became
professor of philosophy at SunY Buffalo, a
post he held until his retirement from
teaching in 1991.
At this stage of his career, Kurtz
focused principally on methods of objective inquiry and the history of American
philosophy. He contributed the significant
entry “American Philosophy” to the influential first edition of the Encyclopedia of
Philosophy (1967), edited by Paul Edwards. He edited two large anthologies of
American philosophy and published his
best-known scholarly work, Decision and
the Condition of Man (1968).
The Humanist Movement
It was in the late 1960s that Kurtz
embarked on the pursuit whose prominence would exceed even that of his
career as a philosopher, when he began
his involvement with the humanist movement. In 1967, he was named editor of
The Humanist, published by the American
Humanist Association (AHA), then the
nation’s only significant humanist organization. He took the magazine in new
directions, both by making its content
more sharply critical of religion and by
using aggressive techniques to expand its
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circulation. Arguably, The Humanist never
enjoyed greater cultural prominence or
higher circulation than during Kurtz’s editorship, but his forceful style led to friction
with others within AHA, including some
members of its board of directors. Kurtz
gave up editorship of The Humanist and
parted ways with AHA in 1978. Ironically,
that was the very year in which, owing to
Kurtz’s influence, AHA moved its headquarters from San Francisco to Amherst,
new York, the location of SunY Buffalo’s
suburban campus. (AHA would remain
headquartered in Amherst until it moved
to Washington, D.C., in 2000.)
Kurtz was for more than a quarter-century an influential figure in the International Humanist and Ethical union
(IHEu), a worldwide network of national
humanist organizations founded in Amsterdam in 1952. He joined IHEu’s board
of directors in 1969 and served as the
organization’s cochairman from 1986 to
1994. During this period, Kurtz hosted
IHEu’s Tenth World Congress, held at
SunY Buffalo during the summer of 1988.
The Kurtz-Founded Organizations
Kurtz would be better known for his work
through organizations he founded and
shaped from their inception.
In 1969, he founded Prometheus
Books, a for-profit publishing company
that quickly emerged as the dominant
imprint in skepticism, humanism, and
atheism. It would become the most prolific publisher of atheist and humanist
titles in history. Since its founding, it has
published more than 2,500 titles in what
has become a broad range of genres.
Significant milestones included the 1998
acquisition of most of the assets of the
scholarly publisher Humanities Press International, giving rise to Prometheus’s
imprint Humanity Books, and the formation in 2005 of its Pyr division, which has
emerged as a prestige imprint for science
fiction and fantasy fiction. now led by Paul
Kurtz’s son, Jonathan, the most impressive
achievement of Prometheus Books may
be that it has retained its independence
during five decades in which an enormous
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number of independent publishers closed
down or were absorbed.
Kurtz was perhaps best known for the
three mutually supportive not-for-profit
organizations he founded in Buffalo and
later Amherst, new York, now known as
the Committee for Skeptical Inquiry, the
Council for Secular Humanism, and the
Center for Inquiry.
Kurtz and others founded the world’s
first organization devoted solely to scientific criticism of paranormal claims at an
April 1976 conference at SunY Buffalo
whose participants included author Isaac
Asimov, author-mathematician Martin
Gardner, and magician James randi. The
organization was originally known as the
Committee for the Scientific Investigation
of Claims of the Paranormal and became
widely known by its acronym, CSICOP.
Several months after its formation, CSICOP launched a journal, The Zetetic, which
later achieved great prominence as the
Skeptical Inquirer, which continues to be
published bimonthly. During its early
years, CSICOP encouraged the formation
of local skeptics groups across the united
States and of independent national skeptics organizations across the world. These

groups would form the kernel of today’s
international skeptical movement.
In 2006, the organization shortened its
name to the Committee for Skeptical
Inquiry, partly to show that its concerns
now extended beyond its original focus
on paranormal claims to include the public understanding of science and issues in
medicine and mental health.
In 1980, two years after his departure
from the AHA, Kurtz launched a new,
more explicitly nonreligious humanist
organization, the Council for Democratic
and Secular Humanism (CODESH). The
word Democratic was added to demonstrate the group’s opposition to communist totalitarianism, an important consideration since nontheism was then strongly
associated with communism in the public
mind. The new organization’s first act was
to release A Secular Humanist Declaration,
a position document originally signed by
fifty-seven distinguished activists and academics. Its release was covered in a frontpage story in The New York Times. The
Council simultaneously launched a journal, FrEE InQuIrY, with Kurtz as its publisher
and founding editor. FrEE InQuIrY quickly
became the best-respected and highest-

Paul Kurtz meets with Soviet dissident and 1975 nobel Peace Prize recipient Andrei Sakharov in
new York City in 1988.
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circulation humanist magazine in the
united States.
In 1996, in response to the collapse of
European communism, the organization
shortened its name to the Council for
Secular Humanism. It maintains a network
of independent local groups, operates
north America’s only freethought museum, and engages in a variety of educational and advocacy activities. Since 2007,
the Council has been lead plaintiff in a lawsuit that challenges contracts between the
state of Florida and explicitly religious
social service providers.
In 1991, Kurtz’s skeptical and secularhumanist organizations relocated from
Buffalo to Amherst, new York. In the same
year Kurtz founded a third major nonprofit organization, the Center for Inquiry.
Originally conceived as a platform for consolidating activities that CSICOP and CODESH conducted in parallel, from magazine production to payroll, the Center
grew into an advocacy organization in its
own right. Its agenda encompassed both
CSICOP’s skepticism and CODESH’s secular
humanism, placing both in a broader cultural and intellectual context.
In addition to the Center for Inquiry
headquarters campus in Amherst, which
Kurtz expanded to some 35,000 square
feet, at various times more than fifty
branch Centers for Inquiry operated in
other American cities and across the
world, employing a variety of operating
models. From its transnational headquarters at Amherst, the Center conducts a
wide range of educational programs,
including an online master’s degree program in conjunction with the university at
Buffalo. Its research libraries hold the
world’s largest collections of humanist,
skeptical, and related literature.
Awards and Recognitions
Paul Kurtz received numerous awards and
other encomia. In 1992, he was named a
fellow of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science. In 1996, the
main-belt asteroid Kurtz 6629 was named
in his honor. In 2000, he received the
International rationalist Award at the
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In Memoriam: Paul Kurtz (1925 - 2012)

Paul Kurtz with Jayne Meadows, widow of
comedian/author Steve allen, at the 2004
unveiling of the bust of Steve Allen at the
Center for Inquiry–Los Angeles.

Second International rationalist Conference at Trivandrum, India. In 2001, he
received the Charles P. norton Medal, the
highest award bestowed by the State
university of new York at Buffalo. In 2009,
he received the Eupraxsopher Award, a
special lifetime achievement award, from
the Center for Inquiry, as well as the Philip
J. Klass Award from the national Capital

Area Skeptics. In 2010, he received a lifetime achievement award at The Amazing
Meeting (TAM) sponsored by the James
randi Educational Foundation.
Publications
Paul Kurtz wrote or edited more than fifty
books for scholarly or general audiences.
Among the better-known are Exuberance:
A Philosophy of Happiness (1977); Forbidden Fruit: The Ethics of Humanism (1988);
Eupraxophy: Living without Religion (1989);
The Transcendental Temptation: A Critique
of Religion and the Paranormal (1991); The
New Skepticism: Inquiry and Reliable
Knowledge (1992); and What Is Secular
Humanism? (2006). His works have been
translated into multiple languages. He
composed a great number of essays, including editorials that appeared in every
issue of FrEE InQuIrY magazine from its
founding in 1980 until 2009.
Kurtz was also organized humanism’s
most prolific composer of position documents. When he joined the humanist
movement, it was still strongly influenced
by the Humanist Manifesto of 1933.
Drafted and signed by unitarian ministers
(with the conspicuous exception of signer
John Dewey), the original Manifesto
explicitly envisioned humanism as a new
religion. On Kurtz’s view, a more secular

In 1988, Paul Kurtz led CSICOP’s first study visit to China.
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formulation was needed. As editor of The
Humanist, he led a campaign for a new
and more relevant manifesto. Humanist
Manifesto II was published in 1973, having
been co-drafted by Kurtz and fellow
humanist leader Edwin H. Wilson. Where
its predecessor was religious, Manifesto II
explicitly abjured religiosity. In a passage
reflecting Kurtz’s writing style, it declared:
“Some humanists believe we should
reinterpret traditional religions and reinvest them with meanings appropriate
to the current situation. Such redefinitions
… perpetuate old dependencies and
escapisms; they easily become obscurantist, impeding the free use of the intellect.
We need, instead, radically new human
purposes and goals.”
Manifesto II was signed by 114 activists
and thought leaders at first publication,
and would eventually attract 261 distinguished signers. Its release garnered
worldwide media attention, including a
front-page story in The New York Times.
The previously mentioned A Secular
Humanist Declaration (1980) was drafted
solely by Kurtz. It offered a secular humanist interpretation of many of the ideas
developed in Manifesto II, but it was
steeped in the recognition that an unquestionably nonreligious humanist institution needed to be created, close to but
slightly outside of a larger humanist
movement that included both religious
and nonreligious humanists.
In the late 1990s, Kurtz began to
compose a new successor document.
Originally he planned to title it Humanist
Manifesto III, asserting the right to do so as
the sole living coauthor of Manifesto II.
After the American Humanist Association
asserted ownership of the Manifesto title
and threatened legal action, Kurtz retitled
his document Humanist Manifesto 2000.
Humanist Manifesto 2000: A Call for a
New Planetary Humanism was issued in
1999 with about two hundred signatures.
It was book-length, far longer than the
previous Manifestos, and represented
the fullest statement of Kurtz’s vision for
humanism as a planetary commitment
transcending national and ethnic identities. Besides challenging religion and
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championing the scientific outlook and
freedom of thought, Kurtz called for a
popularly elected global parliament, a
world court, a global environmental monitoring institution, and a new international tax to aid the developing world.
These internationalist contentions engendered substantial controversy within the
humanist movement.
Principal Contentions
Kurtz consistently asserted that morality
should be rooted in human flourishing
and happiness, not on supernatural revelation. He attached high priority to individual liberty in a robustly democratic culture.
His ethics were primarily utilitarian, but he
tempered his utilitarianism with a strong
commitment to basic liberties. As early as
1969, he had written that “there are two
basic and minimal principles which especially seem to characterize humanism.
First, there is a rejection of any supernatural conception of the universe and a denial
that man has any privileged place within
nature. Second, there is an affirmation
that ethical values are human and have no
meaning independent of human experience.” repeatedly, he characterized secular humanism less as a set of moral or
philosophical prescriptions than as a
process, a template for the conduct of ethical inquiry.
Two further contentions strongly influenced Kurtz’s thought and writing beginning in the mid-1980s. The first was his
growing sense of humanism as necessarily
planetary. He argued that since the principal problems confronting humankind
were global in scope, they required
transnational solutions. This view was
accompanied by an assertive cosmopolitanism that viewed traditional religious,
ethnic, and national identities as archaisms
to be jettisoned whenever possible.
In addition, he sought an authoritative
answer to the question “If secular humanism is not a religion, what is it?” His solution was to coin a new word, eupraxophy
(in later years spelled eupraxsophy). Formed from Greek roots meaning roughly
“good wisdom and practice in conduct,”

Paul Kurtz recieved the Charles P. norton
Medal, the highest honor bestowed by the
university at Buffalo, in 2001.

the word was meant to label a novel category of intellectual and moral systems that
met some of the social needs served by
religions without the supernaturalism or
authoritarianism of traditional faiths.
Kurtz made his most extended argument
for the coinage in his 1989 book, Eupraxaophy: Living with Religion. A subsequent
edition was titled Living without Religion:
Eupraxsophy. The neologism’s move from
title to subtitle reflected the coinage’s
fate. Kurtz’s arguments for eupraxsophy
were received respectfully, and some
activists eagerly restyled themselves
“eupraxsophers.” ultimately, however, the
term failed to maintain traction, and it is
infrequently used in the movement today.
Later Life
While Kurtz’s son, Jonathan, had succeeded him as president of Prometheus
Books, Kurtz continued to exercise day-today control of the nonprofit organizations
he had founded well past his eightieth
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birthday. After 2005, there was heightened concern on the part of the organizations’ directors to implement a specific
succession process. In June 2008, attorney
and philosopher ronald A. Lindsay succeeded Kurtz as president and CEO of the
Center for Inquiry, the Council for Secular
Humanism, and the Committee for
Skeptical Inquiry. Lindsay was Kurtz’s personal selection for the position. Kurtz continued to serve as board chair until June
2009, when Buffalo investment advisor
richard Schroeder was elected chair and
Kurtz assumed the new position of chair
emeritus. Kurtz faced this process with
increasing reluctance, and on May 18,
2010, he announced his resignation from
all of his remaining positions at the three
nonprofit organizations. His office continued to be reserved for his use whenever
the Center for Inquiry–Transnational in
Amherst was open.
Late in 2010, Kurtz announced the
founding of a new organization, the
Institute for Science and Human Values.
It released a manifesto-style document
titled Neo-Humanist Statement of Secular
Principles and Values with more than 150
signers and announced a new quarterly
journal, The Human Prospect.
Conclusion
ultimately, Paul Kurtz did much to shape
the American and world humanist movements during the final third of the twentieth century. He was a prodigious organizer and responsible for much of the
social landscape through which nonreligious Americans moved before the
emergence of the so-called new Atheist
movement in the middle 2000s. At the
same time, a vibrant and varied skeptics’
community now served by dozens of
local and national organizations might
not exist at all—and surely would not
have its current form—if not for Kurtz’s
founding of the first modern skeptical
organization, CSICOP. His most enduring
legacy may be the Center for Inquiry,
which continues to stand as the larger
movement’s largest, most active, and
highest-budgeted organization.
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Letters
events surrounding ruby ridge and
Waco along with Timothy McVeigh, as
well as defending the conspiracy theory
that the Bush administration was guilty of
somehow working with al-Qaeda in its
September 11, 2001, attacks on the Twin
Towers and the Pentagon.
I have no idea what great principle of
Vidal’s FI’s editors admired, or what great
honesty this proven liar and conspiracy
theorist demonstrated, or what great act
of courage he displayed as he manifested
and justified hate and paranoia.
Sheldon F. Gottlieb
Boynton Beach, Florida
S. T. Joshi replies:

On Gore Vidal
When I read that the editors of FI, in their
introduction to S. T. Joshi’s obituary of
Gore Vidal (FI, October/november 2012),
quoted International Academy of Humanism Secretary Stephen Law that Vidal was
“principled, honest, and courageous,” I was
perplexed and frightened. I could not help
but wonder what Joshi had written and
whether they were referring to the same
man I knew as one of the world’s great antiSemites and conspiracy theorists.
After reading Joshi’s paean, I could
understand their love of a fellow atheist.
However, I could not help but notice that
Joshi made no mention of Vidal’s vicious
anti-Israel and anti-Semitic statements
reflecting his great hate of Jews. nor was
there any mention of his support for
causes of the political Far right and seeming contempt for the united States. Much
of Vidal’s hate was detailed by norman
Podhoretz in his well-known november
1986 article in Commentary magazine,
“The Hate That Dare not Speak Its name.”
Even the great Christopher Hitchens
made note of this Vidal attribute, although he may have tended to minimize
it (Vanity Fair, February 2010).
I was surprised that there was no
mention of Vidal embracing and defending the Far right’s conspiracy views of the
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The right-wing polemicist Norman Podhoretz tried for years to persuade his fellow
intellectuals that Gore Vidal was an antiSemite but with little apparent success. The
sources of Podhoretz’s umbrage were two
articles by Vidal, “Some Jews and the Gays”
(nation, November 14, 1981) and “Requiem for the American Empire” (nation,
January 11, 1986), in which Vidal maintained: (a) that some Jewish leaders had
made a dangerous pact with evangelical
Christians, leading some of them to become gay-baiters (he quotes Joseph Epstein
as follows: “If I had the power to do so, I
would wish homosexuality off the face of
the earth”); and (b) that the Jewish lobby, in
order to secure military and economic support for Israel, had “made common cause
with every sort of reactionary and antiSemitic group in the United States, from the
corridors of the Pentagon to the TV studios
of the evangelical Jesus Christers.” It would
seem that both these assertions are largely
true. Podhoretz seems to have taken
offense at Vidal’s pungent exposition of the
plain homophobia evident in articles written by Podhoretz and his wife, Midge
Decter. But, as Podhoretz himself was
forced to admit in his article (“The Hate That
Dare Not Speak Its Name”), when he
attempted to round up intellectuals to condemn Vidal’s perceived anti-Semitism, he
found to his dismay that not many would
join his bandwagon.
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As for Vidal’s “contempt for the United
States,” this country’s actions over the past
decade—and, indeed, over much of its history—would seem to lend much justification for contempt, dismay, and general
revulsion. Vidal is not to be blamed for
pointing out the occasionally cavernous
gulf between this country’s ideals and its
actions.

Infighting vs. Debate
Greta Christina in her op-ed “Infighting or
Healthy Debate?” (FI, October/november
2012) made some good solid points. What
I strongly object to is a type of McCarthyism based on specific ethical, economical,
or political issues, when the real enemy is
religion. until we are a majority in the
world we need the efforts of every nonbelieving voice. Otherwise, a minority such as
ours will become even less effective in the
world.
As someone who was falsely accused
of rape, I can testify that it is not always reasonable to accept what an accuser says
without some evidence, and I don’t see
any evidence that any leading atheist,
author, or blogger is sexist or misogynistic.
If there is such an atheist, then produce the
evidence. Sure, there seems to be evidence
of this among the rank and file, and it
should definitely be addressed. Sometimes
all that’s needed is to point it out and show
why it is wrong. But this obnoxious behavior mostly comes from anonymous online
trolls. How seriously should we take them?
How old are they? Why are they lashing
out? Is it because they hate all women or
because they hate those women who
accuse them of hating all women? Of
course this is still despicable, but it is a difference. Do they actually attend atheist
conventions? Do we know they’re all atheists? I have Christian trolls following my
online footsteps posing as atheists who
falsely characterize me as a liar. So I have
reason to think at least a few Christians are
involved, stirring up the pot here as well.
Divide and conquer, you know.
(Continued on page 71)
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Tibor R. Machan

OP-ED

Altruism Isn’t Generosity
big error has haunted humanity for
centuries: it’s the equivocation between generosity and altruism.
Generosity is a virtue any decent
human being will practice; it asks that one
reach out to deserving others in times of
dire need. Altruism is a policy of devoting
oneself to benefiting others above all. The
former is admirable; the latter is suicidal.
Sadly, the two are often confused in
the minds of many folks who have forgotten their college ethics courses, in which
these distinctions are usually discussed
(when the professor isn’t using the course
to advance an agenda in support of the
confusion).
Aristotle knew that among the virtues
human beings should practice, one is
generosity (or liberality). Of course, he
also included honesty, prudence, magnanimity, courage, and so on. Since Aristotle
identified the purposes of practicing the
virtues as achieving human happiness—a
virtue or a good-making attribute of a
person, and for people the highest good
is happiness—clearly he was not championing altruism, which, as the philosopher
W. G. Maclagan makes clear, amounts to
“assuming a duty to relieve the distress
and promote the happiness of our fellows. . . . Altruism is to . . . maintain quite
simply that a man may and should discount altogether his own pleasure or
happiness as such when he is deciding
what course of action to pursue.”
As ordinarily presented by ministers,
priests, philosophers, or authors of fiction,
altruism means ranking looking out for
others first in one’s list of moral duties.
Because for much of our modern-era prudence has been thought to be something
we practice automatically—“everyone is

A

selfish or self-interested”—the virtue has
gone pretty much neglected. And since
self-interested conduct was taken by
many over the last four centuries to be
innate, altruism is the doctrine that
needed to be defended and practiced
(almost in the sense of “rehearsed”). As if
people really did pursue their own best
interest as a matter of an innate drive!
Yet, what comprises one’s self-interest—real self-interest, not just what one
would prefer or like—is not simple to
ascertain. It requires understanding oneself not only as a human being but as a
particular individual. What Plato said
about this in the Phaedo is instructive:
Crito: When you are gone, Socrates,
how can we best act to please you?

Wouldn’t it be advantageous if everyone instinctively did do what is right?! All
would be well with the world then, at
least as far as human affairs are concerned! But in fact there is a lot of mischief taking place, and it is often due to
bad choices people make. What would
bad choices look like? The ancient Greeks

“. . . What comprises one’s
self-interest—real self-interest,
not just what one would
prefer or like—is not
simple to ascertain.”

Socrates: Just follow my old recipe,
my friend: do yourselves concern
yourselves with your own true selfinterest; then you will oblige me, and
mine and yourself too.

had a good clue—bad choices are ones
Indeed in classical Greek ethics, doing
that thwart or undermine our human
the right thing is crucial and of benefit all
happiness. Even generosity was, for them,
around: helping oneself as well as others.
a virtue that enhances the life of the one
But doing the right thing is something
who practices it.
one must choose to do. It doesn’t happen
Those who peddle altruism—often in
automatically. As ethics is viewed by a
ways that instill guilt in most of us who
great many thinkers today, whatever the
are quite normally seeking to benefit ourright thing is will be done automatically—
selves first and foremost—are in fact miswe are hardwired to do it. Doctrines are
anthropes.
proposed in various fields—including the
Further Reading
latest fashion, namely, neuroscience—as
W. G. Maclagan., “Self and Others: A Defense
to how people and other living things are
of Altruism.” Philosophical Quarterly 4
programmed by biological imperatives to
(1954).
serve others (or not). never mind that
ethics is actually about what
people ought to choose to
Tibor R. Machan holds the R. C. Hoiles Chair at Chapman
do, not about what their
University and is a research fellow at the Hoover Institution of
biological constitution arStanford University, both in California.
guably impels them to do.
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Katrina Voss

OP-ED

Homosexuality Is Not a Choice, But It Should Be
n 1996, a particularly devastating nail
was driven into the coffin of “homosexuality is a choice” rhetoric. A team of
researchers found that the more older
brothers a boy has, the greater the likelihood that he will grow up to be gay. Since
the research was first published in the
American Journal of Psychiatry, many
other scientists have replicated the fraternal birth-order (FBO) effect on male sexual orientation. One promising hypothesis to explain this phenomenon is “maternal immunization”; that is, after delivering several sons, a woman’s body begins
to produce antibodies that affect malespecific proteins. This reasoning is consistent with two important features of the
FBO effect: first, the effect is not observed
in daughters with older siblings of either
sex. Second, it is only observed in sons
with the same mother, but it seems to
make no difference whether the male
children have different fathers. Even

I

when brothers of the same birth mother
are raised in different homes, the effect is
observable, suggesting that uterine environment, not home environment, is the
important factor.

“In the wake of so much
research, how could any
thinking person, even any
thinking religious person,
not start to doubt the
‘lifestyle’ axiom?”

All things considered, about half of
male homosexuality is a result of the FBO
effect. Other biological factors—genetic,
epigenetic, and hormonal—appear to
affect sexual orientation in most of the

other half of cases. Lesbianism, in general,
seems a tougher nut to crack, and some
researchers hypothesize that female sexuality may be simply more “fluid.” That
said, fetal testosterone exposure is one
promising line of investigation that explains at least some instances of female
homosexuality.
In the wake of so much research, how
could any thinking person, even any
thinking religious person, not start to
doubt the “lifestyle” axiom? At the very
least, these pesky scientific findings obliterate the first iteration of “it’s a choice”—
that God created humans with the correct
generative impulses such that any deviation must, by definition, be a conscious
decision to engage in hedonistic perversion. This said, recent scientific findings
might have given extra steam to the more
sinister version of “it’s a choice”: ever the
trickster, God sprinkled a little fairy dust—
pun intended—on just a few unwilling

Fifty Years of American Atheists
INQUIRY congratulates American
Atheists as it nears its fiftieth anniversary year. The organization was
founded by the activist Madalyn Murray
O’Hair in 1963, soon after O’Hair’s victory
in one of two consolidated u.S. Supreme
Court cases that ended mandatory prayer
in public schools.
During most of its early years, American Atheists was the movement’s only
active national membership organization.* From a headquarters in Austin,
Texas, O’Hair ran the group as her personal fiefdom. For better and worse, she
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was the most visible face of American
unbelief. Her notoriety rebuilt public
awareness of atheism, but her abrasiveness reinforced negative public stereotypes of unbelievers. Still, under her leadership American Atheists battled in courts
and in the arena of public opinion to
expand the rights of the nonreligious and
published the American Atheist magazine.
In August 1995, Madalyn O’Hair, her
son Jon, and her adopted daughter,
robin (biological daughter of Madalyn’s
other son, Bill), disappeared. After some
confusion, Ellen Johnson emerged as
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president of the organization. Eventually
it was discovered that the O’Hairs had
been kidnapped, robbed, and murdered
by a former employee.
Johnson moved the national headquarters to Cranford, new Jersey. After a
period of reduced activity, under Johnson’s leadership American Atheists conceived the Godless Americans March on
Washington, D.C. The november 2, 2002,
event (cosponsored by the Council for
Secular Humanism) attracted some three
thousand participants to the national
Mall, at that time the largest turnout of
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souls as a means to test their allegiance.
(The Christian concept of free will, which
believers sell as a liberating force, has
nonetheless cast God in the role of abusive spouse. It’s our fault that he hits us
because we burned the toast.)
Still, secularists have something to celebrate when “it’s a choice” starts to crumble and crack. But we also have something
to be wary of. In response to recent sexualorientation research, some Christians have
pointed out that another nonstandard
sexual drive—pedophilia—also may be
biologically determined. So the logic goes:
“If research on pedophilia suggests
genetic, congenital, or other innate causes
for sexual attraction to children, then society will grant free passage to child
abusers, just as it has to homosexuals.
Thus ‘it’s not a choice’ is a slippery slope.”
Obviously, once the line of reasoning
waddles in this direction, we freethinkers
have a ready no-brainer of an answer:
what differentiates the homosexual from
the pedophile is the fact that the former
has sex with consenting adults. The latter,
on the other hand, takes victims. But this
no-brainer has become a secondary rather
than a primary defense of homosexuality.
In other words, when religious people
make the slippery-slope point, they’re

unbelievers since the days of robert
Green Ingersoll.
Johnson’s presidency ended amid
controversy in 2008. Frank Zindler, then
editing the American Atheist magazine,
served briefly as interim president. Ed
Buckner, a former executive director of
the Council for Secular Humanism, served
as president from 2008 to 2010, holding
successful conventions and streamlining
headquarters operations. In the organization’s first transfer of power from one
elected president to another, David Silverman took the helm of American Atheists
in 2010. under Silverman’s leadership, it

marry only because the biological lottery
has bestowed upon them a same-sex preference, why not require an FBO-certification test to prove that Bruce and Paul’s
nuptial vows are about more than just
Social Security benefits? For that matter, if
Bruce wants to marry his best gal-pal
Paula, why not require that he first
undergo a vagina-appreciation genotyping assay?
Secular acceptance of homosexuality
is not—nor has it ever been—answerable
to scientific research. The scientific roots
of sexual orientation and drive—however
interesting and worth pursuing—are
beside the point when the issue is political. Homosexual people are due equal
rights to marry and otherwise participate
in society, not because they “can’t help it”
but because they are citizens who pose
no threat whatsoever to their neighbors.
End of political argument. no one needs a
permission slip from religion to live one’s
life. But no one needs a permission slip
from science, either.

“In response to recent
sexual-orientation research,
some Christians have pointed
out that another nonstandard
sexual drive—pedophilia—also
may be biologically
determined.”

showing us the greatest flaw in secularism’s campaign to normalize homosexuality and encourage tolerance: the dominant message that homosexuality is A-OK
precisely because it’s not a choice. Since
when do secularists elevate
Katrina Voss worked for ten years as a bilingual meteorologist at
biological destiny over, well,
Weather Channel Latin America and AccuWeather. She is now a
choice—the very word we use
science and research writer at Penn State’s Eberly College of
to campaign for reproductive
Science.
rights? And if gay people can

has conducted hugely successful conventions, sparked new controversies with
brash antireligious billboards, and played
a pivotal role in the reason rally, which
brought an estimated thirty thousand
freethinkers to the national Mall on
March 24, 2012.
In March 2013, American Atheists will
formally mark its fiftieth anniversary at a
convention in its “birthplace,” Austin,
Texas. Congratulations!
*The mid-twentieth century was a drought
period for freethought organizing in the
united States. In 1963, the only active national
membership organizations were the Free-
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thinkers of America and the American
Humanist Association (AHA). Freethinkers of
America (founded in 1915) was already deeply
in decline and closed soon after the 1968
death of its longtime president Joseph Lewis.
In that same year, the American Humanist
Association (founded 1941) became a religious organization, presumably limiting its
appeal to atheists. (AHA retained its religious
identification for tax purposes until 2003.)
American Atheists stood as the movement’s
only membership organization until 1976,
when the Freedom From religion Foundation
was founded under the leadership of Anne
Gaylor, a former O’Hair colleague. The organization now known as the Council for Secular
Humanism formed in 1980.
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James A. Haught

OP-ED

More Evidence of Fading Faith

ome American cities are suffering a
new problem: abandoned churches.
The Philadelphia Inquirer recently
reported that officials in the City of
Brotherly Love can’t cope with oncestately temples that “decay into neighborhood eyesores.”
“There are now so many shuttered
houses of worship—at least 300 estimated across the Philadelphia region—
that anxiety over what to do with them
has spread beyond religious circles and
into City Hall and suburban town councils,” the newspaper said.
As young people drift away from religion and aging members die off, vacant
“tall steeple” edifices are like the bones of
formerly mighty dinosaurs. “In the roman
Catholic Archdiocese of Philadelphia,
which has closed dozens of parishes in
the past 20 years and nine this year,
weekly Sunday Mass attendance is about
18 percent, a quarter of what it was two
generations ago,” the Inquirer reported.
A few months earlier, the Detroit Free
Press reported that the Motor City is experiencing the same phenomenon. “Historic,
skyline-defining landmarks, cavernous
works of Old World artisanship,” are sinking into oblivion, the paper said. One
Michigan real estate dealer “has listings
for more than 50 churches in metro
Detroit alone.”
Every American city presents an
impressive array of sacred architecture—
citadels where generations prayed to

S
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“Every American city
presents an impressive array
of sacred architecture—
citadels where generations
prayed to invisible spirits—
but the relentless rise
of the new Secular Age
threatens to turn many
of them into derelicts.”

invisible spirits—but the relentless rise of
the new Secular Age threatens to turn
many of them into derelicts. Evidence of
religion’s decline in America keeps snowballing, month after month. Some items:
• In March, a nationwide Gallup survey
found that one-third of people no
longer participate in religious observances.

• In May, the ten-year u.S. religious
Census published by the Association of
religion Data Archives listed 158 million
Americans—half the population—as
“unclaimed” by any church.
• In July, a Pew research Center poll found
that 19 percent of Americans—nearly
one-fifth of the population—select
“none” as their religious preference.
What’s the correct tally of the churchless—
one-third, one-half, or one-fifth? Although
surveys strive for accuracy, they can’t seem
to reach precise agreement amid their varied approaches to questioning.
What’s abundantly clear, however, is
that the ratio of American “nones” has
soared, dramatically and rapidly, since the
1990s. Church attendance is down;
money donations are down; supernatural
beliefs are down. Perhaps fifty million u.S.
adults now ignore organized religion.
All data indicate that America is following
Western Europe into the scientific-minded Secular Era. It’s another historic transition for civilization.
And lofty temples that once rang with
piety are drifting into neglect.

• “Another 32 percent of Americans are
nonreligious, based on their statement
that religion is not an important part of
their daily life and that
they seldom or never atJames A. Haught is editor of West Virginia’s largest newspaper,
tend religious services,”
the Charleston Gazette, and is a senior editor of F REE I NQUIRY .
the poll summary said.
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The International Academy of Humanism marks the death of two of its distinguished Laureates.

Sergei Kapitza, 1928–2012
In early 2012, Sergei Kapitza won the
first gold medal awarded by the russian
Academy of Sciences for his “outstanding achievements in the dissemination
of scientific knowledge.” This was appropriate, because Kapitza was one of
the few people—one of the important
few—who could be described as a “science popularizer.” Many people are science teachers or science writers, but only
a few warrant this designation. To give
some context to this characterization,
other notable individuals deemed science popularizers are Carl Sagan, Isaac
Asimov, Bill nye, and neil deGrasse
Tyson. Kapitza earned his place among
this prestigious group by hosting the
russian television show Evident, but
Incredible as well as editing the russian

counterpart of Scientific American—not
to mention his extensive work in the
hard sciences, specifically in applied electrodynamics and accelerator physics.
For this work in science education,
Kapitza was awarded unESCO’s Kalinga
Prize for the Popularization of Science in
1979, which is given for exceptional skill
in presenting scientific ideas to lay people. Above and beyond directly educating the public, Kapitza was also involved
in a number of issues covering the intersection of science and society. He was a
committed advocate for planetary exploration and served on the advisory
council of the Planetary Society, a nonprofit organization founded in 1980 and
dedicated to the exploration of our Solar
System. In the early 1980s, Kapitza, along

with Carl Sagan, argued staunchly
against the proliferation of nuclear
weapons. He was also the vice president
of the Academy of natural Sciences of
russia and the president of the Eurasian
Physical Society. He fought for the restoration of the scientific community in
russia. He was a laureate of the Council
for Secular Humanism’s International
Academy of Humanism and a fellow of
the Committee for Skeptical Inquiry.
Kapitza left an indelible mark on the
minds of countless people through his
work on Evident, but Incredible and
Scientific American and his tireless advocacy for science in general. He was a
paragon in the scientific community, and
his influence on science, both in russia
and across the globe, will be missed.

Thomas Szasz, 1920–2012
Controversial to the end, Thomas Szasz
was arguably the most influential critic
of psychiatry and psychotherapy of the
twentieth century. Born in Budapest in
1920, Szasz relocated to the united
States in 1938, where he studied physics
and medicine. He finished his studies at
the Chicago Institute for Psychoanalysis
in 1950, worked there for five years, and
then settled at the SunY upstate
Medical university in Syracuse, new
York, where he became an emeritus
professor in 1990. Best known for his critiques on the influence of modern medicine on society, and in particular his
characterization of mental illness as
“fake disease,” Szasz was, above all, an
advocate for human freedom and independence, not to mention a voice in the
libertarian and humanist movements.
He was an early supporter of the Council

for Secular Humanism and FrEE InQuIrY.
His best-known book, The Myth of
Mental Illness (1960), categorized mental disease as essentially pseudoscience.
His criticisms were based on the idea
that illness and disease can correspond
only to physical bodies, and thus mental
illness should never be addressed with
the types of treatments used for physical ailments. He often said that true
brain diseases should be addressed by
neurologists, not psychiatrists. Szasz further argued that mental illness did not
necessarily constitute an absence of personal responsibility and thus should not
be used to justify forcible treatment or
to excuse the criminally guilty. This is not
to say that Szasz was against the use of
psychology and psychotherapy to alleviate mental stresses. He was an ardent
supporter of therapy as long as it was
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elective and conversational.
He was also opposed to what he
called the “therapeutic state,” that is, the
collusion of the state and medical industry in a system in which abnormal
thoughts and behaviors could be repressed by “approved” medical interventions.
Some of his ideas may have fallen
into disrepute, but Szasz was an important skeptical voice in the psychiatric
community. He raised tough questions
about victimhood, personal responsibility, and the government’s influence on
matters of personal health. regardless
of whether you agree with his views, he
challenged the authority of what he
deemed to be pseudoscience, and he
did so sincerely. That is a deed worthy
of respect.
—Sean Lachut
FI Assistant Editor
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Women in Secularism
Introduction
Melody Hensley

o organize an event with a focus on issues affecting a particular group, be it religion, race, gender, or sexual orientation, is to endure accusations of tokenism—the idea that
inequality and tensions can be papered-over by the superficial
inclusion or promotion of a particular group for the sake of
appearances. Such insincerity and posturing can make an event
or organization seem unserious, even desperate—and in the
reality-focused skeptic and secular movements, doubly so.
Suffice it to say that the idea of a conference made up exclusively of female speakers (save for Center for Inquiry [CFI]
President ronald A. Lindsay, who spoke at the opening reception) and focused entirely on the concerns of women in the secular movement ruffled the feathers of those whose insincerity
alarms are easily tripped.
Indeed, some of the response to the “Women in Secularism”
conference’s very existence (mind you, long before the actual
event took place) revealed a level of defensiveness within the
movement that surprised me. Many lashed out at CFI and me
personally for propagating the allegedly false ideas that (a)
women are underrepresented within the secular movement—
particularly at conferences—and (b) that there are issues surrounding both religion and the freethought community that
affect women primarily and deserve a forum to address them
specifically. These are truths that, to me, seem fully self-evident,
but nonetheless the resistance to them was (and continues to be)
astonishing.
no matter. When the “Women in Secularism” conference
finally began on May 18, 2012, it was obvious to all in attendance—male and female—that we had struck a chord. Here was,
at long last, a forum in which to address all of the struggles of and
about women—both in the face of religious oppression and also
the unaddressed sexism and misogyny within our own community. The sense that a pressure valve had been opened was palpable. Topics once almost un-airable lest the speaker be subjected to

T
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a torrent of abuse, online and elsewhere, were getting a full hearing. There was no doubt that a floodgate had been opened.
Before the conference had concluded its first day of events,
participants were expressing their enthusiasm but also their concern at the prospect of this being a one-off event whose powerful momentum might be lost. There was simply so much more
ground to cover, so much more to discuss and debate. There was
a consensus among the women I spoke with that they felt a sense
of empowerment and solidarity. Many had plans to take their
convictions and what they had learned back to their hometowns
and work toward a more equitable secular community. On the
final day, when Lindsay announced that there would be another
“Women in Secularism” conference in 2013, there was a general
sense of relief and renewed determination.
As expected, the activity at the conference spilled over into a
round of “secular soul-searching” and heated exchanges across
the freethought blogosphere. It has unearthed brilliant self-realizations about how we treat and think of women in our movement—and also a frankly astonishing level of hostility against the
very idea that something such as “women’s concerns” should
even be addressed by what is to many a strictly pro-science and
antireligious movement.
In the pages that follow, FrEE InQuIrY will present writings from
the women involved with the conference. Some pieces are taken
directly from the presentations given at the event, while others
reflect on the conference’s core issues and its aftermath.
Ophelia Benson exposes gender stereotypes that bubble up
even within our own enlightened movement, in regard to what
is and is not “a guy thing” and whether women should simply
accept the reduced role to which they have been assigned.
Jennifer McCreight, who recently spawned the controversial new
social-justice-centered “Atheism +” concept (and has sadly felt
compelled to excuse herself from the movement in the wake of
an onslaught of online abuse), attempts to shatter the notion
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women because of her religion’s tenet that “women are defithat being a member of the secular movement should deal only
cient in mind.” Her harrowing and inspiring tale brought the
with god-debunking to the exclusion of all else and warns that
audience first to tears, then to their feet. We are proud to preswe are in just as much danger of clinging to outmoded, oppresent her talk here.
sive beliefs as any religious sect.
What a fascinating and exciting time to be a part of the
rebecca Watson, whose mild pleas for understanding of
freethought community! True, our discussions and arguments
women’s sense of personal security ignited a firestorm of debate
over the past months have revealed real, substantive divisions
and hatred, wants the secular movement to be ready to welcome
among us. They have given rise to hurt feelings, bruised egos,
those who begin to peel off from religion. As American women
and genuine fear. But I cannot help but be encouraged by the
in particular wake up to the idea that religion does not have their
best interests at heart and is in fact hostile to them, the
skeptic and atheist movements have to be prepared to
receive them—an effort that is utterly hampered if
misogyny and sexism continue to run rampant.
Author and scholar Jennifer Michael Hecht awed
“Suffice it to say that the idea of a conference . . .
conference attendees with a special reading of selecfocused entirely on the concerns of women in the
tions from her poetry: evocative verses that filled us
secular movement ruffled the feathers of those
with wonder, tugged at our hearts, and made us laugh
at ourselves. Those poems are, happily, also found
whose insincerity alarms are easily tripped.”
within these pages.
Having examined the lack of women within the
secular movement in her conference presentation,
Susan Jacoby in her article in this issue takes the next
step, offering a clear and (perhaps to some) harsh prefact that this debate took place. Ours is a movement of facts and
scription for correcting that disparity, in part by rejecting the
science, but it is also one of liberation from the shackles of old
“willful blindness” that has led many to ignore the conflict
myths. When we are no longer chained by theological bonds, it
between traditional religion and women’s rights. Sikivu
may be that we have cultural bonds unrelated to the divine that
Hutchinson, meanwhile, forces us to take an even broader view,
we must next chisel away. We won’t know until we talk about it,
asking the white males who dominate our movement to live
consider all sides, and act on our conclusions. Progress is messy
their humanism by confronting the unbearable weight of racism
but worth the trouble.
that is crushing the prospects of minorities.
Perhaps no presentation at the “Women in Secularism” conference was more affecting than that of Wafa Sultan, who had
Melody Hensley is the executive director of CFI–Washington, D.C., which sponsored
startled the world in 2006 with her televised condemnation of
the “Women in Secularism” conference. A second conference is scheduled for May
Islam’s abuse of women. As a physician in Syria, she had to daily
2013. (See the ad on p. 6 for details.)
face and then try to repair as best she could the damage done to
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Nontheism and Feminism:
Why the Disconnect?
Ophelia Benson

ou would think that nontheism and feminism should be a
natural combination. Women have the most to gain from
escaping religion, after all: monotheism gives men higher status, starting with their allegedly being made in the image of God.
But atheism hasn’t always been very welcoming to women.
Maybe there’s an idea that men created God, so men should do
the uncreating.
Mostly though, it’s just a matter of stereotypes, the boring,
stubborn, wrong stereotypes and implicit associations that feminism has been battling since, well, forever. The social psychologist
Cordelia Fine sums them up in Delusions of Gender: “Measures of
implicit associations reveal that men, more than women, are
implicitly associated with science, math, career, hierarchy, and
high authority. In contrast, women, more than men, are implicitly
associated with the liberal arts, family and domesticity, egalitarianism, and low authority.”

Y

It’s all there—women don’t do thinky, they don’t speak up,
they don’t talk at conferences, they don’t get involved—it’s “a
guy thing,” like football and porn and washing the car.
It’s incredibly discouraging, that kind of thing. I thought
(naïvely) that stereotypes of women as stupid and passive and
bashful had been exposed as, precisely, sexist stereotypes
decades ago, at least among intellectual and political and progressive types. I thought everybody knew they were not just
wrong but also retrograde. Would Shermer have said that if the
question had been about race instead of gender? Would he have
said “it’s more of a white thing”? It seems very unlikely.
Sally Haslanger, a philosopher at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, wrote about this stubborn problem in a 2008
essay, “Changing the Ideology and Culture of Philosophy: not by
reason (Alone).”

“. . . Atheism hasn’t always been very welcoming to
women. Maybe there’s an idea that men created God,
so men should do the uncreating.”

The main stereotype in play, let’s face it, is that women are
too stupid to do nontheism. unbelieving in God is thinky work,
and women don’t do thinky, because “that’s a guy thing.”
Don’t laugh: Michael Shermer said exactly that during a
panel discussion on the online talk-show The Point. The host,
Cara Santa Maria, presented a question: Why isn’t the gender
split in atheism closer to 50-50? Shermer explained, “It’s who
wants to stand up and talk about it, go on shows about it, go to
conferences and speak about it, who’s intellectually active about
it; you know, it’s more of a guy thing.”
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Why there aren’t more women of my cohort in
philosophy? Because there were very few of us
and there was a lot of outright discrimination. . . .
In graduate school I was told by one of my teachers that he had “never seen a first rate woman
philosopher and never expected to because
women were incapable of having seminal ideas.”
I was the butt of jokes when I received a distinction on my prelims, since it seemed funny to
everyone to suggest I should get a blood test to
determine if I was really a woman. In a seminar in
philosophical logic, I was asked to give a presentation on a historical figure when none of the other
(male) students were, later to learn that this was
because the professor assumed I’d be writing a
thesis on the history of philosophy.

If the stereotypes are that powerful, it’s not surprising that
women get shoved to the side. Active, outspoken, pugnacious
atheism is after all a rebellion against God, and rebellion too is
seen as “a guy thing.” Prometheus, Lucifer, Huck Finn with his “all
right then, I’ll go to hell”—all guys. Men do the rebelling; women
make them lunch.
This is, as I said, massively discouraging. One begins to think
that real progress in dispelling stupid limiting constraining myths
about women is impossible.
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One way of dealing with this brick wall of frustration is to give
up on the dispelling and just flip the terms. Sure, that’s what
women are like, but that’s a good thing. Enter difference feminism, in which it’s true that women are more caring and intuitive
and empathetic than men and we all like it that way. Poor sad
guys, off in their man caves and labs and offices fiddling with cold
unfeeling numbers and measurements and photographs from
Mars. Lucky relational women with their feelings and gossip and
Real Housewives of New Jersey.
The trouble with that is, it just takes us right back to the
Victorian Angel in the Parlor. What were we talking about? Oh
yes, the rebellion against God. You don’t want the Angel in the
Parlor for a rebellion against God. Angel qualities are the wrong
qualities. You want people who are disputatious, stubborn, restless. You want people who get all up in God’s face asking questions and refusing to sit down and be quiet. You want people
who leave the parlor and go out looking for trouble.
none of that is a guy thing, any more than science, logic, and
reason are guy things. One of the less helpful claims of postmodernism was that there can be different, identity-based “ways of
knowing” and that science and reason are Western, white,
Eurocentric, male institutions. This is often summed up with

Audre Lord’s aphorism—“the Master’s tools will never dismantle
the Master’s house”—a fact that perhaps demonstrates the
result of eschewing logic. Why on earth would the Master’s tools
not dismantle his house? If he goes to town or gets drunk and
falls asleep in the corn crib, his tools will work very nicely. But in
any case, feminists need to resist any rhetorical move to hand
those tools over to the Master, that is, to claim that logic and reason and argument belong to men, and women should claim
what’s left over.
no. It’s the devil’s work; put it behind you. Women can do
thinking and arguing; women don’t have a corner on the stupidity market; women aren’t too fragile to speak in public.
And women very much have a dog in the fight. Women need
to declare independence from God even more than men do.
“God” has been putting a veneer of respectability on all these
dopey stereotypes for millennia, so we have every reason to rebel
against “him.”
Ophelia Benson is the editor of the website Butterflies and Wheels and the
coauthor (with Jeremy Stangroom) of Does God Hate Women? (Con tinuum, 2009), The Dictionary of Fashionable Nonsense (Souvenir,
2004), and Why Truth Matters (Continuum, 2006).

Sexism: It's Not Mission Drift!
Jennifer McCreight

ecently within the atheist community, sexism has become
a hot-button issue—or more accurately, a molten-lava/
center-of-the-sun issue. Whether it’s the religious right’s
push to restrict women’s reproductive rights or internal debates
about sexual harassment policies at atheist/skeptical conferences, sexism has become the topic. And this has left a lot of atheists scratching their heads. “Why are you talking about this?” is
not merely a hypothetical question but one I frequently hear as
an atheist activist. “Can’t we leave feminism to the feminists?”
There seems to be a longing for the good old days where men
were men, women were women, and atheism was simply about
poking holes in religious arguments and defending the separation of church and state.
Those standard atheist causes are by no means obsolete. We
still have a long road ahead of us; when a recent Gallup poll
showed that 46 percent of Americans are young-Earth creation-

R

ists, this evolutionary biologist wanted to turn in her pipette in
despair. But we don’t need to limit ourselves by excluding feminist issues. We can’t limit ourselves.
If we claim to be good skeptics and rationalists, there is simply no good reason to frame sexism as atheist “mission drift.”
What point is there in throwing out one irrational belief but
keeping another? We may have tossed the garbage bag of religion, but the trash of sexism is still stinking up the room.
So why are some rationalists and skeptics reluctant to address
sexism? I’d argue that it’s for the same reasons that evidenceappreciating theists (yes, they exist) have a blind spot for religion.
And until we recognize the similarities between religious beliefs
and sexist beliefs, we’ll continue to have our blind spot for sexism.
The most fundamental point is that religious belief and sexism are both irrational. They’re simply not fact-based. Scientific
studies repeatedly falsify the most common sexist tropes, such as
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women being worse at math or better at empathy. Slight physiological differences certainly exist: on average, men are stronger
and have larger canine teeth. But more variation exists within
genders than between them, and these differences are hardly
enough justification for ethical or legal decisions.
religious belief and sexism have less obvious similarities. One
example is that the little things still matter. For example, we can
generally accept that some issues are more important than others.
If we had to choose between getting rid of “In God We Trust” on
money or enforcing regulations on religious child-care operations
so that they’re not negligent toward children, I wager we’d pick
enforcing regulations. “In God We Trust” seems like a minor nitpick
in comparison. The same thing goes if we had to choose between

“There seems to be a longing for the good old
where men were men, women were women,
and atheism was simply about poking holes in
religious arguments and defending the
separation of church and state.”

encouraging people to stop saying phrases like “throws like a girl”
or ending female genital mutilation. Obviously we’d end the latter.
That doesn’t mean that the little things don’t matter. These
micro-aggressions add up over time and reinforce the bigger
problems. People in the united States can (and do) say things like
“We’re obviously a Christian nation! Look—we have ‘In God We
Trust’ on our money. Therefore we don’t have the separation of
church and state, so quit your atheist whining.” When we say
Mild Sexist remark X, that reinforces the greater sexist culture
and makes it more difficult to address the important issues. We
don’t have to look far back in our history for a perfect example—
the stereotype that women were “too emotional” was one of the
key arguments against allowing women to vote.
But if there’s one similarity that should illustrate why so many
atheists have a blind spot for sexism, it’s that both religious
beliefs and sexist beliefs are incredibly difficult to give up. When
I speak on atheist topics, I frequently ask the members of the
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audience to raise their hands if they were formerly religious.
Most hands in the room shoot up. I then ask how many were converted from religion by a single rational argument, and the hands
wither away.
We understand this phenomenon when we’re discussing religion. It takes time and effort to get rid of irrational religious
beliefs that are ingrained in a person’s way of thinking and culture. Sexist beliefs are just as hard to buck. But one thing sets sexism apart. While some of us (like myself) were lucky enough to be
raised in a secular family and never considered themselves religious, we all grew up in a sexist society. none of us are born
exempt from that way of thinking.
Atheists often consider themselves exempt because they get
the important issues right—the cases of sexism
that are most egregiously harmful or irrational. But often they stop there, much like the
Christian who rejects a six-thousand-year-old
Earth or justifications for slavery but who still
believes in the divinity of Jesus or the existence
days
of God. The belief in God alone may not be
particularly harmful, but it’s foundational to
the kind of thinking that supports viler beliefs.
Casual sexism is no different.
We atheists know how difficult it is to
remove irrational thinking. We know that it
takes constant challenges, a delicate combination of patience and forcefulness, and a whole
lot of time. But we must think critically about
all aspects of our lives, not just the most obvious, or the most convenient, or the most selfserving. not only will it make us better skeptics, but it will
strengthen our organizations and our movement. With sexist
micro-aggressions appropriately placed in the category of irrational thinking, more women will feel comfortable becoming
atheists and participating in our communities. Throwing out
gods is not the final victory in the war on unreason.
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Jennifer McCreight blogs about atheism, feminism, science, and sex at free
thoughtblogs.com/blaghag. She has served on the Secular Student Alliance
board and contributed to The Atheist's Guide to Christmas. More magazine
recently named her one of the top “New Feminists.” She is a PhD candidate
in human genetics and evolution at the University of Washington.
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Please Answer All Three of the Following Essay Questions
Jennifer Michael Hecht
(from The Next Ancient World)

I

III

What would it take to make you
what you truly want to be and why will no one
cooperate with you on these visions you have
of yourself, when it would be so easy for them
to finally acknowledge that you are the demon
ruler of this island world and that all we eat
here is pickled herring that we harvest
from sycamore trees in the plenitude
of summer and load into mason jars for the lean
months of the cold? Do these men and women,
your subjects, fear you more than they love you?
And what is it that they fear? Use a logical
proof; show your work.

Why do you waste so much time considering
the juxtaposition of the perceived endlessness
of a moment and the micro-elapsement of a year?
Clearly there is nothing you can do about it and yet,
overcome with love for your friends and family
you neither run to them constantly and weep for them,
kissing their cast-off running shoes like a minor apostle,
nor do you refuse to answer the question “how are you”
ever again, certain that you don’t know what it means?
By now you must recognize that rational
truth is unbearable and impossible to live by
and that everything possible and bearable is,
of necessity, a logical mess incorporating lies as well
as contradictory truths. And yet you just go along,
making phone calls, hanging curtains, letting the slanting sun
before twilight shift your thoughts,
riding the subway, sweeping the hallway,
and you watch TV, don’t you, and go to the bank, eat
ice cream, call the cable guy, why do you do it
when you are so keenly aware of the impossibility
of your goals given the obdurate
resistance of such material? Try
to answer as completely as possible; time.

II
If someone wanted to make you
slap them, hard, would it be better for him or
her to say that your father didn’t like to hear you
sing, or to say that your mother purposefully pricked
her finger and bled into the coleslaw she brought
to the physics-department picnics every year
because, despite her smile and gala disposition,
she had no taste for any of it, not for your father,
nor for you, nor for the logic of time and space
and so she made them drink her sorrow
with their cabbage? Explain your answer.
Are you aware you cannot save anyone from dying?

Jennifer Michael Hecht is the author of seven books, including Doubt: A History (HarperCollins, 2003) and the poetry books The Next Ancient
World (Tupelo Press, 2001) and Funny (University of Wisconsin Press, 2005).
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The Intersection of
Nontheism and Feminism
Rebecca Watson

then having to see and interact with or avoid all those men at the
next event. I heard about unwanted touching. Sexist jokes. rape
jokes. Being interrupted, dismissed, talked over, or “complimented” on appearance.
With that in mind, when I started Boston Skeptics, I made a
concerted effort to make women feel safe and comfortable by
calling out sexist behavior when it happened and personally welcoming newcomers. The team that ended up helping me with
events comprised mostly women. When we heard about a lot of
husbands coming to Skeptics in the Pub without their wives
because they were home with the kids, we started other events
that took place in kid-friendly environments like
museums and parks.
Considering that all these efforts were met
with positive reactions from a rapidly growing
group of skeptics, I still didn’t think of misogyny as
“I assumed that misogyny was forever tied to religion. . . . an actual problem for our community. I thought
of sexist behavior as something that, once identiAtheists like me, I figured, were all progressives . . .
fied, would quickly be corrected by both the coma group of highly evolved, forward-thinking,
munity and the person who was (most likely)
unknowingly committing the faux pas.
mostly older white male critical thinkers.”
Eventually, though, I started dealing with
more and more sexist behavior that specifically
targeted me. More strange men touching me
without my consent at events. More strange men
explicitly inviting me to have sex with them. More
men writing letters to my male podcast cohosts asking them to
My first realization that something was amiss was when I
fire me for being shrill or hysterical or unfunny or a “feminazi.”
started getting reports from women saying that they wanted to
More men commenting to me about my appearance, about how
get involved in their local skeptic or atheist group, but they felt
I should dress more sexily or take sexier headshots.
very uncomfortable being the only woman at the pub meeting. I
I was finally feeling what many women had already experididn’t get it. At the age of twenty-five, I had never had a problem
enced in our community—it just took a lot more of the same
with all-male gatherings. I was loud, I cursed like a carny, and I
behavior to get to me.
had no trouble telling someone exactly what I thought.
When I finally, politely, publicly asked that this kind of behavStill, I didn’t discount these women’s experiences just because
ior please stop, the floodgates of hate opened, and I realized that
they differed from my own. I listened as they told me about awkI hadn’t been dealing with one-off mistakes. I was dealing with
ward encounters, turning down several men’s advances and

t hadn’t occurred to me, seven or so years ago when I started
the website Skepchick.org, that misogyny might exist independently of religion. Most of the antiwoman rhetoric that I
read or experienced came by way of holy books—“wives, submit
to your own husband as you do to the Lord” and so on.
I assumed that misogyny was forever tied to religion and that
shaking off one meant also dropping the other. Atheists like me,
I figured, were all progressives. We had no need for an internal
debate on the worth of women or on the intrinsic value of diversity. We were a group of highly evolved, forward-thinking, mostly
older white male critical thinkers.

I
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open hostility toward women from men (and some women)
who delighted in calling me a cunt, a bitch, a twat. People who
told me that asking men to be considerate of the women in
our movement was akin to outlawing sex and flirting and fun.
People who launched all-out campaigns to bully me, starting
entire blogs about me, trying (and failing) to make insulting
memes out of my photos, threatening to rape me, threatening
to kill me, telling me I’m worthless and deserve to be raped
and killed. These weren’t fourteen-year-olds in their moms’
basements— these were actual adults, which I know because
many of them were unafraid to use their real names.
I once thought that feminism was integral to nontheism
because of the overlap in goals when it came to fighting religious-based misogyny. But as I said on stage during the
“Women in Secularism” conference, I learned that religion
didn’t create misogyny—it merely codified and sanctified it.
Those who have given up organized religion can still cling to
patriarchy—and do so with religious conviction.
now I know that feminism is integral to nontheism
because in order to criticize religious-based misogyny, we
have to be rid of our own misogyny. richard Dawkins is right
to criticize female genital mutilation (though wrong when he
categorizes it as a “Muslim” practice), but why should anyone
listen when he uses FGM as a convenient way to dismiss the
concerns of women who want to attend atheist events without being sexually harassed? Attendees of the 2012 Global
Atheist Convention in Melbourne were right to ask the allmale Muslim protesters where the Muslim women were. Alas,
their point was lost as it was being shouted by a large majority of white men, one day after they laughed along with Jim
Jeffries joking about punching women and sawing off their
breasts.
right now, the religious right in the united States is
fighting a War on Women. They are attempting to institute
religious doctrine into law, in order to prevent women from
accessing reproductive health-care and education. Atheists,
skeptics, humanists, and secularists should be fighting this legislation at every level. There are many women who are beginning to realize that their religious leaders don’t have their best
interests in mind. As these women begin leaving their religions, wouldn’t it be great if there were a secular community
they could turn to where they could be free of misogyny? A
community where women are heard and respected? Where
their stories are validated? Where community leaders don’t
denigrate them? Where they are seen as people with ideas
and opinions, and not as merely body parts?
We can build that community, but we’re not there yet.
Rebecca Watson is the founder of the Skepchick Network, which is composed of blogs focused on science, skepticism, and secularism. She
cohosts the weekly Skeptics' Guide to the Universe podcast.

Love Explained
Jennifer Michael Hecht
(from Funny)

Guy calls the doctor, says the wife’s
contractions are five minutes apart.
Doctor says, Is this her first child?
guy says, No, it’s her husband.
I promise to try to remember who
I am. Wife gets up on one elbow,
says, I wanted to get married.
It seemed a fulfillment of some
several things, a thing to be done.
Even the diamond ring was some
thing like a quest, a thing they
set you out to get and how insane
the quest is; how you have to turn
it every way before you can even
think to seek it; this metaphysical
refraining is in fact the quest. Who’d
have guessed? She sighs, I like
the predictability of two, I like
my pleasures fully expected,
when the expectation of them
grows patterned in its steady
surprise. I’ve got my sweet
and tumble pat. Here on earth,
I like to count upon a thing
like that. Thus explained
the woman in contractions
to her lover holding on
the telephone for the doctor
to recover from this strange
conversational turn. You say
you’re whom? It is a pleasure
to meet you. She rolls her
eyes, but he’d once asked her
Am I your first lover? and she’d
said, Could be. Your face looks
familiar. It’s the same type of
generative error. The grammar
of the spoken word will flip, let alone
the written, until something new is
in us, and in our conversation.
secularhumanism.org
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How to Attract More Secular
Women Activists
Susan Jacoby

To pretend, for example, that the whole issue of women’s
reproductive health-care decisions, which has everything to do
with religion, can be dealt with through some private compromise with well-meaning libertarian conservatives (hey, where
were those moderates when rush Limbaugh was calling Sandra
Fluke a slut?), is a form of willful blindness. The only people this
bogus outreach works for in the secular movement are Ayn
randian free-marketeers. I received a great many nasty e-mails
from these boys, whose political views were fixed
around age fifteen, when I was writing the “Spirited
Atheist” column for the Washington Post. A good many
of them, when asked why women are more religious
“. . . What I have to say is likely to offend quite a few than men, replied that women are stupider than men.
These little boys are a turn-off for women of all ages, but
secularists who are as attached as the religious to
particularly for the young.
pseudoscientific beliefs not only about women but
There may even be some women who subscribe to
about their own righteousness.”
this patent nonsense, although I’ve met very few of
them. There actually are such women (Ann Coulter,
who follows the dutiful right-wing whacko position
that it’s wrong for the government to help the poor,
the infirm, the aged but a crime to subsidize women’s healthWhat I did not do was offer any practical steps to narrow the
screening tests, is a perfect example). Most of them aren’t even
male-female gap. I did not do so, in part, because this conference
interested in the secular movement, given the mighty shtick
was a vital first step, and what I have to say is likely to offend
divine fortress that is part of their official worldview. Peel off the
quite a few secularists who are as attached as the religious to
secret “moderate” conservative libertarians if you will, but don’t
pseudoscientific beliefs not only about women but about their
think this is going to attract more young women to our movement.
own righteousness. The religious own up to what they take on
We should form alliances with our natural allies, not our natural
faith, but many secularists do not.
enemies.
First, we need to stop pretending that women’s issues are
Second, we need to call out and name men, including those
“nonpartisan”—a myth to which secular groups have become
within the movement, who don’t offer full-throated support for
attached not only because of concerns about tax-exempt status
women’s issues. The secular movement has been much more
but because of the same wishful blindness that makes liberal
forthright, for much longer, in its stances in support of gay rights
politicians believe that there must be “moderate”—oh, that overthan of women’s issues. Obstacles to gay rights and obstacles to
used word!—republicans to work with on social issues. There
women’s autonomy come from exactly the same political and
used to be, when I was a young woman in the 1970s, and there
religious sources.
were as recently as ten years ago. There aren’t today.

t the pioneering program “Women in Secularism” sponsored in May 2012 by the Center for Inquiry–Washington
D.C., I discussed some of the reasons—from the greater religiosity of women to actual denigration of female intellect by
some male secular activists (which you wouldn’t think would exist
among male creatures who pride themselves on their rationality)—for the underrepresentation of women at all levels of the
secular movement.

A
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like home to us. It makes such sense to me to say that many of us
Third, we should be making special appeals to women in sciare trying to rescue the good we grew up with. There’s a lovely
ence. They are, indeed, a natural secular constituency. If I were in
poem by Alice Walker in which she talks about being taken as a
charge of the secular world, I would be expending a great deal of
little girl to church by the women in her family. She talks about
effort and spending money to reach, personally and through the
the church service. She’s leaning against the women’s knees and
mail, every woman studying science at the undergraduate level
she’s listening. She says, ‘I think about it now and salvage mostly
in college and in professional schools. Most of the young women
the leaning.’”
I know who are medical students have never even heard of
What Steinem ought to be thinking about is the extent to
organizations like the Center for Inquiry and the Freedom from
which retrograde religion has held back all of the humanist/secreligion Foundation. That’s our fault, not theirs.
ular causes that require women’s energies. Ah, yes, home. The
Fourth, we should stop excusing wishy-washy women, even if
money given to preachers, as the great W. E. B. DuBois pointed
they are celebrities and effective leaders on other issues, for preout at the turn of the last century, instead of to education. The
tending that religion has not been one of the major forces holdmoney that comes today from the purses of hard-working single
ing back women throughout the ages. An interview with Gloria
mothers whose children lack the basic physical and educational
Steinem, published in the September/October 2012 issue of The
necessities of life.
Humanist, is a classic example of this deferential genre. Don’t get
Steinem is trying to wiggle out of the fact that there is, and
me wrong! I have the greatest respect for Steinem’s role as a
always has been, a huge conflict between women’s rights and
longtime leader of the women’s rights movement. But she’s one
of those people who are absolutely terrified to say a
bad word about religion.
“I always thought that `humanist’ was a good
word long before I understood that anyone thought
it was a bad word,” Steinem told her interviewer. “It
“If I were in charge of the secular world, I would be
seems to me that it means you believe in the great
expending a great deal of effort and spending money
potential and the best of human beings, so I didn’t
have to overcome anything to accept this award; it
to reach, personally and through the mail, every
seems an unmitigated honor. And since the ultrawoman studying science at the undergraduate level in
right wing has tried so hard to make it a bad word—
college and in professional schools.”
‘humanist’ has been demonized in much the same
way that the word ‘feminist’ has—it seemed especially important to identify as humanist and support
humanist groups. This is the only national group I
know of, but I run into local ones, too.”
traditional religion. She is one of those people, I’d be willing to
I guess Steinem must suspect atheist activists of not believing
bet, who would never accept a “Freethought Heroine of the
in the potential of every human being. Gotta call yourself someYear” award from the Freedom From religion Foundation. She
thing else if you want to be seen as a nice person.
may be willing, when pushed to the wall, to admit she does not
Then the interviewer for the Humanist asked Steinem directly
believe in God, but she’s terrified of any association between
about my views, expressed both in Freethinkers: A History of
feminism and atheism. Steinem also accepts the canard that
American Secularism (2004) and The Age of American Unreason
atheism is a purely negative self-definition. One can be both a
(2008). In both of those books, I argue that the importance of
humanist and an atheist—I certainly am—but women who subsecularism in both the nineteenth- and twentieth-century
scribe to the traditional American pejoratives about atheism are
women’s rights movements has been systematically downof no use to the secular movement.
graded, usually by women themselves, for fear of tainting femiFifth, and this may sound like a contradiction, it is a good
nism with ungodliness.
thing for secularists to enlist religious women to cooperate in
Steinem avoided replying. “I don’t know. I’m more often conefforts and on behalf of causes where we agree. Mainstream relifronted by women who come from religious traditions and don’t
gious women in Pennsylvania played an important role in coopfeel that they have a place in the feminist movement. . . . On a
erating with civil libertarians in winning the Dover, Pennsylvania,
personal level, I’ve felt pressure when reporters asked me, ‘Do
school case, which barred creationism and intelligent design
you believe in God?’ I do say, ‘no. I believe in people. I believe in
from public schools as the religious teachings they were. There
nature,’ but I still understand how much cultural pressure there
are many community causes—and education is the prime one—
is.” Steinem goes on to say, “It has so much to do with what feels
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in which women are leaders. There’s no reason we can’t work
together on these causes, with the added benefit of showing religious women (here’s the remedy for Steinem’s nervousness on
this point) that atheists don’t have horns.
Sixth, we must acknowledge the obvious: attendance by men
at secular programs devoted to women’s issues is extremely low.
The “Women in Secularism” conference in Washington was filled
with fascinating speakers, including some Muslim women who
have rebuilt their lives on Enlightenment values. I spoke and
moderated a panel, and at both sessions more than 90 percent of
the attendees were women. (Twenty percent of conference registrants were reportedly male; perhaps quite a few of them
opted to skip my sessions.) Why aren’t most secular men willing
to spend an hour or two on issues that lie at the heart of our
women, given the fact that the first thing theocracies do is crush
women’s rights? It insulted me to see how many men I knew—
men who had attended my lectures on “non-woman” subjects in
other venues—weren’t there. What was more important, guys?
Playing golf? Doing a refresher course on Ayn rand?

there weren’t more prominent secular men in Washington last
May to pay tribute to women like Sultan and to listen to what
they had to say. Put your money where your mouth is, guys.
Support women financially who are working for human, theocracy-free rights around the world. Show up when they speak.
Blogging just doesn’t cut it.

Susan Jacoby is the author of Freethinkers: A History of American
Secularism (Metropolitan, 2004) and a forthcoming biography of Robert
Green Ingersoll (Yale University Press).

Villanelle If You Want to
Be a Bad-Ass
Jennifer Michael Hecht
(from The Next Ancient World)

“What Steinem ought to be thinking about
is the extent to which retrograde religion has
held back all of the humanist/secular causes
that require women’s energies.”

Last but not least, men like Sam Harris, richard Dawkins, and
the late Christopher Hitchens deserve a shout-out for speaking
out forthrightly about the condition of women in much of the
Islamic world. The namby-pambiness of multiculturalist secular
liberals concerning extremist Islam and women’s rights is nothing less than a scandal. The insistence that the Arab Spring has
been a good thing for women, which is patently false (I had
hoped otherwise) in view of the increasing restrictions on
women in countries like Egypt (especially Egypt), is another one
of those perennial delusions held by well-meaning people. I wish
the Arab Spring was producing more, not fewer, rights for
women. It isn’t. It should be the job of the secular movement,
because no one else is doing it, to call constant attention to what
is happening to women’s rights as more-religiously oriented
Muslim men take power in their countries.
I was absolutely amazed when the distinguished doctor and
Syrian émigré Wafa Sultan spoke on my panel, in a voice that
trembled, about how difficult it still was for her to speak out in
public without her husband at her side. Those of us, male and
female, who have always enjoyed the right to free speech (even
if we have occasionally paid for it in low book sales) cannot begin
to imagine what these brave women have endured in order to
exercise their basic human rights. It is an absolute scandal that
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You will not be rewarded for remaining long the same.
You will, of course, be taunted if you ever try to change.
When trainers wander off, tigers, please do not stay tame.
Consistency is worse, it brings the wrong kind of fame.
The orbit of right action has a freakin’ woolly range.
You will not be rewarded for remaining long the same.
It, inertia, is a pity. It, stagnation, is a shame. Yet you
yourself preach caution as you pace your unlocked cage:
“When trainers wander off, tigers, please do not. Stay
tame.”
Be a mountain if you want to, be the whole mountain
range.
Will you, in turn, be hostage to your hostage on the page?
You will not. Be rewarded for remaining long the same?
You can say what you want when the angel makes you
lame.
You can wrestle against water, you can rape your own rage
(when trainers wander off). Tigers, please do not stay tame.
As hard as bleeding a tree to death by cut and squeezing,
change
from out of the gut of the rut’s range will be insanely hard.
But you will not be rewarded for remaining long the same,
when trainers wander off, tigers, please do not stay tame.
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Jezebel
Sikivu Hutchinson

Englishman upon a negro woman shall be bond or free accordy first memory of attending a political protest was with
ing to the condition of the mother, and if any Christian shall commy father, after a woman named Eulia Love was murmit fornication with a negro man or woman he shall pay double
dered by two Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) offithe fines of the former act.“*
cers in 1979 in South Central Los Angeles. Love was gunned
racial slavery in the united States was institutionalized on
down after allegedly threatening the officers with a butcher
the backs and in the wombs of black women. Black women
knife. The killing elicited a firestorm in the African-American
were brought to this country to work and continue (despite
community, which was still reeling from the 1965 Watts
the myth of the shiftless welfare queen) to have the highest
rebellion. What stood out for me as a child was the fact that this
workforce representation among all groups of women. When
was a black female victim, a mother, killed in cold blood at her
own house. Home was supposed to be a safe
space and a private sanctuary. It was what every
proper, moral girl aspired to keep. In the white
popular imagination, home was the maternal
blur of Ozzie and Harriet reruns, the dayglow of
the über-blond Brady Bunch, the toasty smell of
“LAPD Chief Darryl Gates . . . used battering rams
Donna reed’s oven. Home was supposed to be
to ransack poor neighborhoods and once stated
immune to outside forces; a preserve guarded
by those who were sworn to protect and serve,
that blacks didn’t respond to chokeholds
like the strapping officers from L.A.’s finest who
like ‘normal people.’”
pumped several rounds into Love’s body as she
lay on the ground.
Love was killed on the watch of infamous
LAPD Chief Darryl Gates, the Bull Connor of the
Wild West. Gates used battering rams to ransack poor neighborhoods and once stated that
the GOP propagandizes about the repeal of workfare requireblacks didn’t respond to chokeholds like “normal people.”
ments or demonizes Obama as the “food stamp” president,
normal people meant white people, the gold standard for
black women’s bodies are its symbolic shorthand. When racist
human biology, culture, and civilization. Guilty until proven innodemagogues howl about anchor babies, breeder illegal
cent, black people weren’t normal because they didn’t have
aliens, and “English Only” mandates, all communities of color
homes, families, or children worth protecting.
are criminalized. When Voter ID laws disenfranchise an
The idea of home as safe space and private sanctuary has
already diminished black and Latino electorate, separate and
always been paradoxical for black women. As poster children for
unequal will continue to give the lie to American exceptionalbad motherhood and vilified as Jezebels from slavery to the 1965
ism. This is the reality that radical humanist feminism must
Moynihan report to the 2009 film Precious, black women could
pivot on—for the misogynist evangelical backlash against civil
never serve up America’s apple pie unless they borrowed Aunt
rights and women’s rights poses the gravest threat to women
Jemima’s head scarf. Historically, black women have never been
of color.
considered fully human or fully female. This regime of sexual terrorism was established under slavery, nourished in the lap of a
*”Virginia Slave Laws: The nativity Conditions of Slavery,” in The
“Christian” nation, and codified by its secular Constitution. In this
Statutes at Large: Being a Collection of All Laws of Virginia, from the First
brave new world of “liberty and justice for all,” only black
Session of the Legislature in the Year 1619, ed. William W. Hening (new
women’s bodies could produce new slaves: “Children got by an
York and Philadelphia: 1819–1823) II, p. 170.
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In his book African American Humanist Principles (Palgrave
Macmillan, 2004), Anthony Pinn writes:
European humanism and white American humanism develop
under the assumption of human worth and integrity. That is to
say, these two modalities of humanism emerge in light of an
assumed value and worth. They develop as the “surface” of
renaissance and Enlightenment confidence. Yet, for those of
African descent it is a different story. They are the underbelly of
the renaissance and the Enlightenment in that the advances
that shape these two periods occur in part because of the slave
trade, and the overdetermination and dehumanization of
Africans. Mindful of this, one can safely say African American
humanism is a reaction against modernity and its ramifications.
The “freedom” upon which modernity rests . . . was not meant
for Africans; rather African bodies provided the raw material
for this freedom.

The terms Christian and white become synonymous with the
advent of slavery. Post-reconstruction, the categories “Christian,”
“civilized,” and “rational” were increasingly yoked together in the
evolutionary discourse of American capitalism, imperialism, scientific discovery, and military conquest of “savage” peoples in
heathen lands. In the twentieth century, these savage peoples

“The idea of home as safe space and private
sanctuary has always been paradoxical
for black women. As poster children for
bad motherhood, vilified as Jezebels
from slavery to the 1965 Moynihan Report
to the 2009 film Precious, black women
could never serve up America’s apple
pie unless they borrowed Aunt Jemima’s
head scarf.”

were African Americans living in “ghettoes” created by decades
of discriminatory federal housing, lending, transportation, and
development policies. Police “brutality” victims like Eulia Love,
Eleanor Bumpurs, Margaret Mitchell, seven-year-old Aiyanna
Jones, and Alessia Thomas were all deemed to be expendable.
Following the militant example of antilynching activist-writer Ida
B. Wells, resisting police-state suppression and protecting black
people’s lives have always been critical to black feminism. During
the late nineteenth century, Wells was the first journalist to challenge the racist and sexist implications of lynching in a global
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campaign. In her editorials she consistently blasted the hypocrisy
of white savagery against black men accused of raping white
women and exposed the long history of black female sexual
exploitation by white men. But Wells was marginalized by the
white-dominated women’s movement. Her efforts to link sexual
terrorism against black women with racist public policy and
white supremacist mores that deemed black women unrapable—and white women pure innocent virgins in need of
protection from black “beast rapists”—were rejected by white
feminists who either subscribed to these views or believed that
simply gaining the vote would be the magic bullet for all social
inequities.
The legacy of this race/sex/class dialectic drove a wedge
between black feminism and the women’s movement from the
suffrage era to the present. Prominent black feminist historians
such as rosalyn Terborg Penn, Patricia Hill Collins, Paula Giddings,
and bell hooks have chronicled the racism, paternalism, xenophobia, and mistrust that fatally undermined alliances between
women of color and white women. These divisions pivoted on
fundamental differences between black and white women’s
relationship to notions of femininity, work, morality, and
American national identity.
Thus, as one blogger at the website racialicious
wrote about racist media portrayals of Michelle
Obama, “The so-called feminine ideal is a tyranny to
all women, but it is white women who stand as its
embodiment. In the public consciousness, black
women are almost never the most beautiful ones or
the good wives or mothers.” Speaking on the issue of
silence and sexual assault in Aishah Shahidah
Simmons’s film No! Confronting Sexual Assault in Our
Community, Elaine Brown, former chair of the Black
Panther Party, acidly proclaimed “White women have
always been Miss Ann. We (Black women) have never
been Miss Ann.” Being Miss Ann means being the
face of civilized heterosexual feminine innocence. It
means being forgiven and rewarded for “immoral”
or “sluttish” behavior like Bristol Palin (knocked up
out of wedlock and raking in the ducats with two
reality shows), being the missing white girl that gets
the headlines, or being anointed feminist spokesperson, à la Hillary Clinton, for “women’s” issues despite racist pandering to white working-class voters during the 2008 presidential
campaign.
On the secular tip, being Miss Ann means that feminism
begins and ends with religious tyranny, birth control, abortion,
and, sometimes, equal pay for equal work rather than reproductive, social, and economic justice, a framework for liberation, not
reform. This won’t cut it if humanist feminism is to have any political or cultural relevance for young women of color. The highschool students in my Women’s Leadership Project (WLP) feminist mentoring program challenge and redefine what culturally
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relevant humanism looks like on a daily basis through their resistance against racist sexist expectations. Students like ronmely
Andrade were never among the Talented Tenth expected to go
on to college. ronmely was headed to the military after graduation, swayed by the Marines’ relentless on-campus recruitment
campaign. A gifted speaker and presenter, she later expressed
misgivings about going to boot camp and training for a career as
a mechanic. Pressured by the recruiter to attend boot camp, I
helped guide her through the process of withdrawing. She is
now in her first year at community college. While predominantly
black and Latino schools in South and East L.A. are besieged by
military recruiters, the more affluent white schools get the college recruiters, college prep classes, and highly qualified teachers.
For example, in the Los Angeles unified School District, militaryrun Junior reserve Officer Training Corps or JrOTC programs
(which are not college preparatory) are overwhelmingly located
in black and Latino schools. Thus, in an era of educational
apartheid, the Americana fever pitch of the Army, navy, Air
Force, and Marines is minimal on affluent campuses. It is a given
that most students at these schools will be going on to college,
not dying on the front lines.
ronmely is an agnostic from a Catholic background and
works long hours at Jack in the Box to help support her family.
She is a natural-born leader who exudes a steely poise and control in front of students who are often hostile to hearing about
sexual violence from assertive young women of color. I have
been an admirer of her fierceness ever since she started the program. When I was her age no one ever came to our classrooms to
talk to us about sexual violence or sexual harassment. Even
though many of us were being sexually harassed or assaulted
daily by peers, predator teachers, and relatives, there was no
engagement with the role this played in our sense of self-image
and life expectations. There was no feminist youth movement to
address misogyny and internalized sexism in communities of
color. Criminalized as “ho” super-sluts, women of color weren’t
true victims of sexual violence. It was accepted that we should
remain silent about our victimization, lest we be smeared as
uppity castrating bitches detracting from the “real” issue of the
brutalization of men of color.
Criticizing these double standards in a WLP blog about reproductive justice, twelfth-grader Brenda Briones wrote,

year university like university of California, Los Angeles because
she is undocumented and does not qualify for federal financial
aid. However, since the California Dream Act allows undocumented youth to apply for in-state tuition, she is one of the luckier ones. With the guidance of WLP Program Coordinator Diane
Arellano, an atheist and undocumented youth advocate, Brenda
is a budding activist for college-bound undocumented youth.
Yet many youth of color, citizen and undocumented, have
not been encouraged to pursue college. They and their communities are expendable, grist for a prison pipeline that has become
the largest in the so-called first world. These conditions didn’t
exist during the Darryl Gates era, or even Ida B. Wells’s time of Jim
Crow apartheid. But a feminism that cleaves to Wells’s legacy
means that the struggle against mass incarceration is not separate from the right to choose whether or not to terminate a pregnancy or have access to a living-wage/benefited job or live free
from sexual violence. It is not separate from the radical task of
humanizing Eulia Love and freeing Jezebel from the plantation,
once and for all.
Sikivu Hutchinson is the author of Moral Combat: Black Atheists, Gender
Politics, and the Values Wars (Infidel Books, 2011) and the forthcoming
Godless Americana: Race and Religious Rebels (Infidel Books, 2013).

History
Jennifer Michael Hecht
(from The Next Ancient World)

Even Eve, the only soul in all of time
to never have to wait for love,
must have leaned some sleepless nights
alone against the garden wall
and wailed, cold, stupefied, and wild
and wished to trade in all of Eden

I have heard many Latino fathers brag about their promiscuous sons. I have never heard a Latino parent brag about a
promiscuous daughter. In accordance with their Catholic or
Christian beliefs, “good daughters” are expected to stay virgins
until marriage. This double standard makes boys think that
young women are sexual objects that can be used to prove to
the world that they are “true players.” When we as a community, uphold these views, we tell young women that their value
is rooted in their sexuality and not their talents or intellect.

to have but been a child.
In fact, I gather that is why she leapt and fell from grace,
that she might have a story of herself to tell
in some other place.

A talented writer with a high grade-point average, Brenda is
attending a community college instead of a more expensive four-
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Islam Is Woman’s Enemy
Wafa Sultan

for them? My “unfit” mind devised a plan. In our town there lived
only one relative of my husband. My husband had never introduced us because he considered the relative morally “unfit” for
my acquaintance. But although both alcoholic and ill-natured,
this relative had the right credentials: he was a man.
Thus, I bribed a drunken stranger with money, equivalent to
a dollar, to act as the guardian of my desperate family. The desperation was created not by nature or disaster but by sharia law.
What a relief to be released from such absurdity! Daily, I lived
free and enjoyed every minute of it. However, over time I started
to feel guilty. I remembered the women left behind—patients,
friends, family, and acquaintances—millions of women, not only
in my country but throughout the Muslim world, for whom liberty like mine was scarcely even imaginable.
Over time, the guilt grew to paralyzing proportions. It consumed me mentally and emotionally. At the same time, I was
delighted with every aspect of my new life in
America. Little by little, guilt and freedom inspired
me to fight back.
I had to hope, and I had to act. First by writing,
“From the first week I arrived in this country,
then by speaking out, I began to fight for those who
I felt how privileged I was. I received the gift of dignity. have no voice—for those I left behind under sharia
law.
I had human rights I had never experienced before.”
Others before me have tried to bring reforms to
the Muslim world. But I was the first person of
Muslim background to proclaim on Arabic-language
television that Islam itself is the problem. The road I
have taken is dangerous, but I do not let fear control my life or
study, I faced internal and external restraints that daily stifled my
distract me from reaching my goal.
life and virtually imprisoned me.
Do not think that I am here to incite anyone against Muslims.
Then I was set free! From the first week I arrived in this counMuslims are my people. Even if I wanted to, I wouldn’t be able to
try, I felt how privileged I was. I received the gift of dignity. I had
peel off my own skin and be anything but a woman from a
human rights I had never experienced before.
Muslim country, an Islamic culture.
Can you believe that in spite of my doctorate, because I am a
In my speaking engagements across America and in Europe, I
woman, in my own country I was not considered mentally fit to be
have found that well-intentioned people in the West are woefully,
the guardian of my children? under sharia law, the guardian of
and at times willfully, ignorant not only of the treatment of Muslim
children must be male—the father or, failing that, a male relative.
women but of its cause. They point out that women are mistreated
My husband preceded us to America. How were my children
in every culture, as if that explains everything. Their desperate hope
and I to join him since under sharia law I was refused passports

can scarcely tell you how pleased I am to be speaking at such a
highly needed conference: one devoted solely to women’s
issues. Coming to Washington, D.C., for this conference is a
double pleasure for me. not only is it my first time speaking at
such an event, but sharing with you helps alleviate a medical condition I acquired in the united States of America.
Can you guess what it is? Even as a medical doctor it took me
years to sort out the symptoms of my disease. I have “survivor
syndrome.”
You see, I was born and raised in a culture that deals with
women very harshly. During my thirty-two years in Syria, I witnessed firsthand countless acts of violence and cruelty against
women. While practicing as a physician, I saw and treated
numerous abused women who had been raped and severely
beaten—all with the tacit approval of their families and the laws
of sharia. Although from a good family that encouraged me to
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WOMEN IN SECULARISM

faithful in religious practice than men.
that the mistreatment of women has nothing to do with Islam
I could give you many similar examples of antiwoman teachcauses them to turn aside without learning the truth.
ings in Islam.
But today I am asking you to take a closer, serious look at the
way women are treated under sharia law. I am here to unmask
• There is nothing more hateful to men than us.
the true face of Islam toward women: it is a hateful and intoler• We are of crooked character, like a rib.
ant ideology. To understand the situation of women under
• We are domestic animals and half-devils.
Islam, you must clearly see that the principles of Islam promote
• People ruled by a woman will never be successful.
abusive practices.
Ali, the father of the Shiites, went beyond even this to tell men
In other words, the abuse of women in Islam is legal. It is not
not to spend time with their wives and children but to leave them
only legal, but it comes from laws directly out of the Qur’an and
to Allah.
teachings of Muhammad.
I can understand the reluctance to believe that
this could be true and the disinclination to speak
against such a world force as Islam. I faced this
reluctance myself. But can you imagine my frustra“. . . Well-intentioned people in the West are woefully,
tion when people who have never lived under
and at times willfully, ignorant not only of the treatment
Islam or its teachings deny the truth, the reality I
of Muslim women but of its cause. . . . Their desperate
know?
Here we are in this beautiful capital of the
hope that the mistreatment of women has nothing
united States of America, Washington, D.C. To say
to do with Islam causes them to turn aside
that the principles of Islam have no relationship to
without learning the truth.”
the treatment of women under Islam would be as
nonsensical as claiming that the Constitution of the
united States has nothing to do with the way
America’s government runs.
In response to criticism, it is claimed that Islam offers us
Every day, most people live in denial of the reality of uncomhadith, or principles, that are said to honor women. But these
fortable things like death. I can’t. I’m a physician. I’ve seen death
don’t positively affirm equal rights or come close to undoing the
“up close and personal” time after time. It is the same with Islam.
damage of the principles we have already discussed. One of the
I’ve read its teachings in the original Arabic and seen the results
favorites is: “The key to paradise is at the feet of the mother.”
in the societies it shapes. I can’t go back to a fairyland view that it
What cruel irony! This seeming compliment casts the responsibiltreats women fairly any more than I can deny that cancer eats
ity of promoting the system on the very shoulders of those it
flesh and kills its victims.
most abuses.
Perhaps you think that I am making wild accusations based
Time after time, I have seen how women have been indoctrion only faulty evidence—what they call “weak hadith”—but this
nated to believe that even their abuse is fair and justified, beis not the case. Islamic scholarship has determined which teachcause it is what Allah wants.
ings of the faith are most reliable. In both the Sunni and Shiite
Lara Logan, the CBS journalist who covered the Egyptian revbranches of Islam, teachings against women are at this level. For
olution in the spring of 2011, broke the silence on this subject on
example, both tell us that Muhammad said, “Women are defi60 Minutes, sharing the sexual violence that was inflicted on her
cient in mind and religion.”
as a female, foreign journalist in the field. She stated that the
now you see the basis for my not being considered a reliable
Egyptian mob that assaulted her “really enjoyed my pain and sufguardian for my own children. Can you believe that the level of
fering. It incited them to more violence.”
the authority of this saying is equal to that of the teaching that
For many Westerners, this is a vivid window on the shocking
prescribes how many times a day Muslims must pray?
treatment and continuous harassment of native, as well as foreign,
This clear law from Muhammad hurt my family. But now I am
women in Egypt. This practice persists due to Muslims’ mentality
thankful for its clarity because with it, we can clearly prove that
that women are possessions of men and do not belong in public.
Islam is wrong. In a free society, women are anything but defiTo add salt to this wound, Muslims blame the victim for supposedly
cient in mind: in America now there are more women in univerfalling short of Islamic restrictions on dress and behavior.
sity than men, and in every corner of the world women are more
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unfortunately, in her interview, Logan submitted to the
demands of political correctness and was careful not to use the
words Muslim or Islam in connection with her horrific sexual ordeal.
Let me share with you only a few personal stories. These are
tales that only affirm Logan’s deplorable experience and prove
the pervasiveness of the abuse of women in the Muslim world.
My own niece was forced to marry her cousin when she was
eleven and he was over forty. Her marriage was valid under
Islamic sharia because the prophet Muhammad married his second wife, Aisha, when she was six years old and he was over fifty.
My niece was terribly abused for many years and didn’t have the
right to ask for a divorce.
I remember as if they happened yesterday the times when
she would escape from her husband’s house to her father’s, begging him: “Dad, please let me stay here. I promise to be your maid
to the last day of my life. He is very abusive; I can’t take this torture any more.”
Her father would reply: “It’s shame for a woman to leave her
husband’s home without his permission. Go back, I promise I will
talk to him.”
At the age of twenty-eight, my niece committed suicide by
setting herself on fire, leaving behind her four children.
While working as a physician in Syria, I witnessed many
crimes committed in my society under the justification of Islam.
Once, when I worked in a small village, a woman in her late thirties came to my office complaining of nausea, vomiting, and back
pain. An examination revealed that she was three months pregnant. As soon as I told her the news, she collapsed on the chair
and began to scream, smacking her face, “I beg you doctor, I beg
you to rescue me from the mess I’m in. My son will kill me. I don’t
care about my life. I deserve to die, but I don’t want my son to
dirty his hands with my blood.”
“What is wrong, Fatima?”
“I’m a widow. My husband died five years ago and left me
with four children. My husband’s brother rapes me every day in
exchange for feeding my children. If he knew I was pregnant
he’d provoke my son into killing me rather than be exposed to
public disgrace.”
“How old is your son?”
“He’s fifteen. Doctor, I’m begging you! He’s still young, and I
don’t want him dirtying his hands with my filthy blood!”
I sent her to see a gynecologist. When she came back to see
me about two weeks later, she looked undernourished, fatigued,
and ill. “What is it, Fatima?” I asked.
“I came to thank you. I got rid of the fetus, but I almost died!
They performed the operation to remove the fetus without
sedating me, and the pain I experienced nearly killed me.”
“He did it without an anesthetic! Why?”
“I didn’t have enough money to pay for the drugs to numb
me, so the doctor had to operate without them.”
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Tragically, these accounts I shared with you are not isolated stories. They signify the tragic stories of millions of other Muslim
women all over the world, including in Europe and here in north
America. On a daily basis, numerous Muslim women suffer domestic abuse, rapes, and honor killings. These stories are too frequently
ignored by Western women. In the worst-case scenarios, some
here in the West persecute those brave ones who dare to speak up
and expose the gloomy reality of violence against Muslim
women—and the harsh reality of sharia in general. They also forbid our culture from labeling the Islamic discrimination and persecution of women for what it is.
Accordingly, let me challenge those who are on the wrong
side of history: How can a Muslim woman raise a fair-minded
child when she is oppressed herself? Certainly, a male child who
grows up watching his mother being disrespected, marginalized,
and abused will almost inevitably have a distorted mind capable
of cruelty—even the sort of cruelty inflicted by that mob upon
Lara Logan. Is that not a dilemma that affects the West’s relationship with the Muslim world?
When a woman living under Islamic sharia immigrates to a
free Western country, it can become a completely transformative
path, as it was for me. now I am free. I don’t have to allow my
rights to be abused by any religious or political authority. In the
united States, I’m a person, equal to all others.
I, for one, do not take my rights for granted, and, therefore, I
will continue to fight to protect these rights, not only for myself
but for all other Muslim women.
We as citizens of the free world must have the moral courage
to expose and fight Islam’s totalitarian abuse against women. We
must not stifle our language. We must use the appropriate vocabulary to call things by their rightful names. We must continue to
press for moral clarity, for open intellectual discourse with precise
definitions of our goals against the goals of our adversaries.
The bitter situation of women under Islam’s sharia doctrine
should not be ignored. real victory can take place only in the
spirit of genuine inquiry, transparency, and the fearless pursuit of
truth. It is as clear as daylight. A culture that doesn’t respect half
of its population will never thrive and prosper!
When I was living in Syria, I cried often because I suffered.
now that I am free, I still cry, for all other Muslim women all over
the world. I dream of a future when all Muslim women can savor
a taste of my freedom. This is a dream that should be granted for
all humanity, and our job is to be unrelenting in pursuing that
objective.
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Spending Christmas with Linus
Jim Metzger

game on we were missing, a game in the fourth quarter or in
’ve always been a bit ambivalent about Christmas. There were
overtime, invariably dubbed the next morning as “the best game
presents, of course. not too many—just enough to wake you
of the year.”
before your parents. Saving the best for last, my brother and I
Phone calls to distant family were amicable, benign, painless
went first for smallish parcels from distant relatives while we
overall. I labored to put faces to voices; more often than not, I
worked the kinks from our corneas and the phlegm from dry
couldn’t. The voices asked questions, which we dutifully
winter windpipes. It wasn’t all that important we got a good look
answered as we wrapped the long corkscrew cord tightly about
at what was inside the boxes anyhow. Yawning and bleary-eyed,
our arms, then—in jest—around our necks. Sometimes we even
we unwrapped and deposited the contents far from the tree in
asked questions too, since it was the decent thing to do, and our
discrete piles—for me, a pile of brightly colored clothes mostly,
parents stood idly by.
whose tags wouldn’t be plucked until the afternoon they were
Of church services, there were two: one on Christmas Eve, enddropped at Goodwill. I’ve always wanted just to blend in; these
ing as the tall clock downtown struck midnight, and another on
logoed pastels raised expectations I knew I couldn’t meet. I
Sunday morning. My favorite was on Christmas Eve, when the
needed army-green, brown, khaki—navy blue, maybe, if I’d had
stone sanctuary was dark and deep-woods quiet, and we were
a really good week.
bathed from all sides by radiant candlelight. We scooted into purThere were Christmas parties, lavish meals, awkward phone
ple-cushioned pews, nodding discreetly to friends and stealing
calls to family we hadn’t spoken to for exactly twelve months,
glances at the pretty girls, ever mindful of the sacredness of the
and church services too. The parties were crammed with flushed,
sweatered adults cradling mugs of warm
cider, balancing red and green paper
plates above plush white carpets, smiling
broadly and more often than they were
“What I find interesting—and encouraging—is that once one
used to. We kids eventually coalesced into
student has voiced doubt, this frees others to acknowledge
a corner of our own, where we yelled our
conversations behind handfuls of calories
theirs, even those who have hinted at strong ties to a
while scanning our parents’ body lanChristian community.”
guage for the cue to leave. The parties
were fine—something to do—but I wouldn’t say they beat vegging out in front of
the television set, where we might munch
occasion. Familiar hymns peopled with shepherds and lowly virgins
away mindlessly on candy canes and caramel corn straight from
and angels on high were sung cheerfully a cappella; familiar stories
the can, flip aimlessly past old Christmas black-and-whites we’d
of guiding stars and swaddled infant were read by large blackheard so much about but never had the will to endure, and drift
robed men in reassuring bass or baritone; familiar themes of grace
in and out of consciousness as our bodies molded to the sofa.
and joy were heard from pulpit, from choir loft, from neighbors
Meals were overly formal and long. Elders instructed us to
dutifully reciting from the folded page. And when the blessing had
take big cloth napkins—musty, creased into four perfect rectanbeen given, we departed pinching thin cardboard-skirted candles,
gles, like sandpaper on a young boy’s face—and drape them over
filing sleepy and serene into a dark but purposeful universe,
our laps. People were silent for long stretches as silverware
watched over by a loving father whose son once said we were of
clanked and large heavy dishes were passed round the table. We
infinitely greater worth than many sparrows.
were tight-lipped, tense: we had to think unceasingly about
which hand to saw the meat with, which fork not to pick up right
away, whether we might have some stray morsel on our shirts or
ut I haven’t been back to either service in eight years, not since
faces. And we were polite. But our tiny tummies filled more
our son was born. Each Thanksgiving weekend, we still put up
quickly than the others, and as time wore on we got antsy and
a plastic tree draped in white lights, colored globes, and an odd
began to squirm. To make matters worse, there was always some
array of dusty knickknacks hung from yarn, but there’s no infant
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virgin birth. Its belated arrival is a testament to the enduring sanctity of the claim that Jesus was born not of the union of two ordinary hominids but of Mary and the Almighty.
What I find interesting—and encouraging—is that once one
student has voiced doubt, this frees others to acknowledge
theirs, even those who have hinted at strong ties to a Christian
community. Although Christian students generally do not go so
far as to outright deny the virgin birth, they will acknowledge
that the doctrine strains credibility, and many seem relieved to
find that their peers share their skepticism.
As our discussion of the stories’ “incredible” features winds
down, I often have a few guilt-stricken students anxiously blurt,
“But it’s not like I don’t believe it all happened just like the Bible
says, Mr. Metzger”—as if their parents or pastor had suddenly
walked in the door and announced that the whole hour had
been captured on a hidden video recorder. I often gently push
back: “But, you can’t believe it all, can you? The stories are so radically different. As we saw earlier, they flat-out contradict one
another time and time again. They can’t both be
right, can they?” Students who have been paying
attention know there is no reconciling these stories,
and they also know that each is bloated with mythical features that simply do not mesh with our modern view of the world. Yet, they feel as if they should
“Not surprisingly, all students deny the veracity of
these other divine conception stories from the ancient believe every last sentence on those crinkly pages.
Why? Because it’s the Bible, a holy book inspired by
world, but few if any Christians are willing to give
none other than the creator of the universe. How
can it possibly manifest untruths, contradictions, or
up on the accounts in Matthew and Luke.”
errors? Surely any contradictions or errors must be
apparent rather than real.
Toward the end of the session, I introduce other
miraculous conception stories from the ancient
world in which a child is claimed to be the offspring
of a deity and a woman. Students generally are surprised to learn
distinct narratives routinely conflated by churches each Decemthat so many of them predate the Gospels, and they very quickly
ber. Students, for instance, invariably point to different homeare able to discern their purpose: whoever is awarded a divine
towns for Jesus and his parents, different casts of characters for
conception story—whether Alexander the Great, Scipio Africanus,
each story, and different plots. I also help them see that the two
Octavian (Caesar Augustus), Jesus, or even Plato—is no ordinary
accounts set Jesus’s birth about a decade apart and point out a
mortal; hailing from another realm, one such as this brings unique
few historical inaccuracies, such as that Caesar Augustus once
gifts, extraordinary abilities. Each of these stories functions
ordered a census of the whole inhabited world (he didn’t) and
rhetorically to boost the hero’s reputation.
that roman censuses registered people where they were born
not surprisingly, all students deny the veracity of these other
rather than where they lived, worked, and paid taxes (they didn’t).
divine conception stories from the ancient world, but few if any
When I suggest that we address features of the stories they
Christians are willing to give up on the accounts in Matthew and
find “unbelievable,” students avert their eyes, begin shifting
Luke. So, I often ask, “On what grounds, then, might one argue
uneasily in their chairs, and reach for a drink, a bag of chips, or a
that the Gospel’s infancy stories are true but all of the others are
peek at their iPhones. Thankfully, there’s always some courageous
false?” Of course, the only way to avoid the charge of arbitrarism
soul who eventually raises his or her hand and floats one feature
is to fall back on the claim that scripture is God-breathed and
that is likely to resonate with the whole class, like the roving star
therefore true, for there really is no other argument by which one
that leads the magi to Joseph and Mary, the slaughter of every
might defend the primacy of the Gospels. In the end, many stumale child under the age of two in and around Bethlehem, or the
dents concede, “Well, I guess you just have to have faith.” And
appearance of God’s heavenly army (yes, that’s the Greek word
this, I believe, is precisely why I’ve been so reticent to invite Jesus
used here) over fields where shepherds are tending their flocks.
and angels and virgin mothers back into our home or to drag our
And so we begin—slowly, tentatively—filling the long awkward
son to church on Christmas Eve.
silences. One of the last (if not the last) features mentioned is the
savior sleeping in a manger, no virgin mother, no dream-prone
father, no magi bearing gifts, no monomaniacal king out for
blood, no angels singing triumphantly in the night sky, no shepherds hurrying on foot for a glimpse of the long-awaited messiah.
Yes, still there are parties and meals and phone calls, but no Christchild, no midnight metamorphosis of mere cold starry darkness
into a genial firmament. And I wonder why not, because I miss it.
For the past five years, I’ve taught the Christmas stories to
undergraduates, and I think this may have something to do with
it. Let me explain. About midway through my introductory course
on the new Testament writings, we devote one full class session
to the infancy narratives in Matthew and Luke (Mark and John
have none). After students have gathered into groups, I ask them
to jot down as many differences between these stories as they can
and then tell me which elements in both they find unlikely to have
happened as narrated. Parsing these differences has the advantage of encouraging an unhurried, attentive reading of tales
many feel confident they already know, and of teasing apart two
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ture—musings, importantly, that, because mortal, are always up
here’s just something so deeply unsettling about suppressing
for negotiation.
the obvious: that these narratives were created to enhance
If Christian communities candidly acknowledged that we are
Jesus’s honor as a man of uncommon wisdom and abilities and
dealing with fictions, I would be willing to return to church during
do not—nor even purport to—offer modern readers an accurate
the holidays, but I can’t remember any minister ever conceding
account of “what really happened.” Put differently, there was no
this fact from the pulpit. Across the united States, these stories still
virgin birth in Bethlehem two thousand years ago; neither were
are minimally sold as “roughly what happened,” even in many
there any roving stars nor angelic warriors hovering above fields
progressive mainline communities. Certainly many well-educated
where shepherds were tending their flocks. And yes, based on
ministers don’t believe that the infancy stories are historical, but
what we know of how the world works and how babies are
neither do they publicly admit that they are fictions. Insofar as
made, it’s safe to say that none of the other accounts of miracuthey remain silent, they are complicit in perpetuating an unjustifilous conceptions that predate the Gospels are true either.
able belief and no better than John Boehner and other GOP leadThe virgin birth stories in Matthew and Luke remain attracers who knew Barack Obama was born in the united States but
tive today because they present readers with a Jesus who is partrefused to call out their party’s “birthers.” It is likely that the
divine and whose teachings therefore carry weight. Because
authors of Matthew and Luke, who penned their narratives nearly
what he says in the remainder of these Gospels ultimately is from
ninety years after Jesus was born, knew not a single thing about
God, we have a ready-made reason to heed his counsel. rooted
the circumstances of his birth or infancy. As I noted above, they
in the divine will, there’s no need to engage in the difficult work
can’t even agree on when he was born: Matthew suggests that it
of evaluating which of his teachings still may be useful and which
occurred a few year(s) before the Common Era, during the final
are better left in the first century.
years of Herod the Great’s reign, while Luke places it several years
But any tradition that falls back on a divine conception story
after the beginning of the Common Era, after Quirinius had been
to authorize a hero’s teachings will inevitably raise suspicions.
appointed governor of Syria.
Cannot his words stand on their own merit? If not, which teachings in particular require divine authorization to solicit broad assent? By grounding
his teachings in an infallible transcendent
will, his early followers give the appear“There’s just something so deeply unsettling about
ance of trying to shield them from public
scrutiny, from open debate. If he really
suppressing the obvious: that these narratives were created
was a teacher whose uncommon wisdom
to enhance Jesus’s honor as a man of uncommon wisdom
should be self-evident to all, why bother
and abilities and do not—nor even purport to—offer modern
with a divine conception story at all? Why
not resist the temptation to moor them to
readers an accurate account of ‘what really happened.’”
claims of divine origination and simply lay
them out for all to peruse, with the sole
stipulation, “Test and see for yourself”?
But appeals to divine authority don’t
For me, the problem with treating fictions as if they are hisjust discourage critical reflection. When potentially deleterious
tory, or even refusing to challenge the widely held assumption
teachings appear in the corpus of a visionary (and they always
that they may testify to “roughly what happened,” is a deeply
do), religious leaders may continue to hammer them home
moral one. Belief aims at or presumes truth, and it shouldn’t casuregardless of their effects upon adherents. A case in point is
ally or haphazardly be extended to just any proposition. What
Jesus’s uncompromising stance in Mark on divorce. It is clearly in
kind of example are we setting for the next generation if we do?
the best of interest of persons stuck in an abusive marriage to iniWhat kinds of mental habits are we encouraging in our children?
tiate divorce proceedings, but according to Mark, Jesus would
The implied message from most Christian communities during
prohibit his followers from taking any such action. religious leadChristmas is, “Take it on faith.” I cannot endorse any institution
ers, then, may deny congregants a much-needed reprieve from
that commends a leap of faith over open inquiry or places a preverbal or physical abuse with the simple rationale: “Jesus, who
mium on metaphysical comfort over the pursuit of truth. When
speaks God’s mind, prohibited divorce. So there you have it.
churches advocate a posture of “faith” toward core doctrines
I’m really sorry about this, but it’s your duty to remain by this viosuch as Jesus’s divine conception (or, at Easter time, his resurreclent rascal’s side until one of you croaks or the Lord returns.”
tion), they effectively are saying that critical inquiry and evidence
Expunge from the tradition divine conception stories that
sometimes do not matter. Sometimes you just have to believe.
ground Jesus’s words in God’s infallible will and his teachings
In a widely anthologized essay titled “The Ethics of Belief”
become the humble musings of an ordinary Jewish peasant,
(1877), William Kingdon Clifford reminds us that beliefs are not
shaped inevitably by his particular historical moment and cul-
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merely private matters but often have profound social consequences. Beliefs ought to be based on patient inquiry and on the
best evidence available to us, he argues; they certainly should not
be sustained “by suppressing doubts and avoiding investigation,” which is what the church generally has done since the first
serious challenges to its key claims began to emerge in the wake
of the renaissance. Any “solace and private pleasure” we may
receive from beliefs that have not been earned through open
inquiry are “stolen,” Clifford says. Perhaps most importantly, each
time “we let ourselves believe for unworthy reasons,” we nurture
“the credulous character . . . and lose the habit of testing things
and inquiring into them.” Fostering thoughtless credulity Clifford
calls “one long sin” against our fellow human beings, a betrayal
of our “awful responsibility” to the next generation. In encouraging “the credulous character,” the potential for harm is enormous: witness the widespread disregard in the GOP for the staggering amount of data evidencing human-induced climate

an ordinary woman is not a belief we are justified in holding, given
what we know about how babies are made and the present state
of biblical scholarship. Furthermore, we have not a shred of evidence for miraculous conceptions, so to ask people simply to
“believe” these accounts, and then to commend as “saintly” or
“pious” any who coerce themselves into blind intellectual assent,
is morally repugnant. It sets an unhealthy precedent for subsequent generations, encouraging habits of mind that will not serve
us well as a species going forward.

o, I suppose it’s a nurturing of (or, in some cases, a failure to
contest) “the credulous character” that troubles me most
about Christmas as it’s celebrated here in the united States and
has kept me just outside those church doors. There are times,
many Christian leaders argue, when you must table inquiry, shut
your eyes, and take the plunge. And I often see the effects of this
mind-set in my classes. By the end of our session on the infancy
narratives, Christian students understand that these
stories are indebted to preexisting divine conception
motifs and were created to enhance Jesus’s reputation; they also see that Matthew’s and Luke’s stories
“Expunge from the tradition divine conception
differ so radically that both cannot be “right.” But
stories that ground Jesus’s words in God’s infallible
when it comes to religion, they have been taught to
will and his teachings become the humble musings
compartmentalize, to lockbox one’s faith commitments, to suppress doubt at all costs. Which is why I
of an ordinary Jewish peasant, shaped inevitably
hear students say at the end of a productive discusby his particular historical moment and
sion on the infancy narratives, “now, don’t get me
culture—musings, importantly, that, because mortal,
wrong, Mr. Metzger, I still believe it all.”
While the infancy narratives in Matthew and Luke
are always up for negotiation.”
may not furnish a single reliable datum regarding the
circumstances of Jesus’s birth, they do offer an intriguing glimpse into the concerns and values of some of
the earliest Christian communities. For me, their primary appeal lies in the hope they convey before raw imperial
change. A timely response, scientists have warned, is imperative
might. Take, for instance, Luke 2:1–14, where the narrator informs
to avert global catastrophe. But for some in the GOP, the evius of Joseph and Mary’s journey to Bethlehem to be registered in
dence matters not. Sustaining a status quo that brings “solace
a census and of the subsequent appearance of Gabriel and God’s
and private pleasure” trumps truth—and, presumably, the welheavenly army to a few shepherds, who learn of the “good news”
fare of their grandchildren.
that a savior—“the Messiah, the Lord”—has just been born. The
Admittedly, our beliefs always surpass what each of us is able
historical setting against which the story is told is this: peasants in
to verify through personal experience. In fact, we rely to a large
degree on the testimony and character of others for a majority of
early roman Palestine were being taxed a criminally high share of
them. I trust, for instance, that Earth is round (roughly speaking, of
their annual harvest—some scholars estimate as much as 50 percourse); I have not taken the time to establish this fact on my own.
cent—and as a result, many were losing their ancestral lands, upon
Intuitively it appears “flat,” but all astronomers and geologists
which they depended for nearly all of their basic needs. Peasants
agree on its “roundness,” and photographs snapped by satellites
who lost their land generally had three options: rent the family plot
from different locations in outer space allow me to infer that
from the wealthy individual who had purchased it, uproot and go
they’re correct. Moreover, countless people now have circumnavlooking for work in one of the nearby urban centers, or join one of
igated the globe by boat and plane and have come back to tell
the many bandit groups and plunder to survive. rome’s economy
their tales. I feel that this combined testimony is enough to warin Palestine was structured in such a way as to keep ordinary peorant my assent to the proposition “Earth is round” without my
ple at or below subsistence level while growing the already vast
having to travel its circumference myself. Because this belief has
estates of the wealthy elites.
behind it an enormous amount of easily verifiable evidence, it is
A census is always bad news for peasants, since its chief purone I feel justified holding. But that a Middle-Eastern peasant
pose is to further facilitate and regulate the collection of taxes.
born just before the Common Era was the offspring of a god and
But, to offset Octavian’s announcement to register “the whole
50
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(God, angels, a divine conception) would be undesirable, its revinhabited world” (a census for which we have no historical eviolutionary spirit can still fully be appreciated today. The text may
dence), God’s archangel Gabriel proclaims to shepherds—a group
confront Christian communities in the united States with rather
at the bottom of the social hierarchy—that there is now “good
unsettling questions, such as: Whose side are we on? Do our valnews of great joy for all the people,” not just an elite few. The term
ues resemble those of “God’s kingdom,” or do they mirror those
good news often was used in reference to the accession of a new
of the Pax Romana? Have we remained true to our revolutionary
emperor to the throne or to a recent roman military victory, but
beginnings, or have we betrayed them? This political reading is
Gabriel applies this term to the appearance of another savior who
hardly irrelevant today, at least for many subaltern peoples, and
has the interests of Palestine’s poor in view, as well as to the revepastors may offer up something similar to parishioners without
lation that Caesar’s hold on power is finite. That Caesar’s reign will
foisting upon them the labor of believing the unbelievable.
come to an end is signified by the disclosure in the night sky of
But, as attractive as this reading might be to me now, is this
God’s army, which presumably can trump any amount of force
really what I want to hear on Christmas morning? Do I really want
and ingenuity rome might muster with its legions.
to be implicated as oppressor after having oiled the late-capitalAppellations ascribed to Jesus here and elsewhere in Luke—
ist machine by hemming the tree with shiny, ribboned boxes and
“Savior,” “Lord,” and “Son of God,” for instance—had been applied to Caesar Augustus before the Gospels
were written. What this story does is offer a
counterclaim to roman imperial ideology:
“Caesar’s not our Savior or Lord,” it says, “Certainly many well-educated ministers don’t believe the infancy
“rather, Jesus is.” With the arrival of Jesus,
stories are historical, but neither do they publicly admit
Palestine’s ordinary people—hungry, inthat they are fictions. Insofar as they remain silent,
debted, dispossessed—now have a Savior,
they are complicit in perpetuating an unjustifiable belief. . . .”
Lord, and Son of God who is concerned
chiefly with their welfare. And he will inaugurate a lasting “peace”—not by force and at
the expense of so many, as the roman
Empire had done—a peace in which all will
stuffing large monogrammed socks with useless trinkets from
have what they need and none will want. Implied, of course, is
sweatshops overseas? Will my son even understand this mesthat these titles ascribed to Jesus by early Christian communities
sage? After the service, will I have to explain taxation, exploitaare not “timeless” and do not get at his “essence”; they emerged
tion, imperialism, and postcolonial hermeneutics? Won’t any
in a very specific social and historical context, and they only make
minister who offers a political reading like this sour our buoyant
sense within that context. It should come as no surprise, then,
holiday mood?
that continuing to call Jesus “Son of God,” “Lord,” or “King”
Whatever the answers to these questions, I do know that for
might feel odd to many parishioners today, since we (post)modme to return to angels and miraculous conceptions and traveling
erns generally don’t use that kind of language anymore. Gone
stars, the church must directly say, “Of course not, given what we
are the days when certain individuals were held to be the offnow know,” and not hedge or remain silent, as it so often has
spring of a deity and a human being; gone are the days when we
done. There’s a growing body of research that suggests our funreferred to our superiors as “Lord” or bent the knee before a
damental views of the world and core values, once formed, are
“King.” Here in the united States, the language is outdated and
very difficult to change, no matter what evidence we may
probably ought to be scrapped. What sense does it make to keep
encounter later on. If this is so, it’s all the more important that
referring to Jesus as “King” when we don’t live in a kingdom,
children are not infused with outmoded conceptions of the
have long ago forgotten what living under a king is like, and cerworld that later they may undo only with the greatest effort and
tainly don’t expect a future “kingdom” to emerge any time soon?
angst, or taught mental habits conducive to “the credulous charIn continuing to call Jesus “King,” aren’t Christians implying that
acter.” There’s just too much at stake.
they desire a return to monarchic rule with Jesus at the helm,
So, as much I would like to settle into those purple-cushioned
endowed with full power to do what he wants without any input
pews and sing again of angels and shepherds and infant messifrom his lowly biddable subjects?
ahs, perhaps we’ll just pass the caramel corn around and let Linus
Despite the antiquated language, this short passage offers a
tell the story this year.
forceful critique of injustices under the Pax Romana while heralding the beginning of a new era—what Jesus elsewhere calls “the
kingdom of God”—in which land and resources would be redistributed fairly and those broken by roman rule made whole. We
Jim Metzger has taught at Vanderbilt University Divinity School, Luther
have here a contestation of imperial power coupled with the
College, and East Carolina University. His most recent book is a novel
dawn of a whole new set of values grounded in compassion and
titled Dim (2011).
justice. Although reinscribing the story’s animating metaphysic
secularhumanism.org
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Before the Beginning
Dennis E. Erickson

Somewhere out there in a singularity
before the big bang or the poof-and-it’sthere—depending upon one’s persuasion—a “typical” family gathers for dinner
and has an unusual discussion.
AD:

Do you think it is about time to
share the good life with a new
species? We have been by ourselves
for what seems like an eternity. Please
pass the caviar.
JUNIOR: [Gnawing on a rack of lamb
rib]. Might not be a bad idea, because it’s
been getting a little boring here over the
last trillion years or so. What kind of life
do you have in mind, and where?
DAD: Possibly a human, quasi-intelligent life-form, along with several kinds
of plants and animals. This would require
creating a planet with a sun to light the
day and keep it warm and also possibly a
nightlight. We could name the planet
“Earth” or something or other.
JUNIOR: Sounds complicated. How will
we keep this quasi-intelligent life-form in
line? What if it goes astray and doesn’t
follow the rules that we dictate, assuming that we give it free will? Please pass
the pinot noir.
CASPER: Burrrppp.
DAD: naturally, we would have to
develop some kind of reward and punishment system, sort of a carrot-and-stick
approach. Speaking of carrots, I think
that I’ll have another helping of the rabbit stew.
CASPER: Hey, I’m part of this dynamic
trio! What am I, chopped liver? Don’t
you want my opinion here?
DAD: not especially. What, if anything, do you have to add?
CASPER: Well, we could establish a
holiday with ghosts and goblins to scare
them if they have been unfaithful to us.
Please pass the paté and Alka-Seltzer.
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JUNIOR: I think the carrot approach
has more merit. We could offer an eternity of watching us live the good life as
the reward. Possibly also give them a few
bennies if they were especially faithful. A
little more cabernet sauvignon, anyone?
DAD: I think a reward system has
merit, but I think that a form of punishment would be more effective than a
promised reward to keep the masses in
line. And I think that ghosts and goblins
fall far short of a suitable punishment.
CASPER: We could have something
like a giant pumpkin that jumps out of a
pumpkin patch and really scares the
bejeezus out of those who have been
bad. The giant pumpkin could yell “Boo!”
really, really loudly!
DAD: Are you sure you weren’t
dropped on your head as a baby? Giant
pumpkins yelling “Boo.” Good grief!
JUNIOR: We could send Casper to
Earth to live there for a short while. He
could be crucified to atone for their sins.
That would generate a huge sympathy
effect!
CASPER: Why me? It’s your idea, so
you should go. Besides, I like my pumpkin idea better.
DAD: I think we are getting off track
here. We need to establish a harsh punishment, or this new life-form, which we
might call “man,” will continually go further and further astray and not follow
our edicts.
JUNIOR: How about a form of torture,
like waterboarding?
DAD: Too wimpy.
CASPER: How about sending them to
bed without supper for a whole week?
That should do the trick. Also, withhold
their treats!
DAD: I’m sticking with the “you being
dropped on your head” scenario.
To get things rolling here, let’s think
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hypothetically of the worst forms of torture possible, not that we would use
these, of course—we’ll just consider
them hypothetically.
JUNIOR: Well, instead of waterboarding them, we could actually drown them,
possibly over and over for a whole week!
CASPER: (Trying to get back in Dad’s
good graces.) Yeah, probably for a whole
month!
DAD: [Sighs.] rather than water torture, I’m thinking more along the lines of
fire. What is the worst torture that you
can think of involving fire?
CASPER: Have them run through a
really, really hot fire—over burning
coals—in their bare feet—and send
them to bed without supper for a whole
year!
JUNIOR: Hypothetically of course, have
them run through this fire and hot coals
for a whole year, without them dying!
DAD: not long enough! After all, this
is punishment for them disobeying us.
Please pour me a little more brandy.
CASPER: Two years then?
JUNIOR: Ten years!
CASPER: One hundred years!
JUNIOR: One thousand years!
CASPER: One million years!
JUNIOR: One billion years!
CASPER: One trillion years!
JUNIOR: One sextillion years! no, make
that one septillion years!
CASPER: One septillion and one years,
and one week without dessert!
remember, we’re talking hypothetically
here, of course.
DAD: Still too wimpy! How about forever and ever, for all eternity?
JUNIOR: Speaking hypothetically of
course, how could we pull off the “God is
good and merciful bit” if we did that?
Might be hard to sell to the masses,
don’t you think?
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CASPER: Yeah, how could we possibly
pull that one off? You thought my
pumpkin idea was dumb!
DAD: Indoctrinate—I mean teach
them from day one, over and over. Tell
them that if they don’t believe, then they
will be subject to this punishment. no
one would want to take the chance that
this was not true and would believe
whatever we’re shoveling—I mean
preaching. We could have sort of a good
cop/bad cop scenario. Junior could be
the good and merciful cop, and I could
be the bad—I mean merciful, loving, strict
cop. Casper could hang out in the pumpkin patch, keeping his opinions to himself,
we hope.
JUNIOR: How could we slide this past
the priest, rabbis, and imams who might
actually read about our rules and such,
once the good book is written?
DAD: Two words. Job security. The
clergy would not want to lose their jobs
and their obedient sheep, I mean flock,
along with the shearing, I mean tithing.
JUNIOR: How about the masses? A few
of them with the ability to reason and
think for themselves might also read the
good book. They may even have the
audacity to question its authenticity!
DAD: The vast majority will believe.
The rest will mainly keep their opinions
to themselves. You can’t fight city hall.
The dying-for-their-sins bit will be a
huge help here. Great idea, Junior! Since
it was your idea, you’re elected. It will
only be about a thirty-three-year gig, so
shouldn’t be that bad.
CASPER: How about a short reprieve
from this eternal fire several times a
week. I once burnt my finger when I was
lighting a candle in a pumpkin. It was
really, really painful. I had blisters for a
whole week!
DAD: no way!
JUNIOR: How about a reprieve once
every thousand years?
DAD: no way!
CASPER: [Offered with a slight hint of
sarcasm.] How about a short reprieve
every trillion, trillion years.
DAD: Enough already! Fire and brimstone for all eternity with no let up. My
mercy and goodness only go so far! Pass
the filet mignon.
[DAD chews his filet thoughtfully, then
speaks again.] We will now have a secret

vote on a for-all-eternity, fire-and-brimstone hell for future millions and millions
of unrepentant sinners. Fortunately, there
is/are three of me, so I/we won’t have a
tie vote.
DAD: [After the secret vote tally.]
The vote was 2 to 1 in favor. The motion
passes.
CASPER: I demand a recount!
JUNIOR: Please pass the pork.
DAD: next order of business, writing
the book of rules. How about we start
with “In the beginning was the word,
and . . .” By the way, do you think we
really need to include women?
*

*

What Your Preacher
Didn’t Tell You
Some preachers like to debate the existence of
God — because God’s existence can neither be
proven nor disproven. What they don’t want to
debate is whether Jesus believed that he was
God’s son. John Windsor’s book demonstrates
that, according to the gospels, Jesus expected to
rule a new “Kingdom of Heaven” that Yahweh
would establish right here “on earth as it is in
heaven.” He and his disciples expected the kingdom come during their lifetimes.

The evidence is “hiding in plain sight”
in the gospels.

*

And so, children, either there is no eternal hell, or if there is, the only one that
may qualify for being there is the god
who supposedly created it. However, it
appears more likely that the hell concept was created by man.
Dennis E. Erickson is retired from a career in the
chemical industry and now enjoys writing, among
other pursuits.

Available Now in Bookstores
and Online
www.no-gods.com
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Cut It Out: Circumcision Revisited
Edan Tasca

KrAMEr: A bris? You mean circumcision. . . . I would advise
against that.
ELAInE: Kramer, it’s a tradition.
KrAMEr: Yeah, well, so was sacrificing virgins to appease the
gods, but we don’t do that anymore.
JErrY: Well, maybe we should.

counterparts. In August 2012, the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) declared that circumcision’s benefits outweigh the
risks. Here we go again.
The CDC didn’t recommend routine circumcision to prevent
HIV. The American Cancer Society won’t recommend circumcision to prevent prostate or any other cancer, and the AAP still
—“The Bris,” Seinfeld, season 5, episode 5
does not recommend routine circumcision. This is because the
arguments against circumcision annihilate those in favor of it.
he February/March 2012 issue of FrEE InQuIrY published
Assuming we make the mistake of crowning the HIV studies
“Snip the Snip,” my critique of routine male circumcision and
as
some
kind of final word, we still lack a direct causal relationits justifications (prophylactic, hygienic, cosmetic, and reliship.
Various
interpretations have emerged, some theorizing
gious). The piece drew criticism to which I was able to reply in
about
why
the
presence or lack of a foreskin would account for
brief (see Letters, FI, April/May 2012, ). Among other concerns, it
the
results,
some
suggesting other factors are involved. In the
was suggested that I hadn’t given enough attention to the evicase
of
HIV,
it’s
also
worth noting that the united States has a
dence touted as prophylactic benefit; and that my comparing the
higher
rate
of
HIV
infection
than Europe and also a higher cirpractice to female “circumcision” or to other unnecessary ampucumcision
rate,
which
doesn’t
fit with the studies’ findings.
tations of, say, a pinky toe or an earlobe, was unacceptable. These
nevertheless,
in
2007,
WHO/unAIDS
released its New Data on
criticisms deserve a more thorough response.
Male Circumcision and HIV Prevention: Policy and Programme
Implications. It states that “Promoting male circumcision should be recognized as an additional, important strategy for the prevention of heterosexually
acquired HIV infection in men.” Looking a little
“If history had unfolded somewhat differently,
closer, however, we find the following: “Informed
consent, confidentiality and absence of coercion
we might today be debating dubious benefits
should be assured. . . . Where male circumcision is
of female circumcision, while the mere suggestion
provided for minors (young boys and adolescents),
of removing a foreskin would be as repugnant
there should be involvement of the child in the decision-making, and the child should be given the
as the nonmedical removal of any other
opportunity to provide assent or consent, according
body part and any justifications as absurd.”
to his evolving capacity. . . . Parents who are responsible for providing consent, including for the circumcision of male infants, should be given sufficient
information regarding the benefits and risks of the
procedure in order to determine what is in the best
My essay did address the often-cited studies conducted in
interests of the child.”
South Africa, Kenya, and uganda that showed a significantly
This stops well short of a triumphant “case closed.” not only
lower rate of HIV infection in circumcised men than in their intact
grown men but also young African boys continue to have a say in
counterparts. The studies made news and even earned a mention
the potential removal of a key part of their penis. Even in the case
in SuperFreakonomics, whose authors point out the relationship
of newborns, the most ardent supporters of prophylactic circumand that not even the researchers themselves or scientists fully
cision have been cautious, electing to put human rights, consent,
understand it. nevertheless, it was reported that the Centers for
and risk-versus-benefit above all else, even in the midst of an HIV
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) was considering recomepidemic. In the West, then, we certainly needn’t consider circummending routine male circumcision based on the findings.
cision an HIV prophylactic, unless you assume your son is likely to
In March 2012, the journal Cancer released a study showing a
seek unsafe sex in Africa. Surely it would suffice to trust in your
lower rate of prostate cancer in subjects who were circumcised
ability to raise him and teach him how to protect his health.
before their first sexual experience, compared with their intact
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The temptation to contemplate the porosity of our ethics
In the case of prostate and other cancers, male and female,
boards forces one to admit—and lament—the more general
we can look to the American Cancer Society’s lack of a recomshortcomings of our critical thinking. It is literally a crying shame
mendation and to our treatment of breast-cancer risk. You’ll
that the same review states that “recent surveys indicate that signotice that we don’t routinely remove breasts, even though the
nificant numbers of obstetricians (75%), family practitioners
risk of breast cancer is comparable to prostate cancer and far
(44%), and pediatricians (29%) do not use analgesia/anaesthesia
worse than for other cancers and HIV.
for circumcision because of concerns about adverse drug effects
This is perfectly in line with our rule to not remove body parts
or because they believe that the procedure does not require pain
unless a problem exists. The alternative—who could ever fracture
management.”
a baby toe if it was removed at birth or develop skin cancer on a
missing earlobe?—is unthinkable. Circumcising
because of unwarranted concerns about ancillary issues—despite the lack of a recommendation from the world’s major medical organizations, mind you—is a use of evidence as bizarre
as avoiding exercise because of the risk of
injury, or taking up smoking to reduce one’s
“. . . It’s the eccentric character in the ubiquitous
risk of Parkinson’s disease, or ramping up a
sitcom who’s trying to spare the baby boy,
society’s abortion rate in the hopes of mitigatwhile we blithely laugh at the silliness.”
ing future crime. When we’re thinking straight,
we bet on the strong horse: exercise is good,
smoking is bad, abortion is not a crime-fighter,
and routinely severing body parts is completely
unnecessary, whether for a daughter or a son.
For various reasons, the male version of circumcision seems more humane. We’ve all seen
and heard the horrifying images and stories
no, he won’t remember it. nor will he remember any other
about many of the female versions. This contrast creates a situapain experienced at that age, which shouldn’t be much, because
tion similar to what psychologist robert Cialdini called the “doorwe know to protect him from it.
in-the-face” technique, whereby something undesirable is made
It’s obvious to readers of FrEE InQuIrY that ancient religious
to look less so when compared with something even worse. Let’s
not have some good-cop/bad-cop fallacy dupe us. Our ideal of
scripture and the accompanying dogma are the work of primitive
humane circumcision is itself a frank admission that we’re dealing
men and that humanity continues to suffer the consequences. It
with something otherwise inhumane.
should be equally obvious that defenses of routine circumcision
And just how humane are we? There are mounds of tales
are ad hoc grasps at justifying a tradition that has sneaked past our
from brises and hospital or medical-clinic waiting rooms that
common sense, lingering now as a descendant of the deplorable
involve particularly nasty and unending screams and wails of newancient rituals of the same primitive men.
borns. There are other tales of babies seeming to pass out as a
If history had unfolded somewhat differently, we might
result of the cut. Some say this is the infant going into shock. All of
today be debating dubious benefits of female circumcision, while
this is anecdotal, of course, and therefore relatively inadmissible.
the mere suggestion of removing a foreskin would be as repugThe empirical research doesn’t bother to investigate whether
nant as the nonmedical removal of any other body part and any
circumcision is painful; it investigates various methods of alleviatjustifications as absurd. Instead, we ignore the uncountable
ing the trauma. This involves pain scores, based on respiratory
numbers of intact males across the globe who’ve never comand cry rates, facial “action,” gross motor behavior, palm sweat,
plained. Instead, there are doctors who will convince trusting,
systolic blood pressure, intracranial pressure, inhibition of the
loving parents that removing their son’s foreskin is preferable to
heartbeat—you get the idea.
teaching him to clean his penis. Instead, it’s the eccentric characI won’t dwell on the particulars. To sum up, in 2004 a systemter in the ubiquitous sitcom who’s trying to spare the baby boy,
atic review from the national Institute of Child Health and
while we blithely laugh at the silliness.
Human Development examined the results of thirty-five studies
Enough. There is an excruciatingly simple and convenient soluon circumcision pain. It concluded that “none of the studied
tion to all of this. Leave him be. Let him decide for himself.
interventions completely eliminated the pain response to circumcision,” and that “Future studies should compare two or more
active interventions for pain relief—a placebo or no-treatment
Edan Tasca is a Toronto-based writer and editor.
control group is no longer acceptable.”
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Church-State Update

Hansel, Gretel, and Today’s Abortion Wars Edd Doerr
hanks to the Brothers Grimm, we are
all familiar with the tale of Hansel
and Gretel, the young brother and
sister who were abandoned by their
father and stepmother in the woods of
medieval Germany. While the tale is
fiction, it is actually a metaphor for a practice that was rather common during long
stretches of history. John Boswell’s magisterial 1988 book, The Kindness of Strangers: The Abandonment of Children in
Western Europe from Late Antiquity to the
Renaissance, goes into the matter in
depth. not only was abandonment common but so also was the turning over of
children to monasteries, where the shortage of wet nurses frequently meant starvation. “Overlaying,” the intentional
smothering of infants, was another common practice largely ignored by authorities of church and state.
Why? Well, before the Industrial
revolution, the spread of literacy, and the
development of science and modern
medicine, life tended to be short and
brutish. Women frequently died in childbirth (even today in the united States, it is
estimated that about one-third of pregnancies experience some sort of difficulties); many men went through several
wives, and thus there were many stepmothers. Contraception was unknown,
and abortion was very dangerous. Population grew only very slowly until industrialization, science, modern medicine, and
antibiotics made possible the burst of
growth that is illustrated by the famous
“hockey stick” graph. In my lifetime,
world population has grown from under
two billion to over seven billion.
until now, women have been subordinated to men by custom, law, and religion. Women gained the right to vote in
the united States less than a century ago,
and even today women make up only 17
percent of Congress, though they now
outnumber men in colleges and universi-
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ties. Interesting insights into all this are
provided in Joan Acocella’s excellent
essay, “Turning the Page,” in the October
15, 2012, New Yorker. Contraception has
become common in America only in the
last century. The last legal barrier to contraception by married couples was removed by our Supreme Court only in
1965 and for all people in 1972. Legal
abortion was approved in 1973 but today
hangs by a thread in the Supreme Court.
Since the rise of the abortion-rights
movement a half-century ago, Catholic
Church officialdom has fought it furiously. After Roe v. Wade in 1973, evangelicals came to realize that if women could
control their fertility, they could no longer
be kept subordinate to men. So these two
large streams of religious activists joined
forces to combat the reproductive-choice
movement, using arguments that will not
stand scrutiny. Let us note that the overwhelming majority of Americans use contraceptives, and a majority oppose government impairment of the right to terminate problem pregnancies.
One strain of argument has it that
fetuses are persons from the moment of
conception, however defined, and therefore abortion is equivalent to murder.
This view, however, is of recent origin.
Throughout most of its history, the
Catholic Church did not hold the view
that personhood begins at conception.
Even Thomas Aquinas, the greatest
Christian theologian, held that “ensoulment,” the beginning of personhood, did
not occur until sometime later. The
Vatican, the Old Boys’ Club on the Tiber,
did not come to the position of personhood at conception until the middle of
the nineteenth century.
Evangelical fundamentalists took the
line that the Bible condemns abortion,
which it does not, and defines personhood as beginning at conception, which it
does not. What the Bible does say is that
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“God created man in his own image”
(Gen. 1:27) and “formed man of the dust
of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a
living soul” (Gen. 2:7). The Old Testament
word for person is nefesh, which refers to
something that breathes. If “in the image
of God” means anything, it is that personhood has nothing to do with biology but,
rather, with consciousness. When antichoicers put such great emphasis on biology and heartbeats, they are being more
materialistic than secular humanists.
What has science to say about this?
Simply that the human fetus is incapable
of the main function of personhood—
consciousness—until the cerebral cortex
is wired up and functioning, sometime
after twenty-eight to thirty-two weeks of
gestation. That is the gist of the argument of the amicus curiae brief to the
Supreme Court in Webster v. Reproductive Health Services in 1989 that I
organized and that was signed by twelve
nobel laureate biologists and 155 other
distinguished scientists.
Opponents of reproductive choice,
contraception, and abortion do not have
a leg to stand on. All they have is numbers
of adherents willing to vote and to put
pressure on politicians. And they do that
rather effectively, as we have been seeing
for the last thirty-plus years. What they
want to do is exercise political muscle to
have government impose on all women
their medieval misogynist ideology and
weird theology.
Antichoicers not only wish to outlaw
abortion, except perhaps in cases of what
the deranged Todd Akin called “legitimate rape,” they want Planned Parenthood deprived of federal funding. They
want church-related institutions not to
have to include contraception insurance
coverage in employee health plans. They
want sexuality education in public schools
to be limited to plumbing and “absti-
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Fundamentalists and their ultraconnence only” indoctrination. And many of
servative enablers seem to be so enamthem want public funds diverted (through
ored of the Hansel and Gretel fairy tale
vouchers or tax-code vouchers) to sectarthat they want to promote the creation
ian special-interest private schools that
of more Hansels and Gretels. And that is
promote medieval misogynist ideology.
indeed a picture grim.
They seem incapable of grasping that cutting back on contraception
and adequate sexuality educa- Edd Doerr is president of Americans for Religious Liberty,
tion actually increases the founded by humanist leaders Edward Ericson and Sherwin Wine,
abortion rate. But some folks and a past president of the American Humanist Association. He
would rather not be confused is the author of the new Center for Inquiry position paper, “The
School Voucher Crisis,” now available at centerforinquiry.org.
by logic and facts.

Sigmund Freud was certain
that the Christian God was
originally a volcano-god,
worshipped by a remote
desert tribe. It was many
centuries before he evolved
into the God we
know today.

Is this how God began?
The answer lies within
a provocative new
book titled:

God on Trial

How Christians Can Test Their
Own Prayers Objectively
John W. Loftus

or the moment, let’s set aside the
problem of why God doesn’t do what
is right regardless of whether people
pray. And let’s set aside the problem of
what god, if any, is answering prayers.
Finally, let’s also set aside the problem of
why God doesn’t answer important
prayers—like those to alleviate world
hunger, those from victims of war-ravaged
places like Darfur, and those who suffer
because of hurricanes and devastating illnesses. While these questions need to be
answered before launching a definitive
test of the power of petitionary prayer, in
this essay I’d like to offer an intermediate
proposal tailored for believers only. Why
not objectively test your own prayers, at
least provisionally? (I assume that many of
you will succumb to human nature and
place at least one thumb on the weight
scales.) If you can’t measure the effect of
your own prayers, it’s unlikely you’ll have
much luck measuring the effectiveness of
the prayers of others.
Believers around the world claim that

F

their particular god answers (favorably
grants) petitionary prayers. From my
experience, what’s going on here is something called “selective observation”:
counting the hits and discounting the
misses. All we hear about are those rare
cases of “answered” prayers. Given the
billions of prayers that are prayed every
day, surely some highly unusual ones will
get “granted,” if only because of the
odds. After all, lightning does strike here
and there.
Scientific studies have repeatedly
shown that the outcomes sought by
prayer don’t occur any more frequently
than expected by chance. Christian
believers reject these studies as flawed,
because for them God is a personal agent.
So they claim he cannot be tested like this,
for he may thwart these efforts in order
to remain hidden, revealing himself only
to people who believe. They do this
although the biblical God supposedly
grants requests even to doubters (consider Moses and his leprous hand, Gideon
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Petition
Raise my father
up from the dead

Miracle

Highly Unusual

Unusual

Ordinary

No, are you
kidding?

Strength for
today

Yes, thanks
be to God!

A raise at my job
within a month

Yes, but it was
expected.

Meet my “soul
mate” today

No, but maybe
tomorrow.

Wisdom to make
a good decision
Retroactively
change a tragic
event of the past
My obnoxious
neighbor moves
within a month

Yes, God is
good!
No, are you
crazy!?
No

Safety for a trip
to the store

Yes, whew, it’s
rough out there.

Someone returns
my lost wallet

No

It doesn’t rain
during our picnic

Yes, Yes, Yes!

I need
more faith

Yes, praise
Jesus!

and the fleece, Elijah on Mount Carmel,
when tithing according to Malachi 3:10,
and Jesus in Matthew 7:7–8). Lost on
them is the question of why should it
matter to God that we are testing him
when, test or not, real people in need are
being prayed for? Further, if God wanted
to remain hidden, he could still have
thwarted the Haitian earthquake and the
2004 Indian Ocean tsunami before they
happened by virtue of a miracle (if
needed) without anyone being the wiser.
He could have saved many lives not
because anyone prayed for him to do so
but simply because he cared. The bottom
line is that if God wants to remain hidden
by thwarting our efforts to test prayer scientifically, then how can he condemn
doubters for not believing?
In any case, if believers really want to
know if God answers prayer—and why
not?—then here’s a way they can check
for themselves that is fully in compliance
with their faith: first, keep track of your
prayers on a chart like the one that
accompanies this article. Second, rank
your requests by their level of unlikeliness,
from outcomes so improbable they
would be miraculous to those that would
probably happen by themselves. You
might even want to create a detailed
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Self-Fulfilling

ranking system by placing prayer outcomes on a 1-to-99 probability scale (leaving certainties—100—and impossibilities—0—out of it, although we’re told
nothing is impossible with God).
Third, when you pray, be very specific
about what you want. Specify. Specify.
Specify. Fourth, set a time limit; pray that
your requests will be answered within a
specific time period. Why not? Isn’t that
what you want? When you ask for something to be granted by God, you must
surely know when you want that prayer
to be answered. Tell God. Be honest.
Doesn’t God reward honesty? If that feels
like asking too much, think again. If you
don’t specify your request in full detail,
aren’t you showing a lack of faith? Aren’t
you really doubting that God can come
through? In any case, whether or not you
say when you want the prayer granted,
you know when you want it. God, supposedly knowing all, knows it too. So go
ahead—say it!
Keeping track of prayers according to
these four principles will force believers to
seriously consider the kinds of requests
they make of their god. Believers will see
that the kinds of prayers “answered” will
fall pretty much in line with those that are
self-fulfilling, or ordinary. Some unusual
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requests will come through also but far less
frequently. Gee, that’s the same kind of
distribution that would occur by chance.
Believers will also see that Christians
pray for way too many mundane things
that are within their own control to obtain,
like doing well on an upcoming test or
dealing with difficult people. Believers
should stretch themselves by praying for
bigger and highly unusual things within
the range of natural possibilities—world
peace, an end to world hunger, a cure for
cancer—rather than focusing on their own
mundane or self-fulfilling interests.
They will find that sometimes believers
pray for things that cannot be objectively
verified, such as “God, be with Grandma.”
Just as during a church service the congregation prays to God to “Be with us this
morning.” What kind of prayer request is
that? By their lights isn’t God omnipresent
already?
Believers also have a way of praying
only for things they expect can happen—
and what they expect depends on what
the progress of science allows them to consider possible. As a rule, believers do not
pray that a mountain will be uprooted and
planted in the sea, even though Jesus purportedly said this could happen (Mark
11:23). If it is not to be taken literally (and
why not?), this passage still challenges
believers to have the courage to ask for
nearly impossible things, even miracles. So
pray for some miracles, such as for some
amputees to have their missing limbs grow
back. Or pray for your god to change that
tragic accident that occurred the night
before, so that carload of kids does not die
in that car crash. Hey, why not? The whole
reason you don’t ask for these kinds of
things is because you live in a scientific era.
Let yourself think outside that secular, scientific box! You should be willing to pray
for things science says is impossible, if you
take Jesus’s supposed powers seriously
and want to seriously, objectively test the
results of prayer.
Then be brutally honest about the results. no fudging as horoscope or fortunecookie readers do to make outcomes fit
the predictions. Was the prayer answered
exactly as you prayed it within your specified time frame or not? And no using what
I call the “Omniscience Escape Clause”
(“God knows what is best”) or the “Faith
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understand the true efficacy of petitionary
Trump Card” (“God didn’t give me what I
prayer: namely, that it’s not any better
wanted but what I needed”).
than chance.
See what happens. See how many
Then—just maybe—you’ll think twice
times your prayers are answered, and of
about dismissing all of those scientific studthose prayers that are answered, see how
ies that debunk the power of prayer.
many of their results are truly out of the
ordinary. I suspect that if
you really want to know
John W. Loftus is a former Christian minister and apologist who studwhether God answers
ied under William Lane Craig. He is the author of Why I Became an
prayers, you’ll find this an
Atheist: A Former Preacher Rejects Christianity (2008) and the editor
of The Christian Delusion: Why Faith Fails (2010) and The End of
interesting exercise. And
Christianity (2011), all from Prometheus Books.
I suspect you’ll come to

Does he have a point?
The answer lies within
a provocative new
book titled:

Humanism and the Arts

A Tribute to Harry Harrison
ost obituaries written shortly
after the August 15, 2012, death
of best-selling science-fiction
writer Harry Harrison remembered him as
the author of Make Room! Make Room!,
the novel upon which the Charlton
Heston movie Soylent Green was loosely
based. But Harrison’s significance to the
genre of science fiction—and to secular
humanism—transcends this distasteful
connection to the man who incarnated
Moses and the national rifle Association.
The overwhelming theme of Harrison’s
work, which spanned more than five
decades, has been the consistent elevation of reason above irrational belief, of
universalism above ideologies that promote fear of one’s fellow humans.
Harry Harrison was born Henry Maxwell Dempsey on March 12, 1925, in
Stamford, Connecticut, the son of an IrishAmerican father and russian-Jewish
mother. He lived across the nation and the
world during his life, later becoming an
advocate of Esperanto as a universal language (it frequently appears as a universal
tongue in his novels and short stories—
only rubes on backwater planets don’t
learn Esperanto). During World War II, he
served in the united States Army Air
Forces, and although he was not on the
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Bill Maher once said,
in effect, that it was
difficult for him to believe
in a religion whose core
concept involved
a talking snake.

Guy Lancaster

giving or receiving end of American
bombs (as were Howard Zinn and Kurt
Vonnegut, respectively), he nonetheless
came away from his military service with a
pronounced hatred of Army life, especially
the dehumanizing effects of training and
the contradictions inherent in the idea of
democratic war-making—a theme that
appears often in his works. As an officer in
The Stainless Steel Rat Gets Drafted tells his
new “recruits” as he swears them into service: “This is a free country and you are all
volunteers. You may take the oath. Or if
you choose not to, which is your right, you
may leave by the small door behind me
which leads to the federal prison where
you will begin your thirty-year sentence for
neglect of democratic duties.” reportedly,
a Vietnam veteran came up to Harrison at
a convention and said, regarding Bill the
Galactic Hero—Harrison’s over-the-top
lampooning of Army life—“That’s the only
book that’s true about the military.”
One of Harrison’s earliest novels,
Deathworld, constitutes a thorough deconstruction of the military mind-set,
though masquerading as a Starship
Troopers clone until the last chapter. In
the novel, professional swindler Jason
dinAlt ends up on the planet Pyrrus,
whose citizens are trained in the murder-
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ous arts from childhood because the animals and plants there are evolving in such
predatory ways that the people must invest in ever-more and greater weaponry
just to survive. But what dinAlt discovers,
after researching what archives remain
(art and history are long dead on this
planet, where all time is spent killing or
learning how to kill), as well as communicating with a tribe living outside the main
base, is that all native life on Pyrrus is
psychic and has evolved in response to
the fear and rage of the human settlers,
whose willingness to kill produced enemies that seemed to justify that readiness.
Deathworld remains probably the best literary treatment of blowback, a phenomenon with which we are all too familiar
these days.
On par with Harrison’s antimilitarism
is his consistent secular humanism, present from the earliest days of his writing
career, during a period when even science fiction didn’t often broach such subjects. As he wrote later about his widely
reprinted 1961 story, “The Streets of
Ashkelon”: “I blush to admit, in these days
of intergalactic cunnilingus and exobiological bestiality, that my only bit of
taboo-breaking was making the protagonist an Atheist. Shocking! You might well
laugh now, but this was serious stuff in

atheism with his refusal to kill, saying that
those distant days. . . .” In this story,
because we mortals have only one life, to
human trader John Garth urges the newly
rob someone of their only chance at living
arrived Christian priest, Father Mark, to
is inexcusable.
abandon his mission to covert the indigeno brief tribute such as this can adenous sapient species of Wesker’s World.
quately encompass Harrison’s output,
Garth tells the missionary that the natives
which included other noteworthy and
“have thunder, trees, and water without
best-selling series—To the Stars, Eden,
thunder-gods, tree sprites, or water
Stars and Stripes, and The Hammer and the
nymphs. They have no ugly little gods,
Cross—and dozens of stand-alone novels
taboos, or spells to hag-ride and limit their
and short stories, as well as a number of
lives. They are the only primitive people I
anthology projects that he edited. All of
have ever encountered that are comhis work is infused with a compassion for
pletely free of superstition and appear to
humankind—even in its folly—that is the
be much happier and sane because of it. I
hallmark of the best literature. Harrison
just want to keep them that way.” (As
will be missed, but he leaves behind him
Harrison once told a Brazilian journalist,
so many models for our own lives: heroes
“We atheists lead happy lives, never conand heroines who know how to temper
cerned with the dying-and-burn-foreverforce with reason, worlds where the good
in-hell nonsense. We know better.”)
life is the one people create themselves,
Of course, the priest cannot oblige,
and a sense of humor about the someand in the end, the Weskers, knowledgetimes random operations of the universe.
able about the scientific method, decide
Thanks to him, countless Stainless Steel
to prove the truth or falsehood of the
rats have been born!
priest’s faith by demanding a miracle—by
crucifying the man who
Guy Lancaster is editor of the online Encyclopedia of Arkansas
would save their souls to
History & Culture (www.encyclopediaofarkansas.net), a project
see if he rises on the third
of the Butler Center for Arkansas Studies at the Central Arkansas
day. Like John Garth, masLibrary System. He holds a PhD in Heritage Studies from
ter criminal and secret
Arkansas State University and has published several academic
agent “Slippery Jim” diGriz,
articles on racial violence as well as numerous book reviews,
hero of the Stainless Steel
personal essays, and more.
Rat series, regularly links his

Humanism at Large

Our Christian Language
everal years ago, I held a position at
nipissing university in Canada that
involved working with students to
improve their writing skills. At the time, all
students admitted to the publicly funded
university had to take a writing competency test, and I typically used the student’s test as a starting point for our work
together. The test required them to write
a short essay on one of three given topics,
and it was graded by two members of the
English Department. Students who failed
the test had to take a writing course, and
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Peg Tittle

all students had to pass the test before
they graduated. All very straightforward,
I thought. until I saw, in one of the student’s essays, “his word” corrected to “His
Word” by one of the graders.
I can accept a capital on “God” because
the word is being used as a name, and
names are generally capitalized. (Though I
do find it rather presumptuous to appropriate a common noun. It’s also a bit coercive: to use a common noun without an
article is to imply there’s only one. The
claim “Cat is happy” demands the ques-
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tion “Which cat?” unless you think there’s
only one. So when the rest of us want to
refer to the Christian god, because we
must say “God” instead of using a real
name like “Zeus” or “Hela,” we are unwillingly implying the same belief.)
And I can accept capitals on The Bible,
as well as italics, because the words refer
to the title of a book, and such words are
generally capitalized as well as italicized.
But what’s the rationale for capitalizing “His Word”? It was suggested to me,
when I questioned the marking commit-
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“G-d” and Christian schools can teach
tee, that “his word” was being used to
their kids to write “His Word”—but neirefer to The Bible and so, as a title, should
ther should be stipulated as a common
be capitalized. Well, first, then it should
rule of grammar, and students in public
also be italicized; oddly, this wasn’t menschools should not be “corrected” if they
tioned. Second, we generally don’t accept
don’t express these religious opinions
substitute titles for other books; for examthrough their spelling and capitalization.
ple, we would not accept The Dictionary
nor should such rules be in any gramfor The Concise Oxford Dictionary—at
mar book not identified as a Christian
least, not at the university level.
grammar book. Lamentably, five out of
Furthermore, I suspect that the stufive grammar texts that I checked (at the
dent meant “his word” not as an equiva“suggestion” of the aforementioned
lent to The Bible but as an equivalent to
marking committee) listed as a rule that
“his teaching.” So again, what’s the rationnames of deities and other religious
ale for capitals? With two exceptions, no
names and terms be capitalized. Howother pronoun is ever capitalized.
ever, in three at least, capitalizing the proThe first exception is that pronouns
noun was presented as optional.
are capitalized when they refer to royalty—for example, “Her Majesty.” I suspect that this treatment is meant to show
respect. I, for one, don’t respect someone
who is in a position of power and wealth
“We’ve exposed the sexism
merely by an accident of birth. And for
our language rules to impose such a disrooted in our language. . . .
play of respect is completely unjustified.
It’s past time to do the same
The second exception is “I.” This one is
for the religionism rooted
unjustified on the grounds of inconsistency alone: no other subject pronoun is
in our language.”
capitalized in the normal course of things.
To make “I” an exception is to be egocentric as well as inconsistent.
Since both exceptions are then, to my
It’s one thing to impose religious
mind, unjustified, neither, to my mind,
belief in public education, which is not
supports capitalization in the instance
only contrary to the view that a just sociunder consideration. So much for the
ety is one that separates church and state
“his” in “his word.”
but also contrary to the view that public
As for “word” (or “teaching” or “meseducation is committed to the pursuit of
sages” or whatever), it doesn’t belong to
knowledge, not superstition.
any class of nouns usually capitalized
It’s another and far more insidious
(names of people, countries, cities, months,
thing to entrench religious belief in our
and so on). Case closed.
common language. We’ve exposed the
So “His Word” seems to be an excepsexism rooted in our language, and we
tion to the rules. And on what basis is this
have managed to begin to make
exception made? Well, it seems to me
changes. It’s past time to do the same for
that “His Word” is meant to designate
the religionism rooted in our language.
some special status, some special respect.
Just as BC (Before Christ) has given way
It’s a sign of worship, pure and simple.
to BCE (Before the Common Era), let’s
And, as I suggested when I considered
make “His Word” and the like equally
“Her Majesty,” language has no business
anachronistic.
legislating opinions on value.
More specifically, worship has no
place in our grammatical rules.
It especially has no place in the
Peg Tittle is the author of Critical Thinking: An Appeal to
grammatical rules taught in
Reason (Routledge, 2011) and Shit that Pisses Me Off
public schools. Jewish schools
(Magenta, 2011).
can teach their kids to write
secularhumanism.org

Today, many scholars
believe that the story of
Adam and Eve was myth.
If so, then there was
no Adam, and
no Fall, and no reason
to judge Christ’s death
a redemption.
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Reviews

A Philosophy for the Past, Present, and Future

t may be difficult to recall nowadays,
but there was a time when the greatest atheists were philosophical giants.
They matched their metaphysical, theological, and political opposition with the
kind of constructive argument and systematic philosophizing that they expected from rival thinkers in return.
These giants never got wide respect, but
they built comprehensive worldviews
meant to last for the ages nonetheless.
Always outnumbered, they were never
outmatched, for wisdom as well as wit.
Today’s “popular” atheism is just as
likely to dismiss philosophy as irrelevant
as it is to invoke Epicurus, Hume, Diderot,
or russell. This odd contradiction, hopefully a temporary aberration, narrows the
unbelief reading list at the worst possible
moment. Atheism’s greatest visibility
arrives at a time when its intellectual challenges couldn’t be greater, and its
answers are widely sought. The religious
are intensely interested in the way atheists would run things. The nonreligious
are wondering that themselves, just as
they wonder about the biggest questions
of life, which have a way of outlasting
every school of thought. Even if religion
had never been invented, people would
share wisdom and ethics of proven
worth, ensuring that meaning and value
accumulates for improving the human
condition. Mere negativity is not an
answer for anyone.
Can an authentic secular stance consist of more than recitations of religion’s
failures? Meaning and Value in a Secular
Age: Why Eupraxsophy Matters, a volume of Paul Kurtz’s essays masterfully
selected and introduced by nathan
Bupp, affirmatively answers that question. Kurtz’s philosophizing was never
just about negativity. If the limitations of

John Shook
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Meaning and Value in a Secular Age: Why Eupraxsophy
Matters—The Writings of Paul Kurtz, edited by Nathan Bupp
(Amherst, N.Y.: Prometheus Books, 2012, ISBN 978-1-61614
-231-5) 265 pp. Paper, $19.00.

“Atheism’s greatest
visibility arrives at a time
when its intellectual
challenges couldn’t be
greater, and its answers
are widely sought.”

faith can be charted, it is because the
finest achievements of human reason
have brought us farther and higher.
In fourteen chapters, chosen from ten
books and FrEE InQuIrY magazine articles, Kurtz shows how his perceptive
insights extend as far as any thinker’s
today. These essays explain eupraxsophy, Kurtz’s term for the practical
thinking that modern times demand of
every person, and together they present the essentials of Kurtz’s entire philos-
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ophy. Chapters devoted to reflections on
democracy, the moral decencies, and
ethical excellences are followed by chapters about love and friendship, caring,
liberal education, hope, life’s meaning,
and the human condition. At the center
of it all is the Enlightenment principle of
autonomy. The ideal of autonomy, or
self-rule, is just an ideal unless citizens
know how to civilly live together and
smartly control their own societies. First
they must be convinced they can succeed. Too many seductive voices have
whispered in humanity’s ear suggesting
that it could never go it alone and make
decisions for itself.
We stand at the brink of a truly secular and humanistic age, and the bold
confidence celebrated by Kurtz should
be ours as well. A secular age free from
priestly control was only a visionary
dream for even the boldest freethinkers
of the past. Our age is one of fast-rising
secularity, of material wealth and democratic freedom for many (but not enough), and fast access to ideas on an
unprecedented scale. Science is changing everything, especially our sense of
our place in the universe and our conceptions of ourselves as human. When these
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core self-understandings change so
much, little else about us could stay the
same. The ethos of generations past
couldn’t stay workable forever. As rapid
the pace of scientific and technological
change continues to be, the last thing
that could be taken for granted is civil
society and customary culture. Yet atheism too often appeals to principles and
power structures from centuries ago, only
forceful because they sound so familiar. Is
the struggle against religion advanced by
sleeping in late on weekends or more
shopping? religion is hardly the only conservative ideological force in the world.
ver the period of the past fifty years,
no academic philosopher had more
direct contact with the American public
than Paul Kurtz. Standards have admittedly slipped, but it can be fairly said that
not since John Dewey’s time have as
many ordinary citizens encountered the
name of an American philosopher. There
have been more “famous” philosophers
(known to academics, anyway), but Paul
Kurtz undertook serious public philosophy and succeeded at extraordinary levels. Success couldn’t have been predicted.
His chosen message—that people are
better off without faith and rigorous
humanistic activism is urgently needed—
was not designed for telling the masses
what they wanted to hear.
Kurtz boldly began a second career
outside the ivory tower in the late 1960s
to lead a secular movement in the real
world. The secular world desperately
needed that sane leadership. It was an era
when public discourse branded atheism
as communism or hedonism. It was a time
when numerous prime-time radio and television talk shows still wanted an atheist
voice offering something more than strident antireligious bombast, and Kurtz was
that voice. Three magazines from three
different organizations, available at newsstands across the country, carried his
name at the top of the masthead: The
Humanist (American Humanist Association), Skeptical Inquirer (Committee for
the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the
Paranormal), and FrEE InQuIrY (Council for
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Secular Humanism). His publishing house,
Prometheus Books, published a vast number of secular writers along with his own
works.
It is debatable whether the number of
alarmed Christians who encountered
Kurtz’s name in churchly denunciations—
both Pat robertson and Jerry Falwell singled out secular humanism as public
enemy number one—outnumbered the
nonreligious who actually had read an
article of his. Still, it was the affirmative
agenda he championed that was deemed
worthy of the sort of high honor usually
reserved for the (still coming) Antichrist.
nonbelievers walking out of churches
was bad enough—humanists leading civilization for the next thousand years was
a thought too horrible to bear.

“We stand at the brink
of a truly secular and
humanistic age, and the bold
confidence celebrated
by Kurtz should be
ours as well.”

While taking full advantage of the
media spotlight, Kurtz didn’t outsource
the generational job of updating the positive humanist worldview to anyone else.
Over his outstanding, lengthy career, his
many books and hundreds of articles,
written for the widest possible readership, patiently explained what nonbelievers can still believe in. Kurtz’s message,
distilled to its essentials, is that a richly
rewarding and ennobling life is waiting
for any secular person. For Kurtz, disbelief
was never the end point—disbelief, by
itself, is just as disabling as any religion.

secularhumanism.org

Agreeing with religion on this point—a
simple anthropological point about
humanity—his humanism expects civilized peoples to live life with conviction
and fidelity to principle and promise. A
GI-generation soldier in Patton’s Third
Army who walked through liberated concentration camps, he exemplifies that
greatest generation’s moral certainty
about big ideals standing up to big evils
and building powerful institutions of
peace and prosperity for all.
Kurtz’s secular humanism wasn’t a
simple declaration of war on religion, a
manifesto of hatred against the religious,
or a utopian scheme for aloof atheists. His
vision was of a peaceful planet hospitable
to both conscience and reason and to cultural difference as well as participatory
democracy. It was this powerful vision
that proved to be so captivating for
so many. One might label his ethos as
“cosmopolitan” because modern human
rights are central, as long as his confirmation of traditional virtues isn’t overlooked.
What connects these views together is
Kurtz’s broad naturalistic perspective on
our shared human capacity for thoughtful control over our lives. naturalism, not
supernaturalism, is the only reliable foundation for the freedoms and opportunities necessary for becoming morally
responsible and ethically intelligent. Kurtz
couldn’t find any pragmatic use for deterministic materialism, not merely because
that “ism” cannot be lived but also
because the sciences can no longer confirm it. He relied on the unity of the sciences—not a unity achieved by letting
any single science monarchically rule the
rest but a unity forged from a democratic
coalition of the social, life, and natural sciences together.
Kurtz’s living naturalism, described in
two chapters, is a philosophical achievement of stitching together into a cohesive
worldview what all of the sciences are
telling us, yielding an optimistic outlook
for growing meaning and value. We
aren’t genetic automatons, because our
genes permit culture for creating better
ways of life that we imagine and make
real using dynamic education, not DnA
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transcription. We aren’t psychological
robots, because entire networked brains
permit foresight and deliberation, which
no discrete neural module provides. We
aren’t social clones, trapped within permitted thought patterns and behavioral
habits, unable to view matters for ourselves. What are we? We remain what we
have always been: primates molding our
own brains with our stories—stories of
ennobling deeds and intrepid discoveries.
What is unstoppable is our open curiosity.
What is unforgivable is blind conformity.
Intelligence must never be halted, and
inquiry can never rest.
ur secular age is still fragile and unstable, fraught with fault lines where
truths collide and societies quake. The
dark worry of religion is that a world without God can only be a world without harmony, a life of endless contests over
whose greater might shall make right.
Armies bearing flags representing their
truths—truths to beat down on every
head—are all the more monstrous for the
certainties they advance. Stuffed full of
truths, sick of so much truth, we are
trapped by a suffocating crush of all-toohuman truth. Freedom from God, as religions know well, isn’t the same as freedom from each other.
Scientific imperialism and secularism
can be no less dogmatic and militaristic
than any religion or ideology, as the world
well sees. Only a humanistic and cosmopolitan secularism, such as Paul Kurtz’s,
staunchly defending constitutions that
protect expression of conscience no less
than freedom of speech, can stand before
the whole world without hypocrisy or
shame. For what are the foundations of
this humble secularism but expressions of
conscientious conviction and fidelity to the
equal dignity and worth of every human
being? rights are just inert rights at the
end of it all, unless you know why people
deserve them and need even more of
them. Genuine democracy can’t rest content with the rights prized by generations
past, since new kinds of social oppression

and denials of opportunity are endlessly
rationalized by the powerful to keep them
comfortable.
Liberty and rationality are never
enough to protect real opportunity, as
Kurtz’s progressivism explained, following the lessons learned from escaping religion’s prisons. For if liberty of mind were
enough, each atheist could stoically con-
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“Kurtz’s message, distilled
to its essentials, is that
a richly rewarding and
ennobling life is waiting for
any secular person.
For Kurtz, disbelief was never
the end point—disbelief,
by itself, is just as disabling
as any religion.”

worthy to join the cause until you are
joining it with the right heart. Ethics is for
everyone.
In the middle of a culture war, philosophy can seem like a silly luxury. Yet the one
who loudly says “no philosophy needed” is
the one who dogmatically wields yesterday’s philosophy. Have you asked whether
it is good enough? The old adage says,
don’t start a war without a plan for peace.
Don’t get trapped by the iron bars of your
own convictions or presume that everyone
would be happy in cages like yours. A pronouncement of scientific knowledge here,
or a declaration of human rights there,
might appear to suffice for truth’s victory
over religion’s mirage. Yet real victories are
won over hearts, not minds. neither textbook science nor constitutional politics can
say what replaces religion, what answers
the perennial questions, or what people
should live for.
religion fogs the intellect, but its deinstallation from the mind isn’t a release
of inner wisdom or goodness. religion
can make good people do bad things, but
good people are made, not born. They
say every child is born an atheist, which is
only to say that society will handle things
from there. There are better and worse
societies, but their avowed truths are only
part of what can make them great; look
to their philosophies of life if you would
play the role of judge over their lives on
Earth. We’d all best start, as Paul Kurtz
insisted for fifty years, with carefully judging our own philosophy of life.

template the cold, material universe in
the private cell of his or her own construction and let religions run the public world.
Yet, as a GI-generation warrior could tell
you, your freedoms aren’t secure until
everyone’s are respected and justice prevails. If we must fight, we
fight for all of humanity
John Shook is director of education and senior research fellow at
in humanity’s name for
the Center for Inquiry. He also serves as visiting assistant professor
humanity’s enlightenof science education at the University at Buffalo, teaching for the
ment and not for some
joint CFI-UB Science and the Public online master’s program. His
new form of enslavemost recent books are The God Debates: A 21st Century Guide for
ment. As other prophetAtheists and Believers (Wiley-Blackwell, 2010) and, as editor, The
ic reformers of the twenEssential William James (Prometheus Books, 2011).
tieth century also had to
declare, you can’t be
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Rediscovering a Lost Treasure
istinguished Harvard university
professor Stephen Greenblatt contends that rediscovery of the lost
Lucretius poem, De Rerum Natura (On the
Nature of Things), helped trigger the
renaissance, the Age of reason, the
Enlightenment, and the six-century
upsurge of science and democracy that
catapulted the West into today’s advanced civilization. His book, The Swerve:
How the World Became Modern, won a
2012 Pulitzer Prize and a national Book
Award. A New York Times reviewer wrote:
“On the Nature of Things was filled with, to
Christian eyes, scandalous ideas. It argues
eloquently, Mr. Greenblatt writes, that
‘there is no master plan, no divine architect, no intelligent design.’ religious fear,
Lucretius thought, long before there was a
Christopher Hitchens, warps human life.”
Ancient Greece, birthplace of Western civilization, was contradictory. It produced the first known thinkers who tried
to understand the world through logic
and observation instead of supernatural
explanations. Yet Greeks also sacrificed
thousands of animals to imaginary gods
on Mount Olympus and gave gold to
mystical “oracles” who babbled in
trances. Greeks even fought the Sacred
Wars over treasure stolen from the Oracle
at Delphi.
Surrounded by so much religion, one
of the foremost logical thinkers was
Epicurus (341–270 BCE), who taught that
there is no actual evidence for gods, devils, heavens, hells, miracles, prophecies,
and the like—so people simply should
lead rewarding lives here and now. He
also speculated that all matter consists of
invisible atoms swerving endlessly and
that creatures change through evolution.
His scientific hunches later proved amazingly valid.
Epicurus was the first to articulate the
philosophical quandary called “the problem of evil.” If God is all-loving and all-

James A. Haught
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The Swerve: How the World Became Modern, by Stephen
Greenblatt (New York: W.W. Norton, 2011, ISBN 978-0-39306447-6) 356 pp. Hardcover, $26.95.

powerful, he wrote, why does he allow
horrible suffering and cruelty in the world?
Either God cannot prevent the agony or he
callously doesn’t want to, Epicurus reasoned. There’s no other possible conclusion. In all the centuries since, clergymen
have been unable to refute this clear logic.
Epicurus called religion “irrational fancies” and “credulous belief in the reality of
phantoms.” Instead of wasting time on
such nonsense, he said, people should seek
the best possible lives while they have the
ability to do so.
A couple of centuries later, roman
thinker Titus Lucretius Carus (99–55 BCE)
wrote De Rerum Natura, a long tribute to
Epicurus. His classic Latin poem was filled
with sneers at supernaturalism:
• “Fear was the first thing on Earth to
make gods.”
• “The universe has not been made
through divine power, seeing how great
are the faults that mar it.”
• “How many evils has religion caused.” (a
comment on King Agamemnon’s sacrifice of his daughter to induce the gods to
favor his attack on Troy)

When the body has perished, there is an
end also of the spirit diffused through it.”
Lucretius’s great poem was cited by
various other ancient writers, but for a
time all copies of it were lost. Then, in
1417, nearly fifteen centuries after it was
written, a scholarly papal clerk, Poggio
Bracciolini was visiting a German
monastery and found a long-forgotten
copy covered by dust on a remote shelf.
Elated, he began distributing handwritten copies to European intellectuals, who
discussed the Lucretius work in learned
forums. It spurred a breakthrough for scientific thinking.
Of course, nobody thinks the rediscovery of one lost Latin poem singlehandedly transformed international culture—but it obviously was a factor in the
great mental shift that grew with the
renaissance. It was a milestone on the
vast journey humanity has traveled—a
journey away from magical thinking and
toward scientific reality. As Western society steadily evolves to embrace values of
secular humanism, it’s intriguing to ponder how we got here.

• “not they who reject the gods are profane, but those who accept
them.”
James A. Haught is editor of West Virginia’s largest newspaper,
the Charleston Gazette, and a senior editor of F REE I NQUIRY .
• “There is no murky pit of
hell awaiting anyone. . . .
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Hitchens: Memento Mori

Becca Challman

A constant reflection on demise is a
good thing.
—Christopher Hitchens

o devotees of Christopher Hitchens,
of whom I am unabashedly one, his
final tome is a heartbreaking journey’s end—not because of pathos or sentimentality, which he avoids like cliché,
but because he will never again wield his
mighty pen. I find Mortality painfully brief
and exquisite, and I, like the author, cannot help but feel “badly oppressed by the
gnawing sense of waste.” I want more
Hitchens, but the inkwell, posthumous
collections notwithstanding, has run dry.
The book begins with Vanity Fair Editor
Graydon Carter’s name-dropping foreword, which creaks without snapping and
is the weakest link in the tempered steel
chain of Mortality. It consists mainly of previously published anecdotes and lists and
leaves me feeling that Hitchens deserves a
more original and profound tribute—perhaps similar in tone to one written by the

T

“Mortality . . . is Hitchens’s
unflinching stare into
the stark reality of his
rapidly approaching demise
without the dubious aid of
denial, euphemism,
illusion, or false hope.”

author himself, a year before his death, in
his introduction to George Orwell: Diaries:
“By declining to lie, even as far as possible
to himself, and by his determination to
seek elusive but verifiable truth, he
showed how much can be accomplished
by an individual who unites the qualities of
intellectual honesty and moral courage.”
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Mortality, by Christopher Hitchens (New York: Twelve Books,
2012, ISBN 978-1-4555-0275-2) 104 pp. Paperback, $22.99.

In Mortality, Hitchens reminds us that
we share a common fate: any one of us, at
any moment could be facing deportation
“from the country of the well to the land
of malady.” The first seven chapters of this
compact volume are composed of Hitchens’s Vanity Fair columns, documenting
his eighteen-month struggle to survive
esophageal cancer. With characteristic
and brutal honesty, he begins by examining cancer as a consequence: “I have been
taunting the reaper into taking a free
scythe in my direction and have now succumbed to something so predictable and
banal that it bores even me.”
We all live in bodies that are in the
process of dying, some of them faster
than others. Hitchens notes that “one
finds that every passing day represents
more and more relentlessly subtracted
from less and less.” Mortality, then, is
Hitchens’s unflinching stare into the stark
reality of his rapidly approaching demise
without the dubious aid of denial, euphemism, illusion, or false hope.
He expertly excises the base interpretation of his illness as payback from an
angry god: “The vengeful deity has a sadly
depleted arsenal if all he can think of is
exactly the cancer that my age and former
‘lifestyle’ would suggest that I got.”
Hitchens forms a firing squad and digs
a deep grave for the zombie of deathbed
conversion: “Suppose I ditch the principles I have held for a lifetime, in the hope
of gaining favor at the last minute? I hope
and trust that no serious person would be
at all impressed by such a hucksterish
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choice.” Then he deftly dispatches prayer
as a hypocritical, self-cancelling, and futile
act: “The man who prays is the one who
thinks that god has arranged matters all
wrong, but who also thinks that he can
instruct god how to put them right.”
The final chapter of Mortality assembles what the publisher refers to as
Hitchens’s “fragmentary jottings.” Vanity
Fair readers will recognize the seeds of
inspiration that he coaxed into his “Topic
of Cancer” column: “The nice men with
the oxygen and the gurney and the
ambulance very gently deporting me
across the frontier of the well, in another
country.” Some of his ideas hang like
plump plums, tantalizingly ripe and just
out of reach: “Tragedy? Wrong word:
Hegel versus the Greeks.” Others can be
consumed in one bittersweet bite: “If I
convert it’s because it’s better that a
believer dies than that an atheist does.” In
a post-Hitchens world, his “jottings” feel
like a personal and very satisfying gift.
It is in this section that an unfortunate
error occurs. A passage of text from Julian
Barnes’s book Nothing to Be Frightened
Of stands verbatim, unattributed, and
without quotes. Because many writers
had begun to attribute Barnes’s words to
Hitchens, this reviewer e-mailed the publisher, Twelve Books. Editor in Chief Cary
Goldstein replied that the fault lay with
the publisher and would be corrected in
future editions. Goldstein wrote: “One of
the most remarkable (one of many)
aspects to a mind like Christopher’s was
his capacity for recall. Quotes and cita-
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tions in Christopher’s drafts and manuscripts were routinely recalled from memory and subsequently checked against
sources. In this instance I would guess he
was re-reading or recalling Julian’s
Nothing to Be Frightened Of. The failure
here was our own, not his, in mistaking
the thought for his own.”
What I find most striking about Hitchens’s Mortality is the eloquent afterword
written by his wife, Carol Blue, and the
haunting way his thoughts run parallel to
her perceptions of the same events. For
example, writing about the day he was
told to see an oncologist, Hitchens muses:
“Some kind of shadow was throwing
itself across the negatives.” Blue reminisces about meeting him later that day
outside the 92nd Street Y: “We embraced
in a shadow that only we saw and chose
to defy.”

not just his living and his livelihood but
reflecting on the stage between
his very life, Hitchens reveals an unsetdiagnosis and full-blown illness, during
tling and painful truth: “I feel my perwhich he keeps all of his commitments
sonality and identity dissolving as I condespite feeling ill, Hitchens writes: “This is
template dead hands and the loss of
what citizens of the sick country do while
the transmission belts that connect me
they are still hopelessly clinging to their
to writing and thinking.”
old domicile.” Blue echoes and expands
Hitchens regains his voice and exerts
his poignant metaphor: “We were living
his potent pen again to describe indein two worlds. The old one which never
scribable pain, come to terms with torseemed more beautiful, had not yet vanture, and lend meaning to mortality, until
ished; and the new one, about which we
his death on December 15, 2011. With an
knew little except to fear it, had not yet
artist’s economy of words not unlike her
arrived.”
husband’s, Blue confides, “I miss his perfect
When treatments cause Hitchens to
voice . . . . I miss, as his readers must, his
temporarily lose what he labels one of his
writer’s voice, his voice on the page.”
two assets—his voice—pain causes numbness in his hands and arms, triggering “the
real and rational fear” of losBecca Challman is a freelance writer and a previous winner of
ing his other asset—his pen,
the “FI and Me” contest. Her winning essay, “F REE I NQUIRY Set
his writer’s voice. After
Me Free,” was published in our February/March 2010 issue
ruminating that writing is

Reclaiming The Founders’ Words
he Founding Fathers these days are
a bit like Silly Putty—they can be
stretched into just about any position. Political commentators on the right
and the Left frequently press the Founders
into service to buttress their political
beliefs.
This isn’t surprising. The Founding
Fathers loom large over the American imagination and are generally revered as the secular saints of American politics. Besides, who
wouldn’t want to have George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, and
others on his or her side?
But, as Michael Austin points out in his
thought-provoking new book, That’s Not
What They Meant! Reclaiming the Founding
Fathers from America’s Right Wing, there
are a few difficulties with tying today’s political arguments to the powdered-wig crowd
from the revolutionary days.

Rob Boston

T

That’s Not What They Meant!: Reclaiming the Founding Fathers
from America’s Right Wing, by Michael Austin (Amherst, N.Y.:
Prometheus Books, 2012, ISBN 978-1-61614-670-2) 285 pp.
Paperback, $19.00.

For starters, who exactly were the
Founding Fathers? Many Americans can
name the most prominent ones, but
dozens of men signed the Constitution.
Who makes the cut? (By the way, did you
know that the term Founding Fathers was
coined by President Warren G. Harding in
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1916 when he was still a u.S. senator?
And I thought the only word he came up
with was normalcy!)
Also, is it likely that the Founders
spoke with one voice on any issue? Of
course not. As Austin points out, the
Founders were all over the map on core
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matters. And, being human, they were
sometimes inconsistent.
An additional problem arises when
comments by Founders are wrenched
from context or used as partial quotes.
The result, Austin wittily asserts, is a monster called “Founderstein,” a horrifying
beast that all too frequently runs amok
over the u.S. political landscape.
Austin describes “Founderstein” as
“an ideological monstrosity that, like
Frankenstein’s monster, borrows bits and
pieces from those safely dead—from, that
is, the speeches, published essays, letters,
and journals of any number of different
Founding Fathers slapped together with
absolutely no concern for context, rhetorical intent or the tremendous differences
between the individual Founders.”

“. . . There are a few
difficulties with tying today’s
political arguments to the
powdered-wig crowd from
the Revolutionary days.”

Sometimes, the quotes attributed to
certain Founders are misinterpreted; in
other cases, they may simply be made up.
Austin illustrates this with a particularly
egregious example of how Glenn Beck
summarizes Federalist no.1 as an argument for American exceptionalism and
the deity’s alleged preference for our
nation. In fact, Federalist no. 1, penned by
Alexander Hamilton, says nothing about
God and does not argue for American
exceptionalism. Hamilton merely states
that other nations have an interest in the
American experiment because it will
prove if self-government (that is, nonmonarchical rule) is possible. It was Beck’s
fervid imagination that converted “interest” into “exceptionalism.”
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several times since 1788. The fact that the
Asks Austin, “The real question here is,
Founders built an amendment process
how can someone who claims to revere
into the document is pretty good evithe Founding Fathers justify such an utter
dence that they were smart enough to
disregard for the integrity of their
know that things might change—and
words?” It’s a good question that somethat our parchment pal would have to
one should ask Beck.
change too.
Others create their “Founderstein” by
Austin, an English professor at newstitching together quotes from disparate
man university in Wichita, Kansas, writes
sources. In one case, a history professor
with a refreshing clarity that helps make
wanted to prove that Hamilton opposed
even dusty old debates over the national
deficit spending. But Hamilton did not unidebt feel lively. His prose is jaunty, and the
formly oppose such spending, so the probook is thoroughly sourced. He ends the
fessor had to get creative. He mashed
book on an optimistic note, pointing out
together quotes from several Hamilton
that the same Founders who are so often
writings that spanned many years, giving
dragooned into supporting just about any
the appearance that the quotes all came
conceivable Far-right opinion actually did
from the same source. They did not.
something pretty remarkable: they gave us
Worse, they applied to different circuma governing structure that has endured.
stances over different times. Austin rightly
Because of this, he concludes, “America
calls this an “intellectually dishonest” pashas not yet seen its best days. The Foundsage. He’s being rather polite here.
ing Fathers did their job well, and the sysWhile the brunt of That’s Not What
tem they created remains as robust an
They Meant! concerns right-wing abuses
engine for liberty and human progress as
of the Founders, Austin, to his credit,
the world has ever seen.”
points out that those on the Left can be
Hear, hear! Austin also reminds us
guilty of creating “Foundersteins” as well.
that the Founders were not demi-gods.
Still, the problem does seem to be more
They were living and breathing beings
common among the right, hence the
who sharply disagreed with one another
book’s subtitle. The reason for this may be
and were capable of being wrong. They
that conservatives continue to look at the
did, however, lay the groundwork for a
Constitution as a set-in-stone document
great democracy; it remains up to us to
and hold onto the words (or certain
keep forging it.
words) of the Founding Fathers as holy
right-wing historical revisionists have
writ while liberals have embraced the thehit something of a rough patch lately.
ory of the “living Constitution.”
Witness the travails of David Barton, a
This, of course, raises a raft of interestTexas-based activist who insists, against
ing questions about the Founders’ vision
all available evidence, that the united
and its application to modern-day AmerStates was founded to be a “Christian
ica. Can we really expect a group of aristonation.” Barton’s recent book on Thomas
crats from an eighteenth-century agrarJefferson was so riddled with errors that
ian nation to provide us with answers for
the publisher pulled it.
a rapidly urbanizing country of 311 milA new era of critical analysis of the
lion people marked by mass transit,
Founders may be at hand. If so, it makes
instant communication, and interlinked
That’s Not What They Meant! all the more
global markets?
important. The book deserves to find a
Probably not. The genius of the
wide audience.
Founders is not that that provided an
answer to every issue we might face in
the twenty-first century. It’s that they
gave us a framework—the Constitution—
that is flexible enough to meet
our needs. That document can
Rob Boston is senior policy analyst at Americans United for
also be amended, a process
Separation of Church and State, Washington, D.C.
that we’ve taken advantage of
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A Suspect Sales Pitch
uthor Daniel Boyarin’s approach in
The Jewish Gospels: The Story of the
Jewish Christ seems akin to one that
believers in Mother Goose and Santa Claus
might take. Instead of focusing on the doctrines that separate them, they look for
points in common so that they can present
a united front to critics who review the evidence and conclude, “a plague on both
your delusions.” Likewise, a book that tries
to harmonize Mosesism with Jesusism is
comparable with a book that tries to harmonize flat-earth geography with hollow-earth geography, without attempting to rebut the evidence of round-earth
geographers.
Whether Boyarin, a believer in Judaism, is able to get through to Christians is
irrelevant, because he does not even
attempt to evaluate the evidence compiled by nontheists that gods are as much
a product of the human imagination as
Mother Goose and Santa Claus. Is he conceding that that is an argument he cannot win and settling for finding common
ground with persons whose Manchurian
candidate-izing is different but equal to
his own? That would explain why he
makes no mention of his Bible’s fourteen
endorsements of a flat earth, perhaps in
the hope that if he ignores them they will
go away.
Boyarin devotes 160 pages to defending conclusions that could only have been
reached by someone who started from the
assumption that Jesus exists outside of the
human imagination. For example, he devotes page after page to various theologians’ interpretations of “son of man,” in
apparent ignorance that it was a Greek
mistranslation of a Hebrew term that
meant “descendant of Adam,” a title Jesus
applied to himself because (1) he saw himself as the second Adam, destined to rectify
the screw-up of the first Adam, and (2)
because he needed an alternative title to
“descendant of David,” since he acknowledged (Mark 12:37) that David was not his
ancestor.
rather than catalogue Boyarin’s myriad of mistakes in biblical criticism, an area

William Harwood
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The Jewish Gospels: The Story of the Jewish Christ, by Daniel
Boyarin (New York: New Press, 2012, ISBN 978-1-59558-4687) 223 pp. Hardcover, $21.95.

in which he has as much expertise as I
have in Etruscan (which no one has ever
deciphered), I will give one example that
exposes his incompetence. He writes (14):
“At the time of Jesus, all who followed
Jesus—and even those who believed that
he was God—were Jews!” During Jesus’s
lifetime, nobody believed that he was God.
The pretense that he claimed to be a god
was invented by the author of the fourth
Gospel a full century after Jesus’s death.
The only beliefs Jesus shared with Christians, ancient or modern, were those that
Christians continue to share with Jews,
including the paramount delusion that
God is more real than the Tooth Fairy.
I can see no defensible reason why a
Jewish author would reject the scientifically neutral dating system, Common Era
(CE), widely used even by liberal Christians,
and instead persistently (e.g., pp. 4, 12, 15,
22) use the offensively Christian Anno
Domini (AD), which tells his Jewish readers
that they are living in the Year of the
Master. His use of Christ as a synonym for
Jesus (10) is similarly indefensible. Is
Boyarin so morally depraved that he is
willing to resort to whatever falsehoods
he thinks his audience wants to hear?
Consider his allegation (6) that “Many
ancient Jews simply accepted Jesus as
God, and they did so because their beliefs
and expectations had led them there.” If
that is a sample of his competence as a
historian, he should leave documentary
analysis to persons who do not start from
secularhumanism.org

predetermined conclusions and distort
the evidence to make it fit. And his urging
(ibid) that “Jews will have to stop vilifying
Christian ideas about God as simply . . .
pagan” is comparable with urging Christians to stop viewing Hinduism as polytheistic. news flash: Despite its Jewish origins, Christianity is essentially paganism
with the names of the gods changed.

“Boyarin’s inability
to recognize his Tanakh
and Talmud as works of
fiction disqualifies any
claim he makes to
scholastic legitimacy.”

What Boyarin does get right is his
recognition that Jesus was a sectarian Jew
whose preaching and behavior were entirely consistent with what all members of
his Ebionite sect, “the poor ones,” preached. unfortunately he has zero ability to distinguish between Gospel passages that reflect what Jesus really preached (sell every-
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thing you own and give the proceeds to
the poor ones) and speeches put into his
mouth in the Gospels to give the impression that Jesus believed the same things
the Gospel authors believed.
Boyarin is described on the book’s
dust jacket as a professor of Talmudic culture. The difference between Talmudic
culture and Shakespearean culture is that
Shakespearean scholars are fully aware
that the literature from which their con-

taken as seriously as a defense of the
clusions are derived is fiction. Boyarin’s
Scientology fantasy by the cult’s most
inability to recognize his Tanakh and
brainwashed shill, Tom Cruise.
Talmud as works of fiction disqualifies
any claim he makes to scholastic legitimacy. He is a theologian, a
designation H. L. Mencken
William Harwood is the author of more than eight hundred artidescribed as “a blind man in
cles published in skeptical and freethought journals in ten couna dark room searching for a
tries. He is a contributing editor of the American Rationalist. The
black cat that is not there—
newest of his fifty books is Disinformation: Bullshit the Media
and finding it.” His defense
Encourage You to Believe (World Audience, Inc., 2012).
of the God delusion can be

Poems

Still Life with
Lamp and Dogs

Reincarnation

Brooke Horvath

The blue jay
hops from fence

Pillows covered in vines
& flowers
rest upon the armchair
They must have lain
there awhile
they are so overgrown
Two grey pillows on
the couch
like rocks on rocks
Two dogs, one per
pillow, one
dog dreaming, one awake . . .
As for the lamp—
who knows?
in the corner chanting
its mantra: Let there
be light,
let there be light.
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Brooke Horvath

to bush. He
tells me something
he assumes I
do not know,
then tells me
the same thing

‘Team Up
with Jesus’
Brooke Horvath
reads the sign
outside a church
that seems at home with kitsch
& I would except
He umps the games
and always gets to pitch

again, more stridently,
and then again.
Were my father
not alive still
a few miles
from here, perched
on his porch,
I might have
to believe in
the soul’s migration.

secularhumanism.org

Brooke Horvath is a professor of
English at Kent State University. He
is the author, most recently, of
Understanding Nelson Algren (University of South Carolina, 2005) and
The Lecture on Dust (Bottom Dog
Press, 2007), a collection of poems.
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Letters

continued from p. 13

In any case, let’s not become like a
church that divides over power, greed,
influence, and personality under the guise
of important “principles” without a reasonable debate based on solid relevant
evidence. Atheists should unite together
against a common enemy, the religious
faith embraced by an overwhelming
majority of outspoken people who are
causing the world harm. That recognition
alone should be good enough for us to do
whatever we can to keep our debates
healthy.
John W. Loftus
Fort Wayne, Indiana

Greta Christina raises an excellent point
that unfortunately is sometimes violated
among conscientious humanists. That is
to say, there is absolutely no place for ad
hominem arguments in enlightened debate. The whole purpose of an ethical
society seeking scientific advancement is
to find out what is “false,” not pontificate
on what is dogmatically presumed to be
true (cf. Karl Popper). This is only possible
when there is a free commerce of ideas
and respect for dissenting opinions and
disagreement.
As history is witness, if we live by these
principles we will be fine. The free commerce of ideas will always separate good
ideas from the bad. Again, I emphasize
that this is history, not simply academic
spiel.
Case in point: too many people in the
near East are beating each other in the
streets over a trivial film depicting the socalled Prophet Muhammad in an undesirable light. If the Muslim fanatics don’t like
the film, why don’t they circulate their
own film bringing the issues to debate?
But no. As always, fanatics prefer violence, name-calling, and public hysteria
over rational and public debate. I think
they might fear what open debate will
reveal.
Tolerance is a very demanding ethical
discipline. But if we don’t abide by it, our
humanism is gone.
John L. Indo
Houston, Texas

Does Secular Humanism Have
a Political Agenda?
Re the special section “Does Secular Humanism Have a Political Agenda?” (FI,
October/november 2012): last week I received my renewal request from FrEE
InQuIrY and threw it out because of its political agenda of promoting more and bigger
government. Then I read ronald Bailey’s
article, “Secular Humanism Has a Political
Agenda, and It’s not in Favor of Liberty.”
Indeed, he is correct: people such as
Patricia Schroeder (“Saddle up, Progressives!”) and other authors in FI do not want
freedom across the board; they want their
ideas forced upon others. They want their
own form of government smothering anyone who thinks differently.
Virtually all the libertarians I know are
atheists, yet they will not join atheist
groups because the atheist groups do not
keep their focus on atheism or the other
issues we have in common, but have a
statist political agenda to crush dissenting
thoughts.
Richard W. Morris, JD, PhD
Surprise, Arizona
regarding ronald Bailey’s article on the
relationship between secular humanists
and libertarians: to many of its proponents, libertarianism approaches a religion
in its own right, with the market’s “invisible
hand” approximating the role of a deity.
Like other religious postulates, the blessings prophesied for a “pure” libertarian
system (substantially zero government
accompanied by an unregulated free
market) are not falsifiable. However, logic
suggests that these blessings can only be
realized under conditions that include the
following:
1. Economic competition must be honest
and fair.
2. Consumers must be fully informed
about available choices and apply that
information to make rational decisions.
3. Advertising and marketing programs
must present useful and reasonably
accurate information about products
and services.
4. Economic entities must provide emsecularhumanism.org

ployees with fair compensation and
safe and comfortable work environments.
5. Economic entities must take responsibility for protecting our environment
from any adverse effects that might
result from their activities.
I am a secularist, an atheist, and a libertarian with respect to social issues.
However, I believe a civilized society
should provide basic protections for its
citizens, including (but not limited to)
freedom from the threat of corporate
indentured servitude. The idea of economic libertarianism does have a certain
utopian appeal, but until the human race
evolves beyond the equivalent of hubristic chimps with technology, I cannot
accept the invisible hand as my personal
savior.
Dan Davis
Elk Grove, California

Your October/november 2012 issue addressing the question of whether or not
secular humanists should become more
politically active, even forming a party,
was long overdue. Of course we should
be more politically active, and of course
we have to avoid trying to do it within
either of the two major, completely corrupt, political parties. A party based on
reason—on secular humanism—will be
small but should grow as religious skepticism increases in the united States. And
we already have a platform—it is published on the inside cover of many issues
of FrEE InQuIrY! I volunteer to organize the
first meeting of the Orange County
Humanist Party (let’s keep the name to
one word)!
But, alas, there was one serious omission by all the contributors—the need to
stop the constantly growing militarism of
the united States. As a result of a halfcentury of growth, we have built the
greatest military empire in the history of
the world at the cost of our domestic
well-being—with the blessing of both
political parties. I ask you: who better to
counter the irrational fear-based paranoia of the right wing that drives this mil-
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itarism than a growing, reason based,
Humanist Party?
Ronald C. Gibson
Irvine, California

Atheists and Overgeneralization
In his response to the richard Dawkins’s
statement, “The teachings of ‘moderate’
religion, though not extremist in themselves, are an open invitation to extremism,” r. George Delamontagne (“Overgeneralization: The Achilles Heel of Apocalyptic Atheism?” FI, October/november
2012) says “really?” Yes, they really are!
That is a major part of how ordinary German citizens were persuaded to push Jews
into gas chambers. Eichmann didn’t do it
all by himself. The us-versus-them mentality of religions and the idea of exclusive,
God-given authority in scripture makes
ordinary people prone to do things they
would never otherwise do.
So-called “moderate” beliefs are just
as hard if not harder to abandon than the
more obviously absurd beliefs of radicals.
For many it is easier to go along with
what “has to be done” than to abandon
ingrained beliefs. Many moderate sectarian schools still commonly use corporal
punishment to supposedly teach right
and wrong. What they really teach is
blind obedience to authority. The reason
the child abuse by priests in the Catholic
Church went on for so many years was
because of the success of the Church in
teaching obedience to authority—not
because of a failure of the Church. To
accept one belief for which there is no evidence opens the door to any belief for
which there is no evidence.
Vic Arnold
Westerly, Rhode Island

r. Georges Delamontagne should be
complimented for using archival data to
test hypotheses about the relationship
between religiosity and standard of living
in America. unfortunately, the research is
compromised by problems with construction of variables, analysis of data, and formulation of conclusions.
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Dividing religiosity into high, moderate, and low categories presents two
major difficulties: restriction of range
within categories and forced relationships among categories, i.e., higher scores
in one category mandate lower scores in
the other categories, which places limits
on the pattern of correlations with external variables like the Human Development Index (HDI). Similar issues
occur with denominational affiliation.
regardless of these problems, the
four confirmed hypotheses are the ones
most readers would have predicted and
not the other three. Why weren’t some
details provided about the four confirmed hypotheses, such as magnitude of
the relationships? Why wasn’t a total religiosity score correlated with HDI? Why
weren’t evangelicals and unaffiliateds
compared on HDI?
The most “egregious methodological
error of overgeneralization” (the author’s
expression) occurred in the final three
paragraphs of the article. First, the variables of income and educational attainment explained 93 percent of the variation in HDI scores, obviously because HDI
includes income and schooling in the
composite. Second, this meaningless tautological relationship provided the basis
for the author’s entirely unwarranted conclusion that “reducing intolerable levels of
income, wealth, and educational inequality” will “bring about a life for humankind
guided by the humanist ideals of reason,
science, and compassion.”
This is truly egregious overgeneralization!
Brian Bolton
Georgetown, Texas
As noted in the Acknowledgments in
this article, a more detailed version of
this article is available by contacting FI
Managing Editor Andrea Szalanski at
aszalanski@centerforinquiry.net.
I recommend that FrEE InQuIrY readers be
very skeptical about r. Georges Delamontagne’s analysis. A primary problem is his
use of the HDI as the main means of comparing the socioeconomic status of different parts of the united States. Delamont-
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agne’s claim that the HDI is a widely accepted measure of a society’s health is far
from being the case. The HDI is only a
gross means of comparing nations from
the first, second, and third worlds; it is too
crude for finer comparisons within a given
developmental level. The HDI is based on
too few socioeconomic indicators. no
measure of criminal activity is included or
of adverse consequences of sexual activity
and drug consumption, mental illness,
ecological exploitation, and so forth.
Education indicators are too focused on
formal achievement levels rather than
knowledge. The defects are so well known
that constructors of the HDI are working
to replace it with the superior Inequalityadjusted Human Development Index
(IHDI). The issue is discussed at the Wikipedia site on these indices.
The HDI places the united States as
number four in the world, much too high.
The IHDI more correctly places the united
States at twenty-three, behind all other
first-world countries. The HDI should
never be used for fine comparisons
between first-world societies. The IHDI is
better, but we can do even better than
that. As many know, I published in 2009
the Successful Societies Scale (SSS) that
uses about two dozen indicators (www.ep
journal.net/filestore/EP07398441_c.pdf).
It clearly places the united States behind
all other advanced democracies. using
that data, I was also able to show that
moderate religion correlates as strongly
with poor conditions as does fundamentalist faith (www.infidels.org/kiosk/article
847.html). Only nontheism correlates with
better conditions, and strongly so. I am
currently expanding the SSS with collaborators to four dozen indicators, far and
away the most comprehensive examination of socioeconomic conditions in the
Western nations ever attempted. The
improved version verifies that the unusually religious united States is in last place.
The data also shows that successful societies cannot be highly religious because
successful conditions invariably suppress
the religiosity of the populations.
Gregory S. Paul
Baltimore, Maryland
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I have to wonder whether the influence
of religion, for better or for worse, that
appears to correlate with the HDI scores
of various parts of our country could be
considered a cause of the HDI or whether
a certain religious viewpoint is actually a
result of the HDI of the various areas. For
example, Delamontange’s analysis finds
that high religiosity in the form of evangelical Protestantism correlates with a
low HDI. A low HDI means a lower life-expectancy, fewer years of schooling, and a
lower standard of living. Is evangelical
Protestantism causing this unhappy situation, or is it rather caused by this low HDI?
Less schooling and poverty often correlate with greater ignorance in general
and a greater tendency toward fundamentalist forms of religion.
Kerwin L. Schaefer
New Bern, North Carolina

ception, anti-climate change movements
are criminally irresponsible. Or perhaps
they’re clinically nuts” (“Overpopulation,
Climate Change, and november 6”).
What if they are both? The definition of
psychosis is to be out of touch with reality. As Doerr points out, our failure to
deal with overpopulation and climate
change, and to do so now, will inevitably
mean catastrophe.
The mass silence regarding overpopulation; the failure to shout down the religionists who populate at will; the denial of
climate change as a “hoax”—these are
real issues, and those of us on the Left, we
Progressives, need to take off the gloves,
make our position known loud and clear,
and call it what it is: insanity with a capital
I. We may be past the tipping point, but
existentially we still have to tell it like it is.
Lee Simon
Mt. Solon, Virginia

R. Georges Delamontagne replies:
My article was intended to be provocative,
and, judging from letters from readers, I’m
pleased to have my expectations realized.
There may, and likely are, better alternative methodological approaches than
those that I utilized in addressing the
questions I raised about the tendency of
Richard Dawkins, Sam Harris, Christopher
Hitchens, and other renowned atheists to
make assertions, unsupported by empirical evidence, about the pernicious
effects of all types of religion and all
degrees of religiosity on the human condition. The important point is that some
form of falsifiable empirical evidence must
be presented in support of the claims
made; otherwise we are merely sharing
opinions, well reasoned and persuasively
articulated, perhaps, but still opinions, not
facts. I encourage Gregory S. Paul, in particular, to apply his formidable talents and
experience indeveloping sophisticated
data bases to refine and improve upon my
contribution.

Earth Issues
In your October/november 2012, issue
Edd Doerr wrote, “The leaders and
enablers of the anti-choice, anti-contra-

More on ‘Spirit’ Talk
In “rebuking the Foul Spirit,” FI, October/
november 2012, Tom Flynn betrays a
curiously impoverished conception of language and its functioning. One of the key
insights of twentieth-century philosophy
of language is that words function in
more than just a referential, or entity-indicating, capacity. When we talk about
“team spirit,” for example, we are not
positing a ghostly thing that hovers over
the members of a committed team (not
even supernaturalists believe that!).
Instead, we speak this way to call attention to a subtle interpersonal phenomenon that is not easily reducible to the
energetic movements of individual members. As thoroughgoing naturalists, of
course, we can stipulate that, in principle,
team spirit is metaphysically reducible to
component parts—correctly describable,
that is, as (in some sense) “nothing more”
than matter in motion. (Of course, in
another sense, team spirit is precisely
about the team becoming more than the
sum of its parts!)
To experience team spirit from the
inside is to feel and understand something that dispassionate third-person
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analysis invariably misses. (Compare
“Each member of the team was energized to help the team win”—it completely misses the way team members can
transcend self when immersed in collective effort.) To anyone who has experienced this phenomenon, “team spirit”
will evoke something of this (perfectly
natural kind of) transcendence. In fact,
the phrase can confer a kind of understanding precisely because it is evocative
in this way.
note also that the detachment necessary to render an objective accounting of
a phenomenon can interfere with the
kind of engagement that makes the phenomenon possible. Thus, a neurochemical analysis of a brain experiencing love
does not convey what it’s like to be in
love. Perhaps Flynn can construct an elaborate (and purely referential) surrogate
for the phrase “team spirit,” but it is
unlikely to convey a direct sense of what
being in the grip of team spirit is like.
The same goes for his attempt to supplant other uses of “spirit”-talk. His
efforts to eliminate all “spirit”-talk will fail
for the same reason that physicalist
efforts to do away with belief and
“desire-talk” have failed—the terms are
useful for calling attention to significant
emergent patterns.
Flynn encourages me to “step away
from [my] metaphors”—presumably because he prefers literal talk. But as
nietzsche taught us, language is a “mobile
army of metaphors,” and literal talk is little
more than entrenched metaphor. In any
case, playing with metaphors is a critical
part of exploring language’s disclosive possibilities, and no self-respecting naturalist
should foreswear such experimentation.
Flynn describes his rejection of spirittalk as motivated by a “determination to
engage with reality as it is, not as we
might wish it to be.” Fine. But it is wrong
to suggest that spirit-talk is invariably
motivated by wishful thinking. It is also a
mistake to assume that “engaging with
reality” is just a matter of representing it
accurately. Settle completely the question
of what reality is like, and there will still be
open questions about how we ought to
best cope with it. We are not just
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detached spectators, we are also engaged
participants, and it matters that we
engage reality—and one another—constructively. Metaphors have important
roles to play in working out more constructive modes of engagement, and
spirit-talk can disclose important dimensions of human potential.
Andy Norman
Carnegie Melon University
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Tom Flynn replies:
Metaphors can be useful, of course, and in
most situations our language would be
the poorer for avoiding them. But in the
specific instance of nontheistic naturalists
using spiritual or dualistic language, the
resort to metaphor poses unique dangers
and is best avoided. Though our numbers
are increasing, we naturalists remain a
minority in a culture whose default
assumptions very much include the supernatural. Two of the more popular and
effective arguments that religious believers marshal to fortify themselves against
atheism/naturalism are (1) that reality includes a nonphysical or “spiritual” component whose importance is so great that
any reductionistic account fails to capture
reality; and (2) that human beings require
spiritual or supernatural connections in
order to attain happiness—or even simply
to endure the life’s pains and disappointments. Each argument is devious, in that it
encourages believers to insist that there’s
actually no such thing as atheism. If
monistic explanations are inadequate by
definition, or if people can’t get by without supernatural support, then it follows
that people who claim to be atheists are
just kidding themselves. When such believers engage with an atheist or naturalist, their minds will be racing to sniff out
any shred of evidence that the interlocutor
secretly harbors dualist or spiritual ideas.
That leads to a “Gotcha!” moment, after
which the believer will feel licensed to
stop taking the atheist seriously.
Unfortunately, the uses of language
that Norman recommends—while wholly
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legitimate in most other contexts—are
potentially ruinous for us in this particular
context. By speaking of emergent phenomena in a poetic but, let’s face it, sloppy way,
he encourages believing interlocutors to
dismiss us as dualists. By using “spirit” language that admits of any supernatural
implication, however far-fetched, he encourages those same interlocutors to dismiss us as atheist poseurs who still, deep
down, embrace the spirit world. This is the
“wishful thinking” I warned against—not
our own but rather the wishful thinking of
frightened believers who will resort to
almost any stratagem in order to avoid confronting the fact that some people really do
lead full lives without religion. Our only
hope of convincing most believers that
this is true is precisely to “impoverish” our
use of language, when discussing matters
that admit of supernatural or dualistic
interpretations, so that what we mean
cannot be mistaken even by the most willful opponent.

Leaving the Jehovah’s
Witnesses
Thank you for James Zimmerman’s touching article “Why I Am not a Jehovah’s
Witness” (FI, October/november 2012).
His story needs exposure because, while
the details are unique, its core plot is written over and over again.
I, too, was raised a Jehovah’s Witness
and eventually questioned the sect’s core
beliefs. I realized I couldn’t just “choose to
believe” in things like biblical miracles, evil
spirits, Witnesses’ doctrinal superiority,
and even God’s existence. Constantly
hearing myths presented as truths and
watching the leadership exert control
through fear and guilt, it was impossible
to be happy pretending to believe.
I left the organization three years ago.
Manipulated by the JW leadership’s propaganda, my former friends and family
reject me as a wicked “apostate.” They
even chose not to attend my wedding in
August. The pain of their shunning never
truly disappears.
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nevertheless, it’s been an unending
joy exploring formerly forbidden subjects
such as biological evolution, philosophy,
and the JW’s true history. I eagerly await
every issue of FrEE InQuIrY; it’s a core part
of my new intellectual freedom and
moral growth. I’m married to a fine nonWitness woman and beginning military
medical training, which was never possible as a Jehovah’s Witness.
At this moment, tens of thousands of
JWs worldwide are secretly agonizing
over what the organization does to themselves and their families. They wrestle
with fear, doubt, anxiety, and depression
hidden behind a mask of “spiritual joy.”
Jehovah’s Witnesses and other high-control groups are emotional vampires exerting subtle psychic violence to keep members in line while sucking them dry. The
resulting family anguish, damage to individual lives, and wasted human potential
cannot be overstated. Therapy and support groups aid recovery, but as long as
dangerous cults exist we need to increase
awareness through stories like James
Zimmerman’s.
Private Daniel Dionne, U.S. Army
Fort Jackson, South Carolina
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